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NOTICE
• All Calloway County
Middle School students can
pick up their schedules on
Aug. 16 and 17 between 7:30
a.m. and 3 p.m. in the gym.
Students can also pick up
schedules and meet their
teachers on Aug. 16 from 6 to
8 p.m. during Back to School
Night.
.The Murray office of the
Department for Employment
Service, which was damaged by
fire. opened Thursday, according to Sue Cash, field office
manager. The Disaster
Emergency Service office,
which was also temporarily
closed, opened Thursday. Both
offices are located at 1210
Johnson Boulevard.

INSIDE
•BOWLING GREEN —
Despite hot weather and occasional rain delays, Murray's
tennis players participating in
the USTA sanctioned Kentucky State Junior Closed
Tournament made their mark
in fine fashion. Page 6
*SARASOTA. Fla. (AP) —
Kimberly Mays' biological
.parents have shown a complete
disregard for the girl's feelings
by attacking the only family
she has ever known, i psychologist testified. Page 12
*KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)
— President Clinton's late
father may have committed
bigamy by marrying Clinton's
mother before his divorce from
a previous wife was final,
newspapers reported today.
Page 12

FORECAST
Today, partly sunny and warmer
with the highs in the lower 80s.
West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight, partly cloudy with the.
lows 60 to 65. Sunday, partly
sunny with a high in the
mid-80s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY— 85'
359.6, +0.2; below 316.0, +0.2
BARKLEY — 86'
359.5, +0.1; below 316.2, 0.0
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.
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Clinton says
gridlock broken
By TOM RAUM
AssecliNed Press Welter

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton savored a narrow
but sweet victory for his package
of tax hikes and budget cuts, calling congressional passage of the
deficit reduction plan "the sound
of gridlock breaking."
But the closeness of the vote
— it passed the Senate late Friday 51-50 only when Vice President Al Gore cast a tie-breaking
vote — underscored the shallowness of Democratic support for
what had been the centerpiece of
Clinton's domestic agenda
No Republicark.„voted for the
-bill, and they continued to assail
the measure even after losing
their effort to stop it. It passed
the House on Thursday, 218-216.
Senate Republican leader Bob
Dole urged Americans who
watched the climactic votes on
television to "put down your
remote control and grab on io
your wallet. Because your taxes
are going to go up."
He said the vote was "certiu,
ly not a mandate."
Clinton was expected to focus
on the victory — crticial to his
presidency — in today's weekly
radio address to the nation.
The bill would raise taxes on
the wealthy, businesses, motorists
and some Social Security bene-

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

SEARCHING FOR A BARGAIN

ficiaries. It would slow the
growth of Medicare and trim the
Pentagon's budget.
113 passage Cle1113 the deck for
Clinton to move ahead on his
next major initiative, a proposal
for universal health insurance.
When Congress comes back in
September from its summer
recess, it also will grapple with
the administration-backed proposed free trade agreement with
Mexico. And Clinton has vowed
to work with legislators in coming up with additional deficit
cuts.
The decisive vote Friday night
came from Sen. Bob Kerrey, DNeb., the last senator to make up
his mind.
Kerrey, who ran against Clinton for the White House last year,
declared he "could not and
would not ..it a vote that would
bring down" the administration
even though he complained that
Clinton had u a!,ed from the
"high road" and some of his
original goals for shared sacrifice
in reducing the (1,11L'it
The-president ss. N expected to
go to Charleston. W.Va.. on
Monday for a -downtown rally
celebrating the victory. Aides
said he was likely to sign the
measure into law Tuesday at the
White House.

_
AMY WILSON/Ledger A TImes photo

Karen Mimms, left. of HuntsOle. Ala., searches for bargains during Murray's Citywide Sidewalk
Sale as store owners Gaye liaserstock, center. and Mary Jane Jackson, watch. The sale, which began
Friday, ends today. More than 125 retail merchants were expected to participate.

Residents evacuated during arrest
Staff Report
Murray Ledger I Times

arrest.
Hobbs, according to an affidavit signed by his wife, Wanda,
assaulted- her at their home earlier
Friday.
When. police attempted to
arrest Hobbs at his homc, he did
not respond to officer's instructions, police obtained a search
warrant, led by the canine,
entered the residence and took

him into custody with no injuries.
Officers were on the scene for
several hours.
The Murray Fire Department
and the Murray-Calloway County
Ambulance Service stood by to
assist if needed.

and injuring 119 others. State
Police spokesman Charles
Vaughn said one Wal-Mart
employee was unaccounted for.
Thirty people were injured in
neighboring Petersburg, where
the storm knocked down buildings, buckled walls and ripped
off roofs in the historic Old Town
district. More than 100 people
were forced out of their homes.
Most of the injuries statewide
were minor, authorities said.
Damage in Petersburg was estimated at SIO million.
Spencer Boykin, 25, of Colonial Heights, was standing in

front of Wal-Mart when the tornado hit..'
"There were people covered in
blood, and there was screaming
everywhere," he said.
Eight people were slightly
injured when the roof flew off a
flea market in Newport News. At
Langley Air Force Base in Hampton, winds damaged buildings
and two F-15 fighters.
About 80 miles east in the
Norfolk suburb of Chesapeake, a
tornado caused an estimated, SI
million damage to homes and
knocked down power lines,
police said.

Barlow's Seat
List growing
for First District Twister kills three in Virginia
The Kentucky State Police,
Kentucky State Police Canine
• rtnit, the Calloway County Sheriff's Department and the !Murray
Police Department arrested William B. Hobbs of 400 N. 6th St.
late Friday night on a district
court domestic violence order to

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

wealth's attorney in McCracken
County; Christian County Commonwealth's Attorney W.E.
Rogers III; Brian Roy, the sheriff
of Marshall County; and Bob
Jackson, the successful Murray
businessman. And those arc just
thc Democrats.
Oh yes. There's also Tom Barlow, the incumbent.
That Barlow is almost an afterthought isn't unexpected. Even to
Barlow.
"That's no surprise," Barlow
said. "I've heard lots of names
and I think that's great."
Conventional wisdom dictated

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— With Carroll Hubbard out of
the way — probably — the list of
people thinking about running for
Kentucky's First District scat in
Congress is long and growing.
There's Bill Cox, the mayor of
Madisonville; Henry Lackey, the
state senator from Henderson;
Dennis Null, a Mayfield lawyer;
Greg Pruitt, the judge-executive
of Hickman County; Greg Higdon, the former state senator
from Fancy Farm and deputy
Natural Resources Cabinet secretary; Tom Osborne, the common- • TURN TO PAGE 2

By JOE TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer

• COLONIAL HEIGHTS, Va.
(AP) ---- Engineers tried today to
stabilize the wreckage of a discount store sliced open by a tornado, while rescue workers
searched through the debris for
any more victims.
At least three people died and
scores were injured as high winds
wrought rhavoc Friday across
southeastern Virginia.
A tornado cut a 40- to 50-foot
path through the Wal-Mart about
I:30 p.m., killing three people

thorny Ledger A Times Stan Writes

Work on solutions to the jail
dilemma is already beginning by
Calloway County Judge/
Executive-elect J.D.
Williams said he and others
have been making phone calls to
the Department of, Corrections
and other jails in the Purchase
region.
"We're just trying to come up
with anything we can," he said.
Since the Department of Corrections ordered the jail to close
its doors Sept. 1, county attorney
David Harrington filed a request
for a public hearing to allow the
county time to plead its case.
Harrington said he doubted the
jail would be allowed to stay
open. If the hearing is unsuccessful, Harrington will file an appeal
to the decision in Franklin County Circuit Court.
'The county has two appeals in
circuit court dealing with previous orders from the Department
of Corrections which stated the
jail was to shut down — first to a
96-hour facility and later to a
12-hour facility.

Harrington and Jailer Pat Paschall have been discussing the
matter with state officials since
problems arose in 1991.
Williams said ke-vianted to get
the ball rolling now rather than
waiting until Jan. 1 when he officially takes office.
"We don't have that much
time," he said.
The first task Williams plans..to
undertake is searching for grant
money to build the jail.
Bob Jackson, president and
chief operating officer of HT
Marketing, along with Williams
and magistrate Dan Miller have
been checking on funding from
various state and federal sources.
"The number one thing for me
is to find out if there is any
money available," Jackson said.
"If there is, we'll try to get it."
Jackson said he was glad to see
Williams begin work on the jail
because it is increasingly becoming an overwhelming problem.
"It's a severe problem and if
wait, the jail will be closed,"
he said.

By AMY WILSON
Murray Lodger I Times Staff WrIlw

we

▪ TURN TO PAGE 2

Several homes. surrounding the
residence were evacuated as a
precaution during the operation.

Donations
for boy
being stolen

Williams isn't waiting
to begin work on jail
By STACEY CROOK
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The booking area of the Calloway County Jail is not in compliance
with regulations because the whole area measures about X feet by
12 feet and has so security mechanisms,

When a tragedy occurs in a
family, members of the community usually take up donations to,
provide support. In the case of
10-year-old Joshua Harris, donations are being made, but some of
the money is not reaching the
family.
Donation jars have been placed
at locations such as Piggly Wiggly, Duncan's Market, Burkeen's
Market General Store and East Y
Grocery.
"These jars were established
after Joshua's accident by friends
and family to help pay the bills,"
said Jeanie Harris. Joshua's
mother.
Jeanie said about two weeks
ago her sister went to East Y
Grocery to pick up the donations
from the jar and was told the jar
had been emptied three times.
"Someone is picking up these
jars and profiting from my son's
accident." Jeanie said.
Last week, Jeanie's mother
went to East Y to pick up the

II TURN TO PAGE 2
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Congress approves •Williams.
flood aid package

•
•

FROM PAGE 1

WASHINGTON (AP) — A bill
rushing $5.7 billion in aid to the
flood-ravaged Midwest has won
approval by Congress and now
awaits President Clinton's
signature.
The bill, approved Friday, also
provides money for farmers suffenng crop losses this year from
drought in the Southeast and
weather problems elsewhere.
Approving the measure by a
voice vote, the House made only
minor changes in the bill passed
Wednesday by the Senate.
The Senate accepted the House
measure Friday night on a voice
vote without debate or dissent.
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President Clinton was expected to
sign it quickly.
Clinton requested or endorsed
all the items in the aid package,
which totaled only $2.5 billion
when he introduced it July 14 in
waterlogged Des Moines, Iowa.
The amount of aid has steadily
grown with the scope of the disaster, and will continue to rise as
the flood waters recede, exposing
more damage to communities,
homes, farms, highways, railroads and livelihoods.
Damage has been estimated at
$12 billion. The loss to farm production will become clearer next
Wednesday when the Agriculture
Department issues its first corn
and soybean production estimates
based on field surveys conducted
this weekend.

By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger 4 Times Stan Writer

While local fire districts
sun& with complic.ated. %moors
and public apathy, the county
fire-rescue is continuing to work
with fire districts to provide fire
protection and expand existing
services.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Chief Greg Cherry said the
department's meetings are open
to the public and he we!comes
any suggestions residents may
have to improve fire response and
protection.
"We've had good success with
the way this place is run and it
has come a long way since
1968," he said. "I think the
record speaks for itself."
The department, which was
created in the early 1950s and
known as the Murray-Calloway

Inside
20%-50' OffIdeas...
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In January, the fire-rescue had
Directors arc elected by a twoCounty Rescue Squad, bought its
thirds majority vote and must maps drawn up by Murray State
first fire truck in 1968.
have served as volunteer firefigh- .University to help show where
Cherry said he was not sure
continuously for two years. sutotations would best benefit the
ters
formed
was
squad
first
the
how
The chief acts as the ex-officio county.
or under what government agency. Records from that period are --c-h—airman but has no vote.
Cherry said the department is
Cherry said the present system
not complete.
continually
working to improve
created
CCFR was offically
has been in place for at least 20
years. He thinks it is effective. fire protection.
with help from state government
"We've had success with it for
in 1972, Cherry said.
The fire-rescue owns one tankmany years and right now we er, one pumper/tanker, seven
Some fire district representadon't see the need to change.," he pumpers, three brush trucks and
tives have said they would like to
said.
be more involved.with the fire
three service vehicles, which ate
department's decision making.
A representative from the
used for fire calls.
CCFR is present at every fire disCherry said although chairmen
trict board meeting to answer any
from the fire district boards do
Substations are located at Lynn
questions the districts may have Grove, Kirksey, Faxon and New
not have a vote within the fire
and gather input from residents, Concord. Cherry said plans are
department, all meetings are open
Cherry said.
to the public.
underway for more substations.
Before substations were con"We are glad to have public
structed at Faxon, Kirksey and
The CCFR board of directors
input," he said.
According to CCFR's bylaws, Lynn Grove, public hearings meets the second and fourth
were held to find out where resi- Tuesday of each month at 7:30
the department is run by a board
dents wanted the buildings, he p.m. at Station 1, Sycamore
of directors, which consists of
said.
five members.
Street Extended.

•Patnted Fish & Cat Banlna
•Bndal Registry Available

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St. • Downtown, Murray
753-1462

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
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Insurance
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'Confinement areas are
inadequate because of size, temperature controls and furnishings.:
'All cells and housing areas
lack security hardware.
*Some cells are less than the
70 square feet standard.
•Dayroom is inadequate.
'Jail lacks proper smoke detectors and adequate emergency
power.
'No certified fire alarm
system.
•No sprinkler system.
Paschall said he did not think
the present facility could be renovated properly in order to comply
with state mandates.
During the next several weeks,
Williams and others will be
working with the state to see
what type of preliminary actions
can be taken to keep the jail running, Williams said.

III Donations...
FROM PAGE 1
money, only to be told someone
impersonating her had already
picked it up.
"I've been told that people
havefl been claiming a lot o
money, but we haven't gotten it,"
Jeanie said. "It is so unreal; I am
in awe that someone would do
this."
Jeanie said the only place_
money has been taken is at East
Y Grocery.
Joshua's left leg was mangled
June 30 when it was caught
underneath a bushhog attached to
a four-wheeler. Doctors at Jewish
Hospital in Louisville used skin
grafts from his undamaged thigh,
nerves from his undamaged foot
and a muscle from his back to
repair the damage.
Anyone who would like to
make a donation can contact Jeanie at 436-2431.

•List growing...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Summer Gift
1.11:f •Sunflower
Candleholders 'Decorative Watenng Cans
•Painced Flower Pota
'Watermelon Vases
Pwture Frame'

Inspections conducted by the
Department of Corrections since
1991 have turned up serious violations of state requirements.
The following are some of the
regulations the jail has failed to
comply with:
'Booking and operations area
does not have adequate control
room or central control panel,
including audio and video equipment and alarms.
'Jail staff have no way to communicate with inmates when they
are not in hearing distance.
•No secure and private
entrance for incoming inmates.
'All openings in the security
perimeter shall be secured with
penal devices.
*There is no panic button to
sound an alarm in the event of an
emergency.
'Holding area is inadequate
'There is no multi-purpose
room which would include a
medical ,exam area and conference area.

Chief says department works with districts

tg.• Atb
•
-••$ Sidewalk Specials
-71P •

Convincing the Department of
Corrections that Calloway's jail
needs to remain open is another
thing the county must do.
"It's not going to be real easy,"
he said.
Building a new jail in a way
that will not be a financial burden
on the county's taxpayers is the
second priority. Jackson said.
Williams' initiative will be a
positive sign in Frankfort. Jackson said.
"We've got to send them
(Frankfort) a new message," he
said. "J.D. is the judge-elect and
he's going to inherit these problems so he has to start to work
now."
Jackson said state officials are
aware of the obstacles facing the
county.
"There arc a lot of avenues we
have to pursue and the administration knows we are all trying
to work on the problem," he said.

' Williams said he has made
, 'calls to the Kentucky Association
of Counties, a coalition of county
governments, to check on money.
He has also been looking into
prospective grants that may
become available through
Congress.
"I've also checked with Sen.
(Wendell) Ford's office and his
people said they will begin working with us on the issue," he said.
Although bonding the jail may
be more difficult now that 10
years ago. Williams said they are
looking at any source that may
provide potential funding:Williams, Jackson and Miller
are also gathering blueprints and
other plans to present to state
officials.
"We need something when we
go to talk to the people ii. Frankfort to show them what we've got
in mind," Williams said. "We're
going to build a jail if there is
any way possible, and I think
there is."

994

FROM PAGE 1
thak Barlow shouldn't even be in
Congress. Hubbard had served
nine terms, he had a big bank
account, he took care of the home
folks. It may have been as much
of a surprise to Barlow as Hubbard that he won the Democratic
primary in May 1992.
But now that Barlow has it, he
seems disinclined to give it up.
He's burned up the facsimile
machine to keep the folks at
home apprised of his activities.
Borrowing a page from Hubbard's book, he keeps a busy
schedule of visits, dedications
and interviews when he goes
home from Washington.
Yet they're still lining up. At
least for now.
Barlow said it's healthy.
"We've had a dearth of good
congressional campaigning for a
number of years now and it's
time for it. People want it," Barlow said. "People want to have
the benefit of good races to help
make up their minds. I'm hon-

ored that people want to run."
Osborne, who says he's not
interested, isn't sure how big the
field might be when the filing
deadline comes in January.
"One thing about it, there's no
shortage of candidates," Osborne
said. "We'll just see who files
and who runs."
Null, a former law partner of
Hubbard's, said he's not convinced Hubbard won't try again.
But most political pros wrote off
Hubbard when he decided to put
about a quarter of a million dollars in leftover campaign money
in his pocket.
"I don't think the voters will
hold that against him," said Null,
who plans to decide his future by
Oct. 15. "Frankly, I'm waiting to
see what Hubbard does."
But the Hubbard connection in
the field may have already been
grabbed by Lackey, a longtime
associate of the former
congressman.
Jackson is noncommittal. "It's

too early to say." But he expects
a small field in the primary, perhaps three or four candidates.
Many of the hopefuls will
attend the annual picnic at St.
Jerome Catholic Church in Fancy
Farm this weekend. But unless
they are declared candidates, they
won't be allowed to speak.
The district is made up of all
of far western Kentucky — 31
counties from the Mississippi
River along the Tennessee line in
sort of a fish hook shape. But it
has at least two distinct geographical regions. There is the Jackson Purchase on the far side of
the lakes area and then the Pennyrile, which has an increasingly
large proportion of the population
but has not had the incumbent
since before Hubbard took office.
Of the possible candidates,
Cox, Rogers and Lackey are from
the Pennyrile while the others are
from the Purchase.

Baskincii)Robbins
Ice Cream &Yogurt
Olympic Plaza

753-3111

Read the
classifieds

Soldier kills four at restaurant
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. (AP)
-- A Fort Bragg soldier armed
with three guns and shouting
about President Clinton and gays
in the military allegedly shot and
killed four people before he was

shot down by police.
Kenneth Junior French, 22,
was in serious condition today at
Cape Fear Valley Hospital with
gunshots to the face and leg, said

police Chief Ron Hansen. At
least five other people were
treated at the hospital for injuries,
including a pregnant woman, he
said. Their conditions were
unavailable.

REVIVAL
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Owens Chapel Baptist Church

4 CADEM`t

Kiritsey, Kentucky • Hwy. 783

Located in the facilities of the
Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 S. 15th Street at Main

August 9-14
7 p.m. Nightly • 6:30 Prayer Band

Tuesday, August 10
2-4 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
Come visit our classrooms,
meet our teachers and
see our curriculum display

Murray Christian Academy
Office Now Open
759.1321

Evangelist

Bro. Steve
Gallimore

•

CLEANERS

Pastor: Birds Creek
Baptist Church Whitlock, Tenn.

DrIve-In Location
Central Center
753-9525
HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 1:30 cm.4 p.m.,
.•11:

"Professional Dry Cleaning"
That's A Step Above The Ordinary

Pastor
Bro, James Mons

Everyone Welcome
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BUSINESS
MicroAge celebrates 10th anniversary
Once upon a ume two people,
who claimed to be sane and with
rcasonabk intelligence, decided to
open a computer store. They took
the suggestion of a friend and
named it Thorobred Computer. The
name seemed appropriate being a
Kentucky company. Admittedly,
those two people Phil and Debbie
Sparks. had little business expenence having spent their careers in

education. They found the two
professions vastly different. But at
Just the right time, new employees
came along and helped to give the
business vision. Each year the business grew by 10-15%. In 1985, an
affilhation with CBM Computer
Center in Lexington was achieved.
By 1992 CBM-Lexington could no
kmger service the Murray account
and the Murray store joined the

Today McDonald's Restaurants
announced the results of a special
fundraiser, "Fries for Families", to
raise monies for victims ravaged by
high flood waters throughout the
Midwest. Friday, Saturday and
Sunday (July 23-25), over 280
Midwestern McDonald's Restaurants will donate 25 cents from every
large French Fries to the American
Red Cross Midwest Flood Disaster

en. At
were
njuries.
Ian, he
were

MicroAge now employes eleven
technically competent people. Because of the expertise in its employees. MicroAge often is the vendor of
choice because people know, that
after ten years,this group is likely to
be around to support the sy stems
they sell.

BECAUSE THEY COUN'T ON YOU,

give them
future
security
Among ttr noun needs nf a 'earring(-hold is
the all important .mir of future fount matwfuritw
while 1. diftrult lo abeolutety guarantee >rich a thine. r‘i earn gibe that
a oft .4 life hog satoe
favorite 'tam* penon a consaterable headstart
tingle preenouni term

•
with •

) or amount a
Just one modeu payment prowtdes peutect MC pita the guaranteed Anita) to'mem,
insurance in the Mute (the policy converts to whole life at sae 2 I) Contact your State 'tuto agent
tor 111.1r? information atumt the Youth Proteilor plan It s a wonderful gift fur that great kid ie
grandchild of yours

i.r7 Stet* Auto Insurance
—LJ 4 P.4r-kiyo.. 4nOlep.ox,

Purdom, Thurman
8( McNutt
Don McNutt.
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Maple • Downtown Murray • 753 445

We at the

Bank of Murray
Offer our
A ribbon cutting ceremony was held recently for Murray Quick
Lube Plus, located at 507 S. 12th Street. The owners are Bob
Baldwin Sr. and Bob Baldwin Jr. Their first Quick Lube was
opened three and a half years ago at 5-Points. They expanded this
year to 641 South. The business features automatic service and
maintenance.

Congratulations
MicroAge
Earleene Woods

Mike Holden wins trip

Earleene Woods, Realtor at Kopperud Realty, is pictured with Carl
and Belinda Woods at the July closing of their home on North 10th
Street. That closing put Earleene over the SI million production level
for 1993. Earleene has been a Realtor for five years. She has been a
million dollar producer for the last three of those years. Earleen has
served in several capacities for the local Board of Realtors. She has
served as a Board of Director, Multiple Listing Service Chairman,and
on various committees. She was soled the Board's Realtor of the Year
in 1991.

Mike Holden, local agent for
Bankers Life and Casualty Company, has recently been recognized
by his area office and the Home
Office as well.
Holden is one of 32 agents out of
over 3,000 to win a trip to Quebec
City, Canada. in September, 1993.
The trip is called the Sales Leaders
Seminar. Qualifications are based
on volume of sales in life, health and
annuities.
Locally, Mike won Agent of the

Insurance Center
of Murray
Jerry Humphrey

Month honors for the regional office in Jackson. Tennessee, for the
months of January, April, May,
June and July. This award is based
on production, service to clients.
and product knowledge.
Holden lives in Henry ('ounty
and repre.sencs Henry and Benton
counties in Tennessee and Calloway
and Marshall counties in Kentucky.
He has been with Bankers Life since
October, 1988.

Mike Holden
Murray Quick
Lube Plus

Ford trucks come to aid
DETROIT — Ford Motor Company, the United Auto Workers and
dealers throughout the Midwest are
working together to assist flood
victims in Iowa. Missouri, and Illinois.
Working with the Salvation
Army and the American Red Cross,
the effort includes the loan of Ford
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Lucky and N.W. Tennessee for IBM
EduQuest

Relief Fund.
A check for S3,100.00 was presented August 3rd to Chris Hutson.
Chairman of the Board of the local
American Red Cross, in Paducah.
from Mike Love, McDonald's
owner-operator in Western Kentucky. The 3,100.00 was raised at
the McDonald's in Paducah, Mayfield, Murray, Princeton and
Calven City.
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MicroAge group out of Tempe.
Arizona. IBM authorized the local
store in 1990. Compaq followed in
1992 giving the region a store with
the top two computer brands.
Networking installations began
in 1986 and now the tech department has three technicians capable
of handling network installations.
The Murray MicroAge Group has
expanded into the education market
and services schools in West Ken-

McDonald's helps
flood victims
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trucks to relief agencies. transportation of supplies and drinking water
to affected areas, and substantial
cash donations to relief agencies.
"We hope our efforts will assist in
helping the victims of this disaster
in some small way," said Ed Hagen
locker, executive vice president of
Ford's North American Operations.
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The West Kentucky Gymnastics
Academy has been the Murray
rehersal site for the Jackson Purchase Dance Company. With the
growing interest in dance and the
construction of their new facility,
WKGA is now offering a complete
program in dance.
Dance instructor, Karen Balzer,
has designed classes that will provide the finest training in dance for
pre-schoolers through adults.
Karen Balzet is currently the
Artistic Director for the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company,and is a
former dancer with the Fort Worth
Ballet and the Dallas Contemporary
Dance Company. She holds a
Master of Fine Arts Degree in
Theatre and Dance from Texas
Christian University. She studied
dance with Martha Graham, Twyla
Tharpe, Alvin Ailey, Arthur Mitchell. and most recently, Barishnikov.
The West Kentucky Gymnastics
Academy is currently registering
students for dance classes which
begin the week of August 23.
Enrollments for each class are limWest
ited to twelve students.
Kentucky Gymnastics Academy is

z

located on Hwy 121 South at Locust
Grove Road. For further information concerning the Dance Program
call, 759-9119, or 753-0396.

Anniversary

/Cr

August 9th - 13th
• Register for an

David King (right) and Suzi Kouklan (left), of Insurance Center of
Murray, are shown receiving the President's Award and congratulations from Cary Blair (center), president of Westfield Insurance
Company,Westfield Center, Ohio. The award was presented during a
company function and is in recognition of the agency's dedication to
achieving extraordinary profitability, growth, and persistency.

Gymnastics academy
offers dance program

IBM Computer
to be given away
August 13.

CAIL ME

Jerry Humphrey, of Jerry
Humphrey Heating and Air
Conditioning, recevied the
"Number One Club" award for
outstanding sales achievement
in the state for 1992 from the
KT Distributors, Inc. The business is 25 years old and is
located at 402 Pint Street.

Donald E. Heery
302 Maio Street
Offke: 753-9933
Home: 753-1540
State Farm
life Insurance company
Horn* Officr • Bloomington, Illinois

.1111
• Get a $2.9°gift certificate if
you can win a game of Solitaire
within 10 minutes.
(Must be

VI or older to partlorate)

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
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Bob Illangton, CPCU

Robert

Home • Auto
Business • Bonds
Life • Annuities
YOUR ONE STOP FOR ALL LINES OF INSURANCE.
Representing The Ohio Casually Group
of Insurance Companies
753-4751
V3e1-Air Center
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Thank You Murray and
Calloway County
for making July
a record breaking
month for us.
31 Sales in 31 Days!
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Clinton plan reverses
Reaganomics,leaves
the deficits untamed
By ALAN FRAM
Asssetsisd Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Democrats' massive deficit-reduction
compromise would steer the government away from Reaganomics. But
it is only a first step toward taming the 1980s' most abiding legacy:
sky-high federal deficits.
Twelve years ago this month, President Reagan signed the heart of
his budget revolution into law and promised that its huge tax cuts and
spending reductions would quickly eliminate federal red ink. Instead,
the deficit grew astronomically as military spending swelled.
But for that Reagan victory then, "we would not be here today
dealing with a bill like this," Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., said -Thursday before the House narrowly apprcved the compromise version of
President Clinton's plan.
Clinton would replace Reagan's huge tax cut, which disproportionately benefited the wealthy, with tax boosts on many of the same people. He wants to whittle down the Pentagon's budget, not enlarge it as
Reagan did.
Only Reagan's call for spending cuts has been mimicked by the
Democrats. But Clinton rejects Reagan's philosophy that government
must be shrunk, and has built extra funds into the package for social
programs.
And this is not the first effort at dismantling Reagan's grand vision.
His Republican successor, President Bush, began shrinking the military budget when the Cold War ended. The 1990 budget agreement
between Bush and congressional Democrats looked a lot like Clinton's
package: taxes-on'the rich, a higher gasoline tax, and cuts in defense
and Medicare.
But this time, the effort bears only the fingerprints of Democrats
who have their first chance in a dozen years to reshape the government to their liking.
Republicans were opposed because they said the package's tax
increases would be "devastating" and "job-killing."
Back in 1980, when the deficit hit $74 billion, the sheer magnitude
of that number handed Reagan a winning issue in his campaign
against President Carter. As president, Reagan promised that his tax
cuts would bring prosperity and end the deficits by 1984.
But it never happened. By 1983, the gap hit S208 billion and has
grown sporadically ever since, to a record $290 billion last year.
Without some action. the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office
says the deficit would reach an incredible $655 ibillion in the year
2003.
Yet even with enactment of Clinton's plan. Democrats say the 1998
budget gap will be $213 billion — still poised to rocket skyward in
the early 21st century.
That is a major reason why Clinton wants to reshape the country's
health system: to trim the costs of the government's medical programs
— and drive the deficit further down.
Those hugely expensive programs, led by Medicare and Medicaid,
are the chief reasons why the budget shortfall is projected to soar ever
upward. The administration says its health plan will be unveiled this
fall.
Most of this pushes the government away from Reagan's economic
prescription to put "an end to the excessive growth in government
bureaucracy and government spending and government taxing."
Reagan pushed a bill through Congress that cut taxes by $750 billion ovcrlive years. All individual income tax rates were reduced by
25 percent, although the wealthy enjoyed the largest savings because
they paid higher taxes to begin with.
He also won a three-year spending-cut package worth S1,30 billion,
which he billed as a plan that could extract savings from fraud, waste
and abuse. At the same time, the Reagan years saw the Pentagon's
budget grow from about S200 billion a year to more than $300 billion.
Clinton's goal is different.
He wants to reduce the deficit in a waYhe says is "fair, balanced
and equitable." And he has also sought to stimulate the economy with
infusions of spending for various social, public works and hightechnology programs.
To achieve these goals, Clinton says his package contains $241 billion in tax increases, largely on the well-to-do and business. It also
claims $255 billion in spending cuts, with the military likely to have
to swallow a large share of those reductions. Many of those cuts have
yet to be voted.
For Republicans, Clinton's mix spells economic trouble and an
effort to pit rich against poor.
"Envy is this Clinton plan's strong suit." said Rep. Robert Doman,
R-Calif.
But for Democrats, the measure marks an important change in
direction.
"The Amcrican people elected Bill Clinton to lead and change the
direction of our country," said House Ways and Means Chairman Dan
Rostenkowski, D-III. "Now is the time to govern."

KENTUCKY

[DrromAi,

The Independent, Ashland:
The once-flush state Democratic Party is struggling to stay financially afloat. While that may disturb party regulars, we find the reason
for the party's money woes downright encouraging.
Democratic Party chairman Grady Stumbo said many heavy hitters
who once gave to the party to gain access to state Jobs and contracts
are no longer giving because reforms pushed by him and Gov. Brereton Jones have put more distance between politics and appointments
and contracts.
With the state's new campaign finance laws and with the news
media keeping an eye on the link between those who give generously
to the party in power and those who are awarded jobs, contracts and
favors, Stumbo said people "just don't want to read their names in the
newspaper anymore," and aren't giving.
With many once dependable sources of large contributions no longer available, the Democratic Party tried to raise money by selling
$100 tickets to a fund-raiser, but Stumbo said people are complaining
that the cost is too high.
Registered Democrats outnumber Republicans in Kentucky by a
margin of more than 2-to-1, and the party is firmly entrenched in state
government. If the party has to reduce its costs because of fewer large
contributions, that's the price of democracy.

Wisdom of1937 applies-today
Sometimes I still see it — that
heart-rending news video a few
days ago of the big, white frame
farmhouse as it slowly twisted,
collapsed and was swept away by
the rampaging Mississippi River.
Few images could ever surpass
that one for sheer and sure devastation. It was a brutal assault by
nature that will remain forever
cued in my mind for instant mental replay.
My feelings as I watched were
a hard-to-describe jumble. I felt a
little sick and somewhat uneasy
that a fat-reaching force over
which we have such liule control
has such absolute and awesome
power.
Another thought I remember
was how sorry I felt for the family whose home was now gone.
And I hoped that none of them
would ever see that agonizing
video. Sikh a sight would seem
to es almost too personal Jo
endure.
Yet it was a scene that all of us
not directly affected by the
incredible tragedy of the flood
should have seen. To me, nothing
else could evoke quite the same
measure of empathy for the misery and the hardship being suffered by the people there.
As I have pondered all the present circumstances, I have
become more and more impressed by the insight and foresight
reflected in a January 1937
chapel lecture by the late Dr.
Max G. Carman at Murray State
College.
He was 33 Years old and in his
10th year as a professor and
chairman of mathematics. The
text of his address on the mighty
Mississippi was provided by
Becky Webster of Aiken. S.C.,
one of his students at that time,
through Dr. Carman's widow,

Kathryn.
He drew an interesting analogy
between war and flood control as
people along the Ohio and Mississippi riven were beginning to
feel the cruel effects of a flood
that was to develop into one of
the worst in our country's
history.
"The human race is slow to
learn," he said. "There is an
ancient superstition that truth will
out, but error persists with amazing vitality. For thousands of
years nations have settled disputes by means of war in spite of
the fact that both victor and vanquished invariably lose."
However, "unintelligent" man
has continued to resort to war as
the ultimate solution for international difficulties, he pointed out.
"And so it is with the problem
of flood control. For more than
200 years one method of flood
control has been used on the Mississippi and this method has failed repeatedly and disastrously."
Floods in the future, Dr. Carman warned, would be no cause
for great surprise if, in the meantime, "we can think of nothing to
do except to put another 10 feet
on the levees."
Until the amount and distribution of precipitation can somehow be regulated, he said man
has two ways to deal with it —
control the rate of flow and/or
control the place of flow.

lions of dollars worth of rich soil
would be deposited on the natural
flood plain instead of between the
levees or carried on out to the
Gulf ot Mexico.
Dr. Carman advocated retarding the flow of water nearer its
source by building dams at intervals along the tributaries of the
Mississippi.
"If, during periods of excessive
He condemned the system of
levees on the lower Mississippi rainfall, a considerable part of it
as costly and ineffective for flood could be held back fora time so
control. Levees are necessary, he as to lengthen the period of time
explained, not to prevent floods. of its ultimate discharge into the
but to protect cities and other Gulf, the menace of floods would
small areas whose flooding is obviously be greatly diminished."
Citing an "urgent need for
undesirable.
extensive
reforestation," he dec"Nature is a harsh task mis- lared
himself a proponent of that
her
in
one
way
and
Thwart
tress.
conservation practice, as well as
she will have at you in another. of digging
water pockets and
Guide her gently, direct her forconstructing
terraces on
ces intelligently, and she will be
watersheds.
a friend. But trying to force the
"The total effect of man's
mighty Mississippi to flow in
activity
has been to increase the
time of flood between two walls
rate
of
run-off
of precipitation,"
channel
is
its
normal
which mark
he
said,
"whereas,
from the point
an affront not to be countenanced
of view of not only flood control
by any self-respecting river."
but also drought control, soil conHe contended that a plan of servation and Umber conservaflood control must include the tion, just the opposite effect
restoration to the river of a con- should have been striven for."
siderable part of its flood plain
Dr. Carman concluded with the
— not merely piling levees high- observation that flood control is
er and higher in a vain attempt to neither a local nor a regional
"ouuop" the water.
problem, but a national problem.
"All that is needed is a system
"The problem of the lower
of spillways which would open
Mississippi cannot be considered
automatically when the river apart from the problem of the
reaches a certain height," Dr. Ohio and other tributaries. Until a
Carman said. "The river would longtime national scheme, intellithen remain at this height until it gently planned and executed, is
began to fall. In the meantime, adopted, we cannot hope to
the excess water, instead of escape the threat of disasters like
spreading death and destruction, the one we are now
indiscriminately, would be flood- experiencing."
ing a certain prescribed area."
His comments were indicative
He reasoned the approach of wisdom that applies just as
would also be extremely desir- much today as it did 56 years
able agriculturally because bil- ago.

EDITONIAL RO 'N Dl
Aug. 3, The Flint (Mich.) Journal on Baby Jessica:
From a legal standpoint. the U.S. Supreme Court was correct in not
awarding Baby Jessica to Jan and Roberta DeBoer.... So why does the
decision feel so wrong?
It is because when one strips away all of the bitter custody claims,
jurisdictional disputes, court delays and other legal battles, we are left
with a little 2-year-old girl who is paying the heaviest price with her
tears, confusion and heartache for this bruising war that featured
everything but the wisdom of Solomon.
The tragedy is there is little we can now do for Jessica — or Anna
as she may soon be called — as her life is reconstructed for her in
Iowa by her biological parents, except maybe pray for her that she can
find the ability and strength to rise above her difficult circumstances.
The only greater tragedy would be for us as a society and as a
nation to do nothing to prevent this from happening to other children.
Unfortunately, the outcome of this case is not fair to Jessica who, at
a critical stage of development, has been plucked from the Only
parents and home she has known and thrust into a strange
environment.
Both the system and the families failed this little girl.

July 91. Star Tribune. Minneapolis, on flood relief:
Pleas for fiscal responsibility were drowned out in the U.S. House
... by a gush of compassion for the victims of the Midwest's Flood of
the Century. Never mind that the compassion was also politically convenient; the prompt commitment of billions in federal aid is the proper
government response — for now — to the cataclysm in the nation's
midsection. ...
But a handful of congressmen made a decent point when they asked
the House to pause long enough to find a way to pay the flood relief
bill. Natural disasters, they argued, shouldn't be an easy excuse to
increase the national debt. It's a point that congressional leaders
should heed before authorization is sought for the inevitable next
relief installment.
Even Vice President Al Gore ... acknowledged merit in the position
those who wanted commensurate budget cuts or tax increases,
either in the current Of the coming fiscal year.
Gore argued that, in modern times, Congress has forced no previous
natural victims to wait for federal help while Congress fought over
budget cuts to pay for it. The victims of this summer's torrents
deserve treatment no different.

of

In the course of human events
The Mississippi flood has produced hundreds of home-grown
heroes.
My favorite so far was a man
being interviewed as his home was
being flooded by the Mississippi up
strewn near the head waters, He was
asked by the reporter if he felt angry
toward the river."Ofcourse not," he
said. "How can you get mad at
something that's been so good to
you for so many years?"
Then he made the point again,
"It's like a marriage. Sometimes
your wife irks you,but on the whole
things stay pretty good."
The man's composure was striking. It had a quiet heroism about it. It
showed him acutely in tune with
nature and human nature and the
ways of the world and of life. His
earthly possessions were "going
with the flow," but it didn't seem to
devastate him spiritually, philosophically, or psychologically. He
was still in touch with the universe
and still in control of his inner self.
His quiet composure reminded
me of something my father used to
tell me: "Don't waste time on things
you can't help. Save your strength
for what you can do something
about."
What has happened to people
along the river is tragic. In the face
of the tragedy, one temptation is to
lash back at the river, or at its
Creator. Another.is to feel guilt and
to try to discern what one did so
terrible to deserve the descent of this
wrath. Job would be right at home
"on the Mississippi this summer.
But seeing the river and its
flooding through that televised
man's eyes puts the catastrophes of

this summer of '93 in a different
light.(One definition of a hero is a
person who can see and act in
uncommon ways.) He reminds us
the river that now momentarily
destroys is the same river which has
monthly and millennially renewed
and nourished.
His metaphor of marriage is a
good one. It may be misleading,
however, because it makes the river
a wife — female, human. Others
make it a man. Remember the bass
in "Showboat" singing "01 Man
River"?
'The river is not human. It only
seems to have good and bad virtues
— Good or Bad being relative terms
which depend for meaning not upon
the river, but upon us humans, upon
"whose ox it is that is gored."
The river only seems human. Put
yourself in its place and try to think
as it would think, if it could.
For the thing, the river was here
long before humans ever were. The
towns and farms along the river's
banks are all new to it, something
less than a couple of centuries old.
The river itself is hundreds of
thousands of years old. If it could
think, it might think the human
habitation was some form of recent
algae, hardly worth notice.
But then. the river can't think.

upon that major earthquake fault?
("Fault" is a very human word,and a
very poor human choice of words
for describing this geological formation.) Why do Floridians build
and re-build upon hurricane-prone
and shifting sand? Why do people
who lived through the floods of
1937 and 1965 always return to
their homes? Why is our governThe river is merely a mindless ment good enough to always be
stream of water, following the path willing to help bail us out of the
of least resistance across the bumpy consequences of our having taken
earth's floor. It is merely an accumu- risks in picking our dwelling place
lation of rains and melted snows, or our work? What can experience
draining their ways southward, on teach us that might make the next
routes determined by nothing more tragedy less tragic? What relation
than the lay of the land.
ought man to have to nature in a
To impute to the river the power modern world in which nature has
of Good and Evil is to take our become remote and invisible except
humanity too far. The river is in calamities?
something that is simply there. It
"Tragedy," like "fault," is also a
isn't a force that reckons with us. It
human word. The rains and
loaded
does not, cannot, even know us.
river
do not understand tragedy
the
What reckoning must be done is
What sets mankind
comedy.
or
the other way around, by man
natural world is its
the
from
apart
reckoning with the river — in where
to laugh, to feel
and
cry
to
ability
to live in relation to it (above it, or
and to invent.
on its banks?), in what uses to make and to learn,to accept
river
is just matter in motion.
The
of it to our advantage (electricity,
commotion about
transportation, trade, entertain- All of the current
is man's, not the
current
current
the
ment?), and in how to live in
rollin'," as it did
keeps
"jes'
It
river's.
harmony and mutual harness with it
without us. Whatever
and
us
before
(for it and the wind were the first of
or emotion, heroism or
our machines, all of which we must meaning
or opportunity, there
blame
lesson,
make our peace if we are not to be
will be what humans
flood
is
in
this
victimized by them, user-friendly
into it. There are many
put
to
choose
though our technology is invented
heroes these days.
to be).
When you look at these recent
Most consequences of natural
floods from the impersonal perspec- disasters are manmade. Rains don't
tive of the river itself, things look come with man in mind. They just
quite different. Why do Califor- come in the course of things. And,
nians keep paying outrageous real as the scriptures tell us, they fall on
estate prices to build shaky homes both the just and the unjust alike.
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CaNaway Gamy Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday. Aug. 10.
at 7:30 p.a. at the office of Board of Education. Several fall activities
we beis pleased and the club needs lithe help it can get to further

retard:are: its
It interof the

Fire District 2 meeting Monday
Calloway County Firs District 2 wit mast Monday. Aug. 9, at 7 p.m at the
station at New Concord. All members and interested persons are urged to
attend.

MHS Annuals have arrived
Murray High School Annuals for the 1992-93 school year have arrived,
according 13 Evon Kelly, sponsor Underclassmen may pick up their annuals
when they register on Wednesday and Thursday. Aug. 11 and 12. Seniors
of 1993 may pick up their annual on or after Aug. 11, Kelly said

Health Express will make stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make stops on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 10. 11 and 12. Offered will be
blood pressure checks, pulse, and cholesterol and triglycande screenings at
all of its stops. Also available will be a Stool for Occult Blood Screening kit
for $4. The express will be at Puryear Community Center frOMS 10 11:30
a.m. and at Rainey's Grocery at Jones Mills, Tenn., from 1 to 3 p.m. an
Tuesday. On Wednesday, it will be at Murray Post Office from 8:30 to 1130
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. The express will be at Uncle Joe's Discount Store
at Dover, Tenn., 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1230 to 2:30 p.m. on Thursday.
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Cardiac Support meeting Tuesday
Cardiac Support Group meeting will be Tuesday. Aug. 10, at 10 a.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Keith Brown, R.Ph.. will
present the program on 'Cardiac Medications.' For more information call
Shirley Lamb at 762-1170.

Murray High Class of 1978 plans event

Murray High School Class of 1978 will have its 15-year reunion on Saturday, Aug. 14, at 7 1).171. at Murray Country Club. A group picture will be
made at 7:15 p.m. Persons can pay at the door. For more information call
Cindy Vance, 753-1658, or DeAnn Barnett, 759-9262.

Almo-Dexter meeting on Monday
Almo-Dexter Fire District will meet Monday, Aug. 9, at 7 p.m. at Temple
Hill United Methodist Church. Nominations will be made for two vacancies
on the board. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

CCHS Council meeting Tuesda_y
Calloway County High School Site- ffased Decision Making Caudell will
meet Tuesday, Aug. 10, at 4 p.m. in the home eco..omics room. Awry Amley, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Chestnut

idicative
just as
i6 years

uve plans homecoming

Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel will have its homecoming on
Sunday. Aug. 8. Guests will be the Rev. A. Taylor and his congregation from
Union Grove Baptist Church at Puryear, Tenn. A meal will be served from 1
to 2:30 p.m. The Rev. Robert Washum, pastor, invites the public to attend'.

Lois Black birthday event Sunday
Mrs. Lois Black of Hardin will be the guest of honor at a reception in
celebration of her 90th birthday, given by her children and grandchildren, on
Sunday, Aug. 8, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Senior Citizens building at Hardin.
Mrs. Black, the widow of Kello Black, will be 90 on Aug. 12. All relatives and
friends are invited to anent The family requests that guests bring cards for
Mrs. Black, but that gifts be omitted.

House
lood of

Coffee Break Tuesday

A Goffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Aug. 10, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Ily conproper
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Hospital menus released
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Wednesday
Murray:Calloway County Hos'Baked cashew chicken, turkey and
pital has a program called "Hearton English muffin, tender roast
Smart" for its menus in the bacon
pork, 'steamed rice, spicy blackeyed
cafeteria.
peas, crispy coated Ines, 'sweet potaThe program is designed fol- toes and apples, chicken gumbo.
lowing the guidelines of AmeriThursday
Reuben casserole, *breaded baked
can Heart Association and
fish, steak fingers, hash brown casserAmerican Dietetic Association.
ole, 'field peas, 'whole baby carrots.
For more information about the 'broccoli spears, 'Lumberjack vegetmenus and a special senior citi- able soup.
zen diner card, call Anne NewFriday
Pot roast of beef, 'lemon baked
berry, R.D., food service director
chicken, Italian lasagna, garlic toast,
at the hospital.
'oven roasted potatoes, fried okra,
Foods marked with an
are 'steamed yellow squash, 'collard
heart-smart selections. Menus for greens, navy bean soup.
Monday, Aug. 9, through Sunday,
Saturday
'Roast turkey breast, sweet and
Aug. 15, are as follows:
sour pork, managers choice, 'fluffy
Monday
Foot long hot dog, chili, oven baked rice, 'areen beans, 'escalloped tomapork cutlet, 'baked fish almondine, toes, cornbread dressing, soup of the
breaded vegetable sticks, hot totto day.
Sunday
German salad, 'turnip greens, 'carrot
Baked ham, 'marinated baked
coins, 'tomato tortellini soup.
chicken breast, roast beef hash, scalTuesday
'Brown rice chicken bake, salami loped potatoes, 'copper penny carrots,
and provolone sandwich, minute steak 'steam zucchini squash, onion rings,
w/mushroom sauce, 'sauteed yellow soup of the day.
The menus are subject to
squash, 'whipped potatoes, corn fritters, 'tender green beans, cream of change without notice, Newberry
potato soup.
added.
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Minks-White wedding
vows said at Memorial
Miss Knsten Anne Minks and Jwain Carroll While were- married
Saturday, May 22, at 2 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Minks of Frankfort, and the granddaughter of Day McAdams of Orlando, Fla., and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Minks of Logansport. Ind. The groom is the son of
Dr. and. Mrs. knell White of Fredonia, formerly. of Murray, and the
grandson of Mt and -Mrs. George Rovers and Thomas While, all 01
Eddyvilk.
The ceremony began when the groom. came out to welcome, ever).
one and then directed Or tudience IP si '.
.11 7i..11 r`le Power ol
Jesus' Name." Other music was b) Sta‘y Liggett, Shannon Perry,
Melanie Avent, Keith Inman and Todd Terry, Barry Keathley, soloist
and trumpeter, Todd White, soloist and guitarist. Dorothy Terry, pianist, and Margaret Wilkins. organist.
The groom's father, Dr. Jerrell White, performed the double ring
ceremony. The Rev. Jim Simmons, church pastor, welcomed the
guests and gave remarks about marriage,.--A poem was read by Jill
Lewis. Each attendant recitated scripture verses relating to roles of
marriage and homes.
The bride wore a satin gown with a beaded bodice, shawl collar and
lace appliqued train. Her flowers were white dendrobium orchids,
white roses, variegated ivy and caladium leaves. She wore a crown of
stephanotis, white dendrobium orchids and variegated ivy, all
designed by her grandfather, Mr. McAdams. She wore an amethyst
necklace, an heirloom from a - special elderly friend.
Melissa Forte of Frankfort was woman of , honor. Bridesmaids
included Sharon White, sister-in-law of the grom, DenisIrtI
Bowers,
Crcal Springs, Ill., and Michelle Nutter. They wore cran
y twopiece outfits and carried bouquets of purple dendrobium rchids,
lavendar roses and burgundy carnations.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with white rose boutonniere.
Scott Terry was best man. Groomsmen were Jared White of Kingsport, Tenn., and Jeremy White of Miami, Fla., brothers of the groom,
Carl Elliston of Union City, Tenn., and Aaron Minks of Frankfort
brother of the bride. They wore black tuxedoes with burgundy carnations and pocket handkerchiefs matching the girls' dresses.
Rachel Oakley, flower girl, wore a white lace dress and carried a
bouquet of dendrobium orchids, carnations and butterflies. She recitated part of I Corinthians 13..
The bride's mother wore a mint chiffon dress and the groom's
mother a cranberry dress. Each had a different designed corsages.
Mrs. Carol Inman directed the wedding. The all fresh flower decorations were designed and created by Mr. McAdams, grandfather of
the bride.
The guest register Was kept by Alicia Banickman with Theis
Adams and Joy Carpenter as greeters.
A reception followed at the Baptist Student Center on Murray State
University Campus.
The bride's table held a white cake decorated with fresh flowers.
The groom's cake was chocolate decorated with hearts saying "Jwain
and Kris." Fresh daisies and other white flowers were used as
decorations.
The couple had a 10-day honeymoon in the New England area and
are presently living at Eddyville.
Parents of the groom hosted a rehearsal dinner in the church fellowship hall with about 60 guests and the wedding party present.
Bridal events given in honor of the couple included a shower given
by ladies of Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
_

Into/753-9892 or 751-8618

Chestnut Greve A M E Church hone
corning today.
Monday. Aug.
t'alloway Courtly Pare District 2/Fire Sur
lion at New Cuncurd/7 pm
Ahno-Dester Fur District/7 pm /Temple
Hill United Methodist Church
Lodge 728 of Woodmen of World/6
pm /Log Cabin Restaurant
Single Tour/ p mA.owe's Steak House
Into/Wynnonc ,753 7845 or Joe.
1521.9177.
Hazel Center/open 10 am 2 pm /for
SCM01 citirens' activities

sary reception/2-5 p.m /at Hill borne

Weeks ('eater/open
am 4 pm /for
senior cinrens' activities
Prepared Childbirth ('lass/1'4
pm /1 ducation Lint. Murray Calloway
Courtly Hospital
Memorial Kaptisi Church events include

90th birthday reception- for Mrs Lois

Puppetslt pm

Black/2-4 pm /Hardin Senior Cituens
building Just cards. no gifts.

First Baptist Church events include

South Sixth and Maple/info/7534116 or
435-4314
Narcotics Anonymous/7 30 p m./St.
John's lipiscopaL Church info/753-0086
or 753.7046
National Scouting Museum/open

12:30-4 30 pm
Land Between the Lakes events include
1.111. liomecorning/9 a.m.-5 p.m./Penton
Area. Planetarium Show/11 a.m I. 2 and
3 pm /Visitor Center: Inin Industry/1 30
pm Woodworking and Carding and
Spinning/2•4 p m /ilomcplace, Deer Up

Youth 101 new seventh graders)/9.30
a m /1-ellowship hall.
First tolled Methodist Church events
include Mastic Belle ilayes/9 30 a m
Holiday Inn, Trustees/noon at Papal's.
Reach Out Callen 11/4 pm • UMYI- to
Goshen revisal/5 pm.
Alcoholic Anonymous closed discussion
meeting/8 pm /Amencan Legion Build
mg. South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/1St 8I36 or 435 4114
PAL !Purchase AIDS Link/ Support
Groupfl pm /Lourdes Hospital. Paducah
Info/1-444 2bit5
Epilepsy Foundatioa of Western Kentucky Self Help Group/7 pm /basement
classroom/Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah

Elderly menus are listed
Ntc,,,s OM. Nutrition i rugiii -the Elde
und Meal, .rn
tom the
• of A t;.., t.
IS have been reioased through
the office of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Program,
Inc.
Meals will be served at 12
noon, Monday through Friday, at
H3/C1 and Weaks Centers. Meals
wdl be sent to private homes
each week day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday
Chicken and dumplings, green
peas, whole baby carrots, roll, merger
r.ini

ge, mis coffee or tea
Tuesday
• xis lot
- ;e•
Ote,
nab), o; s. buil. mar.garine
Temptation, milk, coffee or tea
Wednesday
Oven tried chicken, scalloped potatoes, green bean casserole, hot roll.
margarine. cantaloupe/Honey -Dew.
milk, coffee or tea.
Thursney
Roast beef, mashed potatoes, mixed greens, hot roll, margarine.
peachesiconage .cheese. milk. coffee
OF tea.
Friday
Fish. potato wedges. coleslaw, hush
puppies, margarine, banana pudding,
milk, coffee or tea
o.

SIDEWALK
SALE
LEFTOVERS

CHERI THEATRES
1008 Chestnut
Murray, KY
753-3314

The Fugitive (to
1:30

4:00

Rising
1:30 400

7.00

This Sunday Only
1:00-5:00

9:40

&1t7
7 10 9 40

SAVE UP TO

75°h!

Tom & Jerry «-.)
1:30

010-

3:15 Only!

Plus...
Slorervide Sale
Inside!

Sleepless in Seattle er,,,
7:13 9:20 Only!

l(pbin Jlood: g5fen in Tight.
1:30

3:40

7:00

9:10

Pier iM11011IS.
ilk KRA: I.. 1)1,—
University Plaza
On Chestnut Street

(PG13;

Hoolli Pooui (PCI
1:30

3:25

7:15

9:15

Fresh Imported Cheeses have arrived at

The Panhandler

753-5679

Bel-Air Center

Make-Up
Registration

She has 18 years experience in fashion consulting and
personal wardrobing.
Sharon will be on hand at The Cherry Branch to give you
personal service with your wardrobe,as well as Montigand
Charles of the Ritz cosmetics.

Tuesday, Aug. 10
3 - 6 p.m.

Call or come by for her assistance!

*Announcing New LADIES
Tap & Ballet Mamas

753

-

6

/If se answer: 7194362
902 Arcadia Circle
Murray, KY 42071

EAR,0%30 6116.

Mame firamped Jar awry amallikhoof laatrierthas

Dames, weer, shoes and aerreseeries avaliablar.

5ane Marie Chapman — Dirutor-Owner
lianbar mm.USW

I.- • • -• •••••

Range
First Amendment meeting/3
pm /Calloway County Public Library

Sharon Fandrich

Agee Three through Adult

•••• 4.. .6

435-4314.

p m , What is a Neotropical Bird"/4
p m /Nature Center. Lakeland Field
Arthcry Tournaments at held Archery

The Cherry Branch is pleased
to welcome back to Murray

Specializing in Tap,
Ballet, Pointe, Jazz
& Gymnastics
Boys and Girls

•

Seaday, Aug. II
Cluse/10 am.,Snakes and Tunics/1 p m .
Eagles Up close/2 p.m.,Red Wolves/3

Wadkies Family Reunion/12.30
p.m/North Branch of Peeples Bank
AA and Al-Anon/closed meetings/9 am
aiid4 pm.FLmeflcan legiiin Building.

Mr. and Mrs.!wain Carroll White
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- Saturday. Aug. 7
Peryear Lions Club special
activities/60 p.m.
AA and 'Al-Auea open meeting/8
p.m /American Legion building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets. Into/753-8136 or
Murray MOOS! Ledge events Include
DOuttefil p.m -midnight.
Maim Street Youth Caster/205 North
Fourth St/open 5 to 11 p.m info/
753-TEEN.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4130 p.m.
Cookout and Ice Cream Supper/6
p.m/Coldwater United Methodist Church.
Murray High School Class of 1983
Dances p.m./Murray Country Club.
, Shelton-Coles Reunion/10 a.m.-5:30
p.m./North Branch of Peoples Bank
Musical Cabaret/8 p.m /Playhouse in the
Park. info/759-1752.
Sunday. Aug. 11
Musical Cabaret/8 p m /Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.
Marksmen will perform free concert/2-4
p.m./front lawn of Kenlake State Park
Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Hill 50th armorer-

the sgibits'programs at Calloway County Schools. All interested persons are urged to attend this meeting.
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SPORTS
Parcells
angry over
road trip
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer

•

It's a night for Drew Bledsoe's debut and Bill Parcels'
comeback in San Diego on
Saturday.
Parcells would rather be
elsewhere.
"It's ridiculous that we're
doing it," Parcells said before
making the NFL's longest possible transcontinental trip —
from Boston to San Diego,
where his New England Patriots will play the Chargers.
"Next year. we'll make
every effort not to do it. It just
takes too long for travel and to
look at the films."
Unfortunately for Parcells,
who will use Bledsoe. the No.
I pick in the draft, at quarterback for one-third of the game,
the trip was scheduled last
January, before he was hired
to coach the Patriots, whose
1-15 record last year was the
NFL's worst.
It isn't the longest trip of
the NFL's first full exhibition
weekend, however.
That distinction falls to the
Buffalo Bills and Minnesota
Vikings, who will meet at Berlin in one of two overseas
"American Bowl" games. The
other is Sunday at London,
where Detroit and Dallas meet.
The weekend started Friday
night with Miami edging
Atlanta 28-27.
In other games Saturday, the
New York Jets arc at Pittsburgh. Denver at Tampa Bay,
the New York Giants at Cincinnati, Houston vs. New
Orleans at San Antonio, Kansas City vs. Green Bay at Milwaukee, Indianapolis at Seattle, and the Los Angeles Rams
at Phoenix.
In other Sunday games, the
Los Angeles Raiders play San
Francisco at Stanford arid Chicago is at Philadelphia.
Monday night, Cleveland is
at Washington.

Rookie rocks Redbirds' closer
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Opens Writer

ST. LOUIS — Eight saves shy of No. 400, Lee Smith is
running into a lot of trouble.
Rookie Kevin Roberson hit a two-run homer in the ninth
inning and Rick Wilkins added a solo shot off Smith as the
Chicago Cubs beat the St. Louis Cardinals 6-4 Friday
night.
"He's a guy I've admired for a long time," Roberson
said. "I have a lot of respect for him."
But right now, Smith isn't getting any respect from
National League hitters. Though he still leads the major
leagues with 37 saves, Smith has allowed seven runs in his
last four innings over five appearances. This season, he has

surrendered 11 home runs in 44 innings and has blown six "It was out over the plate and fortunately I was able to
saves.
drive it."
Smith refused to talk to reporters, but manager Joe Torre
Wilkins, who had been in a 2-for-28 slump, followed
said Smith may have overemphasized his fastball, especial- with his 21st homer.
ly to Roberson.
Jose Bautista (5-2) worked a scoreless eighth and Randy
"When you see a certain pitch a lot, that makes it easier Myers finished for his 34th save to end the Cubs' threeto hit," TOM said. "But the big guy has been out there an game losing streak.
awful long time and you have to feel that he knows what
Chicago's Sammy Sosa homered with the bases empty
he wants to throw."
in the second and hit a two-run home run in the fourth. It
Smith was booed as he left the field akar giving up three was his fifth two-homer game this season and the seventh
runs on four hits in one-third of an inning.
of his career. He has 25 this season, including a pair of
Derrick May led off the ninth with a single and, one out two-homer days against Cormier.
later, Roberson hit a 2-2 pitch from Smith (2-3) to center
"I was just concentrating, looking fix nice pitches to
for his sixth home run.
"I thought it was a pretty good pitch," Roberson said. 111 See Peas 7
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Murray fares well
at tennis tourney
Staff Report
Mousy Ledger I Times

is t
US U

and fell 1-6, 0-6 for his second
place finish.
Like Hornback, Hunt won his
first two matches easily before
dispatching Billy Ward 6-0, 6-2
in the Boys 14 quarterfinals. In
the semifinals, Hunt met No.
2-seeded John Burlew and fell
1-6, 3-6.
In a playoff deciding third and
fourth place, Hunt was defeated
in a tough match by Kyle Bates,
3-6, 5-7.

BOWLING GREEN —
Despite hot weather and occasional rain delays, Murray's tennis players participating in the
USTA sanctioned Kentucky State
Junior Closed Tournament made
their mark in fine fashion.
In the Boys 16 Division,
Michael Hornback went in
unsecded and left with a second
place finish after losing in the
In doubles, Hunt teamed with
finals to nationally-ranked Trey
Rey of Bowling Green to
Josh
Eubanks of Louisville.
second, losing to the No. 1
finish
Jeremy Hunt, playing in Boys
Louisville, 2-6, 5-7.
from
seed
14, lived up to his No. 4 seeding
18 Division, TraGirls
the
In
by bringing back a fourth. Girls
an age group,
up
playing
wick,
18 player Caroline Trawick playdefeated
Julie
of Lone
Grogan
the
in
finish
ed to a runner-up
consolation bracket and Mary Oak 6-2, 6-3, before falling to
No. 3 seed Jody Stacy 1-6, 3-6 in
r;Matkinilt- and Joel Johnson each
advaked ticep into consolation second round play.
In consolation play, Trawick
bracket play.
Hornback cruised to easy wins won her semifinal match 6-1, 6-3
in the first two rounds and then over Margaret Park 6-1, 6-3
turned back No. 2-seeded Chad before falling to eventual consoWilliams 6-1, 7-6. In the quarter- lation champion and No. 5 seed
finals, Hornback aced Jamie Sel- Katie Hale 3-6, 5-7.
Maddox and Johnson each lost
lars 6-1, 6-1 before defeating No.
3 seed Luke Woodward 6-1, 6-2 in the consolation quarterfinals.
Maddox fell to Katie Hale 4-6,
in the semifinals.
In the finals. Hornback met the 2-6 and Johnson lost to Lone
division's top player in Eubanks Oak's Greg Koch 2-6, 1-6.

1
]
/
1

STEVE PARKES/edger I Times photo

Murray's Brent Anderson, left, and Preston Weatherly helped lead Paducah to the Kentucky
championship.

Two from Murray lead Wildcats
Staff Report
Stormy Ledger I Times

Murray's Brent Anderson and
Preston Weatherly were key
members of the Paducah Wildcats, who recently won the
Paducah Khoury League
Championship and went on to
the national playoffs in St.

The Wildcats were comprised
of 15-ycar-olds. They played in
the Khoury Leagues 16- and
17-year-old age division.

Kentucky

Louis as the
representative.

Anderson, a sophomore at
Calloway County High School,
pitched and played shortstop for
the Wildcats. Weatherly, a
sophomore at Murray High,
pitched and played on the
infield.

In the July 31-Aug. 1 playoff
to decide the national champion, Junior "A" Division, the
Wildcats went undefeated to
capture the title.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me or all your family insurance needs.'

AP Sports Wrest

The Toronto Blue Jays did it
again — another come-from behind victory secured in their
final at-bat.
John Olcrud singled on the
first pitch he saw with the bases
loaded in the 11th inning Friday
night, giving Toronto an 11-10
win over the Milwaukee Brewers.
The four-hour, 15-minute game
featured 36 hits — 19 by Toronto, 17 by Milwaukee — seven
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Jays post comeback win over Brewers
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
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lead changes and seven ties. With
the win, the Blue Jays increased
their lead in the AL East to two
games over Boston and New
York, who both lost.
It was the seventh time in Toronto's last 11 wins that the Jays
drove in the game-winning run in
their final time at the plate.
''We don't get any negative
feelings on the bench if we lose
the lead," center fielder Devon
White said.
"It's a good feeling to be a
part of this," recently acquired

Rickey Henderson said. "Toronto
did it a lot against us in
Oakland."
Milwaukee scored twice in the
top of the 11th to take a 10-8
lead, but Pat Borders singled and
Rickey Henderson tripled to open
the bottom of the inning. Henderson scored on a wild pitch by
Doug Henry (2-4) to tic the
score, and Devon White tripled
before Roberto Alomar and Joe
Carter were intentionally walked.
Olcrud then singled over the
head of drawn-in center fielder

Robin Yount.
"There's no place to put me,
so they have to throw me strikes.
He threw me a fastball on the
first pitch and I just wanted to
put it into play."

Tony Gwynn hit No. 2,000 and
Scott Sanders earned No. 1.
Guess who got the fireworks in
his honor?
Gwynn, a four-time NL batting
champion, hit three singles as
San Diego defeated Colorado 6-3
in the first game of Friday night's
doubleheader, giving him 1,999
hits.
In the second game, he had
barely reached first base after his
sixth-inning single when the pyrotechnics began. Gwynn lined a
base hit to center field off Bruve
Ruffin to become the 16th active

O
1993 Season Tickets
On Sale Now!!

Olerud went 2-for-6 to drop his
average to .393.
Al Leiter (7-6) got the win
despite walking two of the three
hitters he faced in one-third of an
inning. The loss was Milwaukee's fifth straight.

player and the 193rd in history to
reach 2,000 hits.
Gwynn was a little anxious
after reaching No. 1.999, going
hitless in three at-bats against
second-game starter Willie Blair.
But once he got the milestone hit,
he was a little surprised at how it
made him feel.
"With Willie Blair, I was
jumping out there trying to go get
the ball instead of letting the ball
come to me," Gwynn said. "The
ball I hit, once it got past the
pitcher, I knew it would be a base
hit. I almost smiled going to first.

762-4895

CUB
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BUSINESS any batter than we can!
Look to us tor the quality Business Insurance coverages you need.
including Liability. Fire. Crime and Special Package Plans Call us today
753-3415

11.1.1111111
Tmadvmar Protection Warranty
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Nobody can protect your

211 S. 12th.

9627

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

See Page 7

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock

Call

(next to Century 21)

Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

Padres' Gwynn slugs
hit No. 2,000 Friday
By The Associated Press
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OUTDOORS
Scientists identify
Hatching mayflies lead to fish frys injuries to whale
Several sights of mayfly:
latching has brought the bluegill sad shencrackers to the surface where they gorge themselves with these tasty morsels.
The lake elevation is higher
mow mid the mashed, are covered. offering snore hideouts for
all types of pmelish but the
bluegill really take advantage of
this more than the resi
This is a perfect time to take
the youngsters in your family
and lei them enjoy some great
fishing. You can use the small
1/16 ounce roostertail spinners
or the ?Aepps Black Fury 00
size on ultra light rods and
catch all you want to clean.
Occasionally you will find a
big ole bass that will rise to
these small lures and charge
your batteries for you.
Another fish that becomes
active before and during a hatch
is the white .stiped bass. They
usually find the place where the

abb so

followed
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I empty
berth.Ii
seventh
pair of

itches to

FISHING LINE
Jerry Maupin
Ledger Outdoor Columnist
mayfly: are changing from the
-waters to the air by smell so
they are actually the first ones
to feed on them.
Afterwards they move off to
the bars and flats to feed on
shad moving with a current and
will take a shiny fast moving
lure.
Several tourits groups and
local anglers have found the
white stripers feeding for short
periods lately and were able to
Like their limits of these fine
game fish.

You can sec a change in the
body size each week as they
feed on the thrcadfin shad.
• The higher than normal
lake level has caused a few
delays in the regular habits of
the stripers .and sometimes you
just can't get them to strike.
We just came out of a full
moon phase so maybe things
will get better soon. Many folks
travel a long way to vacation
here while the stripes are
"Jumping."
• Black bass anglers are

Unbearable

enjoying an extended time
frame for fishing the mossbeds
back in the bays while the water
is up.
Early morning and late evening hours seem to be the best
right now. Top water noise
makers, spinnerbaits and all
types of soft plastic worms and
lizards, plus jig and pig, will
produce some fine fighting
bass.
• As the small game hunting
seasons approach fewer anglers
are seen out chasing the bass
except for weekends. The ones
who stay with it accept the bad
with the good and keep on
casting.
• The catfish anglers are having a great time now and taking
a tub full of big cats seems to
be the norm.
No one is sure how long this
will last so we must enjoy while
the time is here.
"Happy Fishing"
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released, Williams said.
"He opened his eyes and there
was a big bear," said Chris Song,
the boy's father.,The elder Song
said the bear left when Brian
played dead.
A third Scout was reportc-d to
have suffered welts where a bear
stepped on his back, said Pete
Weisser, a Fish and Gaye 'fficial.
Nearly 300 Scouts, adults and
staff members were attending a
week-long retreat at the 640-acre
Camp Tahquitz in thc San Bernardino National Forest.
Three hours after the attack,
trackers shot and killed two male
bears about a half-mile from the
camp, Weisser said. One bear
weighed about 175 pounds, the
other 200 pounds, and both were
about 3 years old, he said.
"We are 99 percent sure these
were the bears," Moore said.
The bears were to be tested for
rabies, but a preliminary necropsy showed they had not been
otherwise sick or injured.
Tracker Kevin-Barry Brennan,
a Fish and Game biologist, said
the bears had recently' been
weaned from their mother and
may not have learned to hunt in
the wild.

Stahler's Custom
.0 V

The Murray Bass Club held its fourth points tournament out of
Paris Landing State Park on July II. Pictured from left to right
are John David Morgan, third place; Heath Ryan, second place;
and Jerry McConnell, first place with 103 pounds.

II Rookie...
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hit," Sosa said. "(Cormier) was
trying to do his job and I was trying to do mine."
Cormier (6-6) allowed four hits
with one strikeout and one walk
in 7 2-3 innings, retiring 12 batters in a row before Rync Sandberg doubled with two outs in the
eighth.
Gregg Jefferies homered with
the bases empty in the fifth, his
13th, and Todd Zcilc hit his 10th
with a man on in the third for the
Cardinals, who benefited (Tom six
walks by Cubs starter Jose
Guzman.
Guzman threw 120 pitches in
seven innings, allowing four runs
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The triangular shaped
sanding pad allows for sanding into corners, around
rungs of a chair, aN of those
tough places that an orbital
sander cannot reach. The
sanding arc is 3.5 mm. The
DS1000 is possibly the most
versatile sanding tool ever
made. To see one... stop by
Treas Lumber today.

See Jerry at:
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Now in stock at Trees
Lumber Tool Depanmen1 is
the Ryobi DS1000 Detail
Sander The DS1000 has a
triangular shaped sanding
pad that oscillates at 7,600
rpm. The Ryobi DS1000
uses pressure sensitive adhesive backed sand paper
for quick paper changing.
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The choice Is Yours

It was a good feeling, I have to
admit. It was a lot more special
than I thought it was going to
Pc•••
. Rockies manager Don Baylor
had 2,135 hits as a major-leaguer,
"but they didn't have a ccrmony
like that" when he, reached
2010. he said. The Padres, he
added, "could have gotten a
player for all the fireworks they
shot off."
Sanders. called up from Class
AAA Las Vegas after Wally
Whitehurst was placed on the disabled list Thursday. won the second game 6-2 in his major league
debut. In doing so. he helped
extend Colorado's franchiserecord•losing streak to 13 games.
He allowed two runs on six
hits in 6 2-3 innings, struck 'out
six and walked one.Sanders (1-0)
also, chipped in with an RBI
single.
Gwynn's single in the eighth
off Darien Holmes was the first
step on his road to 3,000.
"Getting 2,000 is a nice feeling and it's nice to know people
appreciate what you've done,"
Gwynn said. "But I've passed it
already, and I've got 999 to go." ,. ^
Blair (4-9) suffered the loss in the nightcap.

Co.
Holland Tire3 p.m.

1

IE

on seven hits.
Brian Jordan's run-scoring
single gave the Cardinals the lead
in the first after Ozzie Smith got
an infield hit and Guzman walked
two.
Sosa hit a solo homcr in the
second and &de put the Cardinals up 3-1 with his 10th home
run, and seventh since the AllStar break. Sosa tied it at 3-all
with a two-run homer in the
fourth.
Cubs catcher Steve Lake and
manager Jim Lefebvre were
ejected by home-plate umpire
Phil Cuzzi in the fifth for arguing
balls and strikes.
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Museum of Natural History.
"We've documented five or
six blue whales hit by ships in
the last 15 years or so," Lewis
said. •'Maybe they rest at the surface or aren't paying attention."
The animal was listed under
the Endangered Species Act
shortlyafter it was enacted in
1973.

MURRAY BASS CLUB •Padres'...

Two black bears
maul Boy Scouts
ANGELUS OAKS, Calif.(AP)
— A 12-year-old Boy Scout was
mauled by a bear and two other
Scouts were clawed and stepped
on in the second such attack this
week in the San Bernardino
Mountains.
Trackers with dogs later killed
two black bears believed
involved in the attacks Friday
morning at Boy Scouts Camp
Tahquitz, about two miles from
another camp where a 13-yearold boy was attacked by a bear
Tuesday.
Friday's attack came as the
Boy SCOuLS slept in a log lean-to.
Bobby Clark of Fullerton suffered a severe scalp wound and
facial cuts, said Patrick Moore, a
state Fish and Game spokesman
in Long Beach.
Clark was in good condition
after three hours of surgery at
Redlands Community Hospital,
said spokeswoman Marsha
Williams.
"(The bear) sat on his chest
and chewed on him a little bit,"
said Bob Clark Sr., Bobby's
father. "He did a number on him,
but he'll be fine."
Brian Song, 12, of San Gabriel
received eight to 10 stitches for
cuts around his right eye and was

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Scientists identified the carcass of a
huge whale that washed onto an
island beach as a rare blue whale
that appeared to have been struck
by a ship.
A 10-by-10 foot bruise on the
animal, just below the jaw,
appeared to be cuts made by a
ship's propeller, said Joe Cordaro, a National Marine Fisheries
Service biologist.
Two civilian Navy employees
saw the whale wash ashore on
San Nicolas Island this week.
said Marge Hays, a spokeswoman
for the Point Mugu Naval Air
Weapons Station. The island is
about 60 miles southwest of Los
Angeles.
The animal was a 10- to
20-year-old adult female and was
80 feet. 3 inches long. It was estimated to weigh about 90 tons,
according to Tom Lewis, a biologist from the Los Angeles
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Helplessness remains on flooded farms
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MARSHALL, Minn. (AP) —
As often as Dan and Helen Warnbeke look out the windows of
their farmhouse, they still can't
get used to what they see: earth
black as oil where corn and soybeans should be.
"You look out this window
and you sec this black field, and
you know you should be seeing
green now," Mrs. Wambeke
says.
Planting and replanting,
drowned and drowned again.
Three floods and nothing more to
be done.
"It's kind of like you've made
a mistake," says Don Louwagie,
who farms a few miles from the
Wambckes. "When you look on
it, you're not proud of those acres
that have weeds or are drowned
or the rows aren't straight. You'd
like to bury it and go on."
Some say the great Midwest
flood began here in southwest
Minnesota in early May, in a fury
of hail, wind and nine inches of
rain. That storm triggered the
first of the floods that will be
remembered here by the holidays
near their occurrence: Mother's
Day. Father's Day. The Fourth of
July.
Now the water has receded,
leaving some fields empty and
others stunted. About 1,600 farmers in Lyon County have lost an
average of one-third of their crop.

Some got off easy: Don and
Carol Louwagie figure they've
got 80 percent of their crop left.
Others, like the Wambekes, lost
almost that much. Their 230 acres
are sandwiched between the
swollen Redwood River and
Three-Mile Creek; as little as
one-fourth survives.
What that means for the Warnbckes today is simple: repairing,
again, a pick-up truck that should
be replaced, a truck that conked
out the other day two Miles from
anywhere.
What it means for Marshall,
and for other communities that
count on the vitality of their farmers, is tougher to gauge. It
depends largely on how many
hot, dry days are left, and
whether the frost comes early or
late.
In town, the crisis is over.
More than 200 people filed
through a federal disaster center
last month. Most were seeking
loans to repair homes and
businesses damaged by water and
sewage that seeped into basemenu. An estimated 80 percent
of Marshall homes were flooded.
"But the largest part of this
disaster is not the damage that
we've had within the city," said
Marshall Mayor Bob Byrnes,
who's also a county agriculture
extension agent. "Those are all
things that we can recover from.

The larger part is the effect on
the profitability of agriculture
and the effect that's going to
have on our rural economies."
Marshall is buffered by
businesses that don't rely on local farms. Schwan's Sales Enterprises and Heartland Food Co.
together employ 2,100. About
3,000 Southwest State University
students help feed the economy.
And the town is growing — its
population of 12,023 has almost
doubled since 1960.
The fanners' loss hurts everybody. Don Louwagie says.
"Most farmers have a program
of upkeep and maintenance —
they'll fix a combine, trade a
tractor, repair a building. On a
year like this, that doesn't happen, and that's going to hurt the
community. ... If the money
doesn't come into the county
from the farm people, how are
they going to make it? Because
they're relying on it. We're all
dependent upon each other."
Louwagie is a natural optimist,
the kind of guy who believes that
worrying just makes things
worse. He figures if the weather
holds, his family can make back
the cost of planting. "If you want
to let yourself keep thinking how Eldridge Haas presents a cheek for $417 on behalf of the Knights
bad it can get, you can imagine of Columbus to the Murray YMCA and its executive director.
all kinds of things," he says. "If Francie Ray. The new YMCA fitness center is scheduled to open
you can have a positive outlook, Aug. 16 in the University Square on 1Zth Street.
it's certainly going to help."
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Resentment grows in mountains against Russian troops
CHERMEN, Russia (AP) —
Firing his AK-47 wildly, a Russian._ soldier on a speeding
armored personnel carrier shrieks
with laughter as old men from the
village duck for cover.
"This is not protection. This is
imprisonment," Zubaycv Mawchev, 81, says of the Russian
peacekeepers who have separated
warring ethnic groups in the Caucasus Mountains for nine months.
Resentment of,. Russian troonshas been building for mon Last Sunday.; evidently, it
exploded.
Gunmen on horseback
swooped out of the woods and
assassinated President Boris Yelt-
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sin's handpicked military governor, Viktor Polyanichko, also
killing the region's commanding
general and a bodyguard.
The shootings shocked Moscow and highlighted the tension
in the Caucasus region, scene of
the worst ethnic violence in Russia since the breakup of the
Soviet Union.
Pllyanichko, who hcld the
rank of deputy prime minister,
av:! • the highest Russian official
to le assassinatt. J since Politburo
member Serpi Kirov in 1934 —
not counting those executed in
Josef Stalin's prisons and camps.
The gunmen vanished into the
forest and their identity remains a
mystery.
The Kremlin had placed Polyanichko in the middle of a bitter
feud between the Ingush and the
Ossctians in these mountains 900
miles south of Moscow. Some
people on both sides had reasons
for wanting him dead.
The Ingush, a Muslim ethnic
minority of about 100,000 people, have fought on and off for
centuries with neighboring Ossctians, a mainly Christian group of
about 400,000.
The modern conflict stems
from the 1940s. when Stalin
deported the Ingush to remote
Kazakhstan as punishment for
alleged collaboration with the
Nazis.

The Ingush began returning to
the Caucasus in 1957 and are
demanding the return of homes
and villages now inhabited by
Ossctians.
Yeltsin declared a state of
emergency and imposed military
rule last November, after the conflict suddenly flared into a battle
that took 330 lives and destroyed
hundreds. of homes.
At first, many members of both
ethnic groups welcomed the
.000 Ru.sian eaL, kcers. Bu
months of roadblfig*,curfews.
street searches, AfOrtorthip and
occasional misbehavior by the
troops have soured relations.
"They don't do anything —
just protect their own skins,"
said Matzichev, an Ingush elcler
in Chet-men, nine miles west of
Vladikavkaz. the North Ossetian
capital.
The Ingush accuse the soldiers
of harassment and thievery. Some
believe the Russians are secretly
arming the Ossetians because
they are fellow Christians.
Some Ossetian nationalists
reportedly feared Polyanichko
was planning to resettle thousands of Ingush refugees on disputed land.
The tension is palpable in villages like Chermen, which has
four checkpoints along its twomile main street, but no shops,
schools or public transportation.

Contract Bridge
The Case of the Missing Damsel
East dealer
North-South vulnerable.
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The bidding:
South West North
East
1 NT
2V
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
Opening lead — four of spades.
If you and your partner agree
that certain bids indicate certain
holdings, you will naturally understand each other better because you
have that agreement.
But it's also true that your opponents, who in principle also know
your methods,gain the same amount
of information and occasionally are
able to put it to deadly use.
Consider this case where declarer
profited greatly from information
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acquired during the bidding and play
East. playing 13-to-15 point notrump
bids, opened one notrurnp and his
opponents quickly got to four hearts.
West led a spade and East's ten
forced the ace. Declarer played the
queen of trumps,taken by East with
the ace. whereupon East played the
king of clubs, queen of spades and
ace of clubs in that order. South
ruffed, played the jack of trumps,
ruffed a spade in dummy. and was
then faced with the problem of which
way to take the two-way diamond
finesse.
You might think that declarer
would assume that East, who had
opened one notrump, must have the
diamond queen and would finesse
accordingly. But South did not fall
into this trap.
East had already shown up with
the Q-J-10 of spades, ace of hearth
and A-K of clubs — a total of 14
points. Declarer was thus able to
deduce that East could not also have
the queen of diamonds for his 13-to15 point notrump bid.
South therefore took the diamond
finesse through West.and as a result
made four hearts. East had unintentionally let the cat out of the bag by
opening the bidding with one
notrump.
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Burnt-out homes outnumber those
standing.
Matzichev and three other pensioners said they sleep in yards
rather than houses for fear that
the roofs will be set on fire by
Ossetian gangs.
The Ingush claim 60,000 of
their people have been forced
from their homes.
"The Russians are me,Ant
ensure the return of Ingush refugees but have done nothing ir
nine ri,smths,"
Rusl..n Plies ,

the chief administrator in Nazran,
the lngush capital.
Sergei Shakhrai — a top Yeltsin aide who was dispatched to
investigate the assassination —
dismisses Ingush separatist
threats and warns of economic
disaster should the tiny region try
to go it alone.
"Thirty-six times the borders
have been re-fashioned in the
region," Shakrai said. "Russia
does not intend to be involved in
• defini g of ncss• hiders.'

Local educators attend
regional training program
Making Consultant.
Approximately forty persons parThose in attendance included:
ucipated in six days of training
Jean Bennett, Community Resourcoordinated by the Kentucky Department of Education Region One. ces Coordinator; Jean Hurt, PrinciService Center staff. The training
pal: Barbara Wildey, and Marilyn
was held in July at the Bank of
Dill, Primary Teachers, Murray InLivingston County and was dedependent School District:Joy Walsigned to enhance leadership skills
drop, Counselor/District Assessneeded to form learning teams and
ment Coordinator and Janice Rose,
learning communities.
Teacher, Calloway County School
District; Nancy Huffstutter, West
Similar training programs are
Kentucky Educational Cooperative
being conducted by Regional Service Centers across the state. Eight Professional Development Coordinator; and Alesa Walker, InstrucRegional Service Centers were estional Suporvisor, Lyon County
tablished in the spring of 1992 as
School District were recently
part of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act to assist local districts named as Region One As.sociates.
In addition to the six days of
as they implement KERA. The
Region One Service Center is lo- training, participants will have follow up meetings during the 1993cated on the campus of Murray State
1994 school year. Teachers and
University and serves the twentysix school districts in West Ken- --. administrators from seventeen
school districts in western Kentucky.
tucky, the Region One Prichard
The training in Region One was Committee representative, the disconducted by the RSC staff: Dora- trict PTA president. and representalyn Lanier, Director; Ruth Ann
tives from the West Kentucky EduHarrell, Early Childhood Consul- cational cooperative and Murray
tant; Jane Sisk, Curriculum and
State University were named as
Assessment Consultant; and Randy
Region One Service Center AssociSwann, School Based Decision ates.
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United Way works to use
contributions wisely
Have you cvcr wondered just
what exactly happens to the money
that you donate to charity?
The United Way works hard to
ensure that your contribution is
allocated wisely. The MurrayCalloway County United Way uses
an allocations committee made up
of between twenty and twenty-five
local volunteers, to determine how
much money each United Way
agency will receive for the year.
This volunteer committee consists
of United Way board members,
managers of local businesses and
industries, as well as local nonmanagement employees, and other
interested, concerned members of
the Murray-Calloway County community.
The allocations committee members make actual on-site visits to
review each United Way agency's
budget. Each agency presents its
budget proposal and states its requests for funding from the United
Way. The agency must also answer
questions and provide data in response to the committee's inquiries
and concerns.
Once the budget has been presented and questions have been
addressed, the allocations committee spends many hours reviewing
their information, trying to decide
exactly how to best distribute the

money that has been raised.
After the committee's decision
has been reached, the information is
presented to the United Way board
of directors. Only after board
approval do the agencies receive
allocated funds from United Way.
Through this process, donors are
assured that their money is being
spent wisely, hauling the most
pressing issues in the community,
and reaching those most in need.
For further information on the
allocations committee, or if you
would like to volunteer to serve on
the committee, please call the local
United Way office at 753-0317.
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(All 3 A* Mew Itan Within 11 Day Pwwei
$1 75 per slams lark saes fir Teensy Step
eirer Guide).

• .6t

Reader Ads:
25e per word $500 minimum 1s0
day bt per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. 11 75
extra for shopper(Thee Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide 12.00 ei.
tra for blind box ads

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepn d
A *2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

250

120

021

PAGES

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Business
Services

Computeis

K T I and Associales offer 4 CAR garage 753 4509
NEAR MSU kitchen Irving
LEARNING Specialist/ US POSTAL & GOVERN COMPAQ 48625/120HD SNAPPER self propelled.
wig a full line of investigative
room privileges utilities
has
monitor,
Push
$195
VGA
mower
5hp
3
Super
Counselor Required maiMENT JOBS $23/hr Plus
FOR
Retail
Rent Business
sermon Bel Air Center
furnished Coleman RE
lers degree in educetion or benefits Now hiring tape back up unit Epsom mower. $40 28' Schenn
or Office Space en S Side 753 9898
shop Bicycle.$65 Day 753-1953 753 3868 or 436 6099
related bald and expert
1-800-2008760 24 hours F X1170 printer Print
Shopping Center
deluxe microsoft office or night 753.0870
once in counseling disad753 4509 or 753-6612
270
vantaged youth Teaching VACATION Dream Cash Like new. sal in boxes TROY Built wood chipper.
Mobilo
tome
at
Earn
$500
76174441
to
$200
or
753-4023
office
PROFESSIONAL
knowledge
and
expenenos
used 3 tames Cash rega
Homes For Sale
spec* for lease,on or about
of current instructional weekly stuffing envelopes
years,
new
like
let,
3
used
For information Send
methods and techniques
1981 14x65 MASCOT, 09(23/93, (formerly MTG
Want
Call 753-1861
Supervisory •xperienc• SASE to Vection Dream
set up 3br 2 Realty). approx 3200scelt.
completely
To Buy
Cash, PO Box 224, McKenUSED student desks. $30
and leadership skills
bath, central air natural with 4 private offices. 9
38201
personal office areas.
ANTIQUES by the piece or Cash & carry Twin Lake 9iis heat masonite
Proven %Imam and oral zie, TN
28R near k4SU with stove
communication skills
shingle roof, city water, reception/work station, refrigerator, air conditioner
WANTED dancers and collections Call 753 9433 Office Products 7530123
high-trafte
in
area
waiting
Skilled in p•rsonal, waitresses for Foxy Lady after 5pm
cable Can be moved or
& ceiling fans wid hookup
academic, career. Mandel Club. Pans. TN No expenrent 2 acre lot North of shopping center near MSU Lease security deposit &
for good, used
paid
CASH
Fully
Murray.
Ky
campus.
aid counseling Knowledge once neccessary Phone
Murray $11,500 obo
Appliances
references required No
FREE Degreaser or Aqui- ienced FREE TRAINING '
rifles, shotguns and piscarpeted. 2 bath, emof community and campus Charlie or Jon at
753 7684
pets 753 1059
Sporting 17 CU FT Westinghouse
laun with purchase Try it for inexperienced drivers it
Benson
tols
ployes lounge Olympic
resources Coordinates the 901-642-7683
Heavy Duty Cleaner. De- you qualify Call today for
Goods. 519 S 12th. frcat free ice maker, white, 1983 SCHULTZ 14x70, Plaza Shopping Center in
2 or 3BR house near Uf11
tusummer
and
academic
future
greaser and Kettle Clean- your
Murray
fully equipped. 2 bath, fire- cludes Dollar General versity, appliances turn
$150 437 4309
tonal program Trains and WILDLIFE/
ers Sale Carolyn Ka- 1 800-877 8180
place, small building & Store, 3 restaurants, pher- shed $350/mo plus depo
Devetutors
supervises
CONSERVATION JOBS FRONT end loader for a FROST Free refrigerator.
local
minski.
porch included 759-4699 macy. retail & professional sit _References needed
EARN up to VOX weekly lops and maintains re- Game wardens, security. Ford 2000 tractor end good
&
gas
electric
deep freeze.
800-738-5708
offices 506N 120) St. Mur- 753-1181, 489 2181
processing mail. Start now. source file of learning ma- maintenance etc No exp used carpeting 753.4109
1988 16x80 MOBILE
stove, washer & dryer
ray 753-9469
MRS. THERESA. Reader no experience, tree sup- terials Coordinates collec- necessary Now hiring For
3131171--bath bock with car
home 2br, 2 bath, central
354-8528
GOOD used canoe
& Advisor. A true born plies free information, no tion of test scores. more
call
info
hie Sell for pay off
port $520/mo Leese & de
345-2659
310
obligation Send SASE to midsemester progress re 219-7940010 eat 7159
WHIRLPOOL washer & 759.4065
Psychic, greed frorn God
posit required Available
Want
or
$200
759-1807
dryer,
554-7904 call for Hi-Lo. PO Box 3648-BB. ports and final semester 8arn-8prn 7 days
will
JUNK air conditioners
August 9 762 4483
76902
474
Texas
To
1989
14x80
Angelo,
Rant
CHAMPION
San
Coordinates
8325
,
grades
appointment
pick up 436 2904
Sam ilpm
3br.
probation
21u1
baths, central
academic and
070
SERVICE
FARM house in country
ROGER Hudson Hauling FOOD
STANDING timber top dol WHIRLPOOL gas dryer. 5 underpinning included
38R rece size house in
counseling Teaches study
Waimea
cycles. 3 temperatures
2br Must have good heat Murray, central Ali',
Hudson Horse and Clo- WORKER Murray State skills seminars and self
lar paid 753 9808
753 5117 after 5pm
& Chedcare
753-6527
source No more than $435/mo 759-4673 (an
University anew hiring two
thing Supply 753-4545
realization and career inWANT to buy 1987 90
part time,. temporary, on1300 Have pets and infant swering machine)
1993
all
on
out
CLOSE
Ex
Clean'
or
ABSOLUTELY
Collects
vestigation
Bakery
Maid
Dutch
THE
Blazer, good condeon. precall food service workers to
Home
models New 19114's we Call 4362048
ganizes. and interprets pro- per fenced, dependable fer black Call 753 8393
needs a vacation and will work on an as needed ba
FOR rent or sale 21m,
Al of our new
Furnishings
envying!'
or
Home
service
320
cleaning
ject documentation
dose temporarily 1st day sts• in the catering area
after 5pm
central his. 5 miles from
quality
are
homes
built.
Cal
Maintains and updates stu- office References
Apertments
closed August 7th So look Prior food experience
2x6 SOLID wood frame energy efficient See the
Murray 753 8943 or
For Rent
lot our opening date some required Salary, $500 per dents files Salary $17,000 436-2569
bunk bed, good condition
753 0858
Dinkins
leader,
housing
to $19.000 Position to be
time after school starts
436 2012
CLEANING house a my
hour Apply at Human ReMobile Homes. Inc Hwy 1. 2.3 apts. furnished. very SMALL 6 room house on
gin October 1. 1993 Send
sources. 4th Floor, Sparks
business Reliable and ex
TN nice, some with washer & shady lot, 1 bath, new vinyl
Paris,
bed,
79E.
maple
MATCHING
resume, letter of appkcaHal, Murray State Univerpenenced, references Call 18HP Murray riding mower. desk and 2 chests
dryer, near MSU No pets
800-642-4891
1
siding, storm windows
non, and (3) three refer$695 Channel Master tv
Also room for rent
Linda 759-9553
sity, Murray. KY 42071
753
7269
Support
North of North Elementary
ences to Student
$85
cable.
with
antenna
Poles
Meier
CUMMINGS
MSU does not discriminate
753-1252 days 7510606 School 753 8164 after
Serdices, Murray State Uni- NURSE will sit with elderly 753 0144
in
Specializing
mobile
with
QUEEN WO waterbed
after Sprn
on the basis of race. color, versity Murray, KY 42071
6pm
Monday Oyu Friday during
mirror headboard & padded home electric services 200
national origin, sex. relig1984 AR250 motorcycle
Deadline for applying Au- the day 354 9232
1BR furnished apt. water &
$325
5pm
amp $375 100 arnp
after
rails
9972
759
ion, mental status, age or
1963 2dr Impala body
gust 18 1993 Murray Stale
3611
garbage included near
disability in employment or
home health per- 1992 Rear One tiller, 10 QUEEN size bed and 435-4027
For Rent
University does not dam WILL do
MSU campus Available
Nights only
the provision of services.
hours use 474 8726 days. matching armoire, solid HOT Summer Sizzling August 9 $175/mo plus
Or low
minate on the basis of race, sonal care
Ladies blue wallet
educational programs and
Call after 6pm or leave after 5 30prn 474-2021
wood like new Message Sale Volunteer Homes $175 deposit No pets Call
color, national origin, sex,
Tuesday in Kroger
CREEKVIEW Self stow,
activities. and provides,
message 753-4590
Inc 'Home of the Unbeat 753 9677 after 4pm
2488
753
religion. marital status, age
porttv.
19' SONY color
warehouses on Center
upon request, reasonable
parking lot. Please
able Dear ag95 1985 2br
disability in employment
or
able, excellent condition, SOFA & matching loveaccommodation including
only $500 down $156 per 1 OR 2br opts new down- Drive behind Shoney
personal
return
Or the provision of services,
$250 489-2442
seat, grayish blue with month 11235 1470 only town Murray 753-4109
auxiliary aids and services
$20 $40/mo 759 4081
educational programs and
items, no questions
wood trim, like new, $250 $9995 8275 1680 313r.
necessary to afford indiviused
good
of
YARDS
95
provides.
activities, and
NORTHWOOD Storagir
Call 753 2753 after 5pm
asked. Call 489duals with disabilities an
10% down, extra neat,
carpet 753-9930
upon request, reasonable
presently has units avail
equal opportunity to particiNice
8291
month
per
$175
2162 or 753-9988
accommodation including
able 753 2905 for mar
BOGARD trucking and expate in all programs and
2br, only $4995 11299
auxiliary aids and services ALTERATIONS and reand leave message
information
lop
haul
We
inc
cavating,
activities For information
$175/mo
apt.
EFFICIENCY
tuxe
&
$500
gowns
only
Rental
Repo' 14x80 3br.
necessary to afford indivi- pairs
on machine.
nonsod. gravel. NI dirt, white
regarding
down, $189 per month plus deposit Near univerduals with disablilites an dos Ruth's See and Sew, rock, rip rap 759-1828
1985
INTERNATIONAL
discrimination policies con8294 Big 28x70 doublew sity, appliances, references
equal opportunity to partia- Country Square. 16013 N
Livestock
Semi 400 Cummins, ode, only $26,995, 10% needed
753 4181,
tact the Office of Equal
753-6981
121.
Murray
center
work
COMPUTER
pate in all programs and
& Supplies
$15500 1983 Ford F600 down and $275 per month 489-2181
Opportunity, (502) acitivites For information
canner
$175 8qt pressure
060
EXPERIENCED seams
diesel with feed bulk body,
762-3155
non- tress specializes in pagan' like new $35 4 poster bed $7500 1979 Ford F 600 $683 New 3br, 2 bath MUR CAL Apartments now 16FT gooseneck horse,
regarding
Help
shingle roof & vinyl siding
stock trailer Priced very
Wanted
INSURANCE position Part discrimination policies con- dresses but will do other frame & corner desk Tor
with teed bulk body, $1500 $15,995, 10% down and accepting applications for reasonable Call after
5076
436
lamp
cher°
apartments
3br
and
2
1.
time secretary Must meet tact the Office of Equal sewing lobs and will do
1976 Ford F 500 with mo- $165 per month 'We Want
6705
AFTERNOON cook & wait
Phone 759-4984 Equal 4 30pni to lOpm 354
public well and have good Opportunity (502) professional designs Also COUCH and matching lasses tank & pump.$1500
Your Business' Highway
ress wanted Experience skills in typing accounting 762-3155
commercial sewing ma- chair, country blue, like 1986 Ford F 700 with van 79 East Pars Tennessee Housing Opportunity
18FT fully enclosed horse
necessary Apply m person
alter
chine for sale Call new, $200 Coast to Coast body, $7500 2 ton grain 38242
and filing PO Box 596,
NOW taking applications trailer 435 4400
at Granny's Restaurafit, Murray, Ky 42071
WANTED barmaids, wait753-6235
6 30pm
truck with hoists, $850
cut
inch
38
mower.
housrent
low
8
ncling
Section
for
1006 Chestnut
resses & dancers, $500
Cann be seen at the old
ing Apply in person at
plus weekly Doll House SEWING jobs wanted. in 12hp. $200 435-4400 after Maysweet Feed Mill Call
ATTENTION Murray
Southside Manor, 906
eluding formal wear 6 30pm
250
Tn
Paris,
Cafe.
Feeds
Buckman
POSTAL JOBS Start
Broad St Extended, be
753-1061
Mobile
men
MAINTENANCE
7pm-2am
901-642-4297
INSULATION for cathedral 1-800-965-3333
$11 41/hr plus benefits For
hveen 8arn-12noon No
Rent
For
Horses
painting,
Includes
needed.
ceiling 5' vented styroapplication & info, call
phone calls please Equal
roofing and carpenter. Must
AKC registered Rottwerier
foam. glued to fiberboard SOUARE bale hay, 1 farm SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
1-(216)-233-9078 7arn to
Housing Opportunity
wagon. 1. 3pt seed sower,
be hard working, energetic,
decking
448'
puppy for sale 435 4602
$30
sections.
electric or gas Walking dis
lOpm 7 days
dependable and able to
each Only 21 left Nails farm peep, 1 wheel drive, 1 lance to college 753 5209 TAKING applications for
The Purchase INstruct Health Department seal,
HAVE an obedient, safe
without supervisor.
,in its clinical
and smaller pieces in- set of cattle rack for full size
section 8 rent subsidized
applicants for registered nurse vacarvat
AVON sales Be happy work
for show or home
dog
transporta436-5648
own
have
Must
Call
pickup
after
2391
to
436
Call
established
cluded
apartments 1.21 3 bedsetting. A register of applicants is being
Earn $8-$10hr, Part time,
Classes or private lessons
name, address
5pm or weekends
rooms, handicap access,
fill a current vacancy in Calloway County as well as
no inventory investment tion. Leave
210
Serving Murray for over
ble Equal Housing Oppor- 12y rs 4362858
upcoming vacancies in other counties. Full-rime
Free samples, product, kit, and phone at 753-3018.
JOHN Deere riding mower,
Apts
Apply
Hilldale
tunity
applicants preferred,but part-lime will be considered,
training. 1-800-690-AVON PAPA John's Pizza is now
Firewood
8hp. 30 cut. excellent conHardin. Ky or call PEGS Dog Grooming
Contact Sharon Coder, RN., Nursing Director, Purchdition, $850 obo Call A FIREWOOD for sale NEW condition 7'/I ton 502-437-4113
CAR stereo installer, ex- hiring delivery drivers. kenior
247-1490
(502)
at
Department
Health
753-2915
ase District
com&
tips
plus
wage
mum
6pm
after
759-9311
perience required Send re437 4667
Trane heat & air unit Will
(502)444-9625. Transcripts and completed application
hours.
Flexible
mission
sume to PO Box 48, Muraccept bids. 753-1300. afJUST Arrived' New ship
required. Applications may be picked up at any local
Full & pert time jobs availray, Ky 42071
ter 7pm 489-2116
ment of 16' & 165' Blom
health center, or the Purchase District Administrative
able Apply in person
Office, 320 North 7th Street, Mayfield.
light truck Ores Al tread
Chestnut St.
WINDOW a/c repair Free
patterns $65/ea plus tax
Equal Opportunity Employer
RIVIERA Courts Mobile
estimates 436-2904
director
music
time
PART
upright
piano
put
ANTIQUE
&
balanced
Mounted.
Home Park. Murray, Ky
area church Dion Warehouse Tire, 400 good condition 753-5297
Need all around mainte- for Murray
choir and
day or night
Industrial Rd 753-1111
nance man Must be strong rect handbell
children's choir Experi& in good health Must have
JUST arrived' Shipment of PIANO Lessons, Lynn
necessary, but
working knowledge of oleo- ence is not
XP20013 General W L 1st Grove 435-4573
for
$3600
Salary
preferred
gas
&
err
central
tricot
Looking for an aggressive Individual
line tires at a low, low price PIANO tuning John
nine
resume
Send
months
only
inquires
Serious
175-70-13 $45 Ware- Gottschalk,
with an advertising and soles background
1040 F, Murray,
753-9600
Apply in person between to PO Box
house Tire, 400 Industrial
communistrong
possess
must
Candidate
42071
KY
8arn- 1 1 arn
Ky
Road, Murray.
cation skills with experience In advertising
213
753-1111
design layout and production. College
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
A mon(' s Sec cod Cat
METAL for farm & commer
degree In Journalism and/or Advertising
running each Monday in the classifieds You get a
dal buildings Galvanized,
Marketing preferred
2x1 display ad, regularly wired at $10 00, for
tate Parks Ho
ill""
t
KE
Galvalume, arid painted in KENLANi
11919 Duckling
Sabry plus commission, excellent com81 and 82 grade Choice of August Blues Festival
pany benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
10 colors Call 489-2722 or Sunday, August 29 Ticket
1.7.4123:0131E12111
information 800-325-0143
1040A. Murray, KY 42071
489-2724 for prices
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
' oast to Coast

10'#i FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
4362701

Knights
director,
I to open

)ps

in Nazran,

top Yelt'inched to
nation eparatist
economic
region try

le borders
:A in the
. "Russia
nvolved in
•yrders.'

am

included:
ty Resoururt, Princiid Marilyn
Murray In:t;Joy Wal:t Assessmice Rose,
nty School
liter, West
'ooperative
•nt Coordilnstrucin County
recently
s.sociates.
x days of
I have folthe 19931Chers and
seventeen
tern KenPrichard
e, the disrpresentaucky Edud Murray
named as
;er Associ-

use
ised.
; decision
filiation is
Vay board
ter board
s receive
lied Way.
lonors are
is being
the most
money,
lanced.

a on the
I' if you
Iferve
-the
P53-6317.

DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the tuLee and help to get a solid
career,We have 22 JOB
AURORA Pizza Magic Geopenings for people 16 Ihru
nuine hand tossed pizza.
21 that ana not tull Urne high
fresh salads. sandwiches, school students Call
gyros Open al year at
753-9378 Five days a week
5pm Closed Mon and between 8 -Warn 3 COpm
474-8119,
Tues
We we an EOE This pro
1-803-649-3804
sect a funded by the West
EXCITING' Feel Great' ern Kentucky Private In
Lose weight' Call me-find dustry Council JTPA
out howl 437-4467 or
DRIVERS NEEDED Both
753-7262
experienced & inexper

IMMO

LOST

REGISTERED NURSES

Classified

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION

Attention
Classt ed Advertisers!

AII:r

Only $5 A Week!

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 121h
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily Weekly or Monthly Rites

)er
Is

Every Tuesday Plight al 7:00
(Doers apse at SAIN

Knights of Columbus Hall
KV Ile west up army Asimnisn Real,
milt le S. Me Ant Aft am SI. 1446 nese SAS alb

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
QA/QI/CQI COORDINATOR
80-bed JCAHO accredited hospital and Long
Term Care facility in Kentucky Lakes area
needs experienced QA/QI/CQI Coordinator
to plan, implement, and maintain an ongoing CQI program. Good communication
skills and a minimum of 3-5 years experience in an accredited facility required.
Excellent benefits package. Salary common ssurate with experience and education. Send
resume or call;
Personnel
Marshall County
Hospital
503 Georg* McClain Dr.
Benton, KY 4S0SS

(502)5374500

1

A BALLET
CLASS
with
%rev Z Ninny

Pictured: Jodie Gestalten'
New Beginner Ballet 1 for Children ages 8-10 with
no previous training.
Beginner Ballet II for Children ages 50-11 with
previous training.
Advanced-Intermediate Ballet•Beginner Pointe
• Limited openings...by audition only. For aws 12
and up with at least two years previous training.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Proregistreties is pima as

804 Coldwater Reed satli August With
Stop by for 1r/densities.

.„

Call Us Today!

753-1916

c.
-
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•MIMS

759-1768

IMMEDIATE possession
3br, 2bath well fenced yard
si,1?1 TZU puppies. 6 wks in southwest aria
Old AKC regsiered. show 753-7236
dog pedigree, great pot MARTIN Heights ranch
9200 759 4100
brick home available 3x.2
bath, open famik, dning
kitchen we., from porch,
patio, 2 air garage, lendsoaped 759-1604
NEARING Completion
3br. 2 bath home with douCOPELAND'S
bts garage, cathedral callORCHARD
ings, ceiling fans. curved
windows, bay window in
Mayfield
dining, brick patio and
New Rekikr Rad Haven
more Appox. 2000sq h
Peaches, Apples
under roof 2102 Carol
823-8312
Drive (Preston Heights
Subdivision). Offered by
budder 759-4586
sin
Mosorcycles

loving Sale
1626 Hamilton Ave.
Aug., 7 & 8
Er a.m. - 6 p.m.
!
it Outdoor
Sale

N. Pricing, You
Make The Offer!
p,ctur.
Fur n ture
lamp, and all loon' of
odds & enda

230

Real
Eska
10 COUNTRY acres, mature trees, has. Buchanan.
TN $7500 901-232-8661

thee
Tiede

Pet Ilalt

4931, 3 belk-4yr cad home
t•KC Coder Spaniel pi
pies. 6 weeks old. 1 al in great location By warier
6mos. housebrokan, bull 759-9174
cokx lovable, good with
GUARANTEED to Meese
kids 345-2669
Nicely designed and
crafted 1860sq It energy
'Omni brick home mei
Now Open
3br, 2 bathe, greatcoat
with Greplace, and 2 aw
DOG DIY
attached gara9e Large
AFTERNOON
well twickasped lot Only
minutes NW of Murray
Dog Grooming
*60's MIS 114730 Cal
Al Breeds Al SIMS
Kopp•rud
R•alty
SQ../It'essde Shopping Co
753-1222

1983 YAMAHA IT 175,
$400 obo Cal 753-2252
1989 HONDA VTR 250
Sport bike, low mileage,
sharp 753-5718
1989 YAMAHA ZMAX,
exoellent con6XXX
dition 753-3343
GOLDWING 1982 tour
ready, new tires, belts,
hoses, battery, brakes.
plugs. albs, fluids & extras, $3500 Cal after 6pm
(502) 382-2510
HARLEY-Davidson, 1981
FLT, 32,XXX miles
753-6533

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1993

1090 NISSAN 4 wheel
drive, Mem voturgundk i.
tenor, Sep. se, env% cassette, chrome package
93,W mime, $6600 firm
436-229C 4365061
1991 JEEP Wrangler,
boded, MI road package.
wrench, low miles.
$12,500. 527-3186 days.
753-1780 nights.
1992 CHEVY Scoasdais,
54p. short wheel base. p#6,
gab. Mt cruise. arnern cassette Must sell Call
753-4838
DAKOTA, 1992.22K mdse.
V6 Sip, bed taws, $9100
Camaro Z 28 (HO) 1984,
silver, 83K miles, one
owner. mint $5700 obo
901-247-5567

1975 HOUDAY Rambler,
30h. good condition CaN
alter 5pm 474-88013
1982 JAYCO cop up cantper, sleeps 6, excellent
conddion, used very lila
$1500. 437-484,5 leave
message if no answer.
1989 24' WINNEBAGO
Lae Sharo motor home,
13,XXX mites, 4 cyt auto,
front wd, $22,000.
436-2593
Eli

awe
& Mere
14FT Jon boat trailer,
motor, $350. 437-4309.
1975 STUEY 161t bass
boat trolling mound & new
interior, no molar, Inkier,
$1000. 436-2593.
1968 LASER with 150 Meg
motor. 759-1004 star 5pm.
1909 BASS Buggy Pontoon end tram. CM slew
5:30 79999913.
1991 GRU1AAN 20I1 pontoon boat D.F.T.M., 40hp
Evirrucle motor & eager,
*6500.436-2593.
USED outboard parts for
Mercury, Johnson & Evin:
rude motors Rebuilt 01AC
Motors. 901-642-6569

Horosu()pc!-,
COUNTERTOPS. MAIM HANDYMAN wide plumbHomes, laden, Maces
carpentry
Wu/Ns Recovery. Murray mg, electrical,
and general repair
436-5660
753-0596.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
JAMES
Duncan & Son
and Cooling Service Core-Contraciors Explea installation and ser- Building
builders of
perienced
vice. Call Gary at
houses,
garages
& storage
7594754.
buddings Ford your btaidremodeling needs
CUSTOM bulldozing and wig
backhoe work, septic sys- Cal1474-2318 or 474-8267
tems, 3644161 aPar 4pm KB ASSOCIATES GenDRYWALL. finishing. re- eral construction. remodelpairs, additions mid blow ing. gmages. decks, peace.
intend Mm 765-0834
ing 12820101. 753-4761
EXPERIENCED drywall KITCHEN CABINET REfinishing, new dristruceon. COVERY meeting doors &
additions. blown ceilings frames watt woodgrain formica. ail colors Free esti436-2060
mates WulWs Recovery
FOR all your fencing Murray. 4365560
needs Best prices in town
LAWN mowing service In753-9270
sured Coleman f3enefiel
GENERAL Repair plumb- phone 759-4564
ing, roofing, tree work
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN436-2642.
ING Carpets. furniture
GERALD WALTERS Free essiname 753-5827
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint
wig. Free estimates. 18 LICENSED for eiednc and
years experience. Local re- gas 753-7203
forename. 4362701
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
PLU1ABING repairman with 753-5668
same day service Call
436-5256
PAINTING, eaerior. interP & S Trucking Hauling. ior Call Charlie Rains
Gravel,said, dirt. We build 753-5754
driveways Al types landscaping. Residential or MUFFLERS, brakes,
business. Mayfield, KY shocks, oil, filter, tube
502-345-2507.
Guaranteed Ron Green,
RIG Exhaust, 514 S 12th
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR: St. 753-8868
Wood VCR Service Center. MULCH, pick up loads
cleaning- servicing $15; Murray 4365560
most repairs $35. Free estimates Route 1, Alma ODD pbs, minor repairs
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon.-Fn Reterenoes available Free
estimates Call Reid
753-0530.
759-9689
WINDOW & door roper
PAINTING,
remodeling. inRepair, re-screen, re-glaze
akiminum or wood. 20yrs tenor. exterior Building
experience. 753-2330 decks, fences, driveway
sealed 474-885.5
prompt service.

RICK'S Roofing Al types
of rook and repairs Tarchon aiodifted arid tubber
tor mobile homes 17 yams
experience goaraMeed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
pairmng, plumbing, concrew Free mamma Cal
474-2307
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Slump
Removal Insured with 10
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-54134
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed. insured Estimate available
759-4690
TIM'S Repair Service offering sane day service anal
lawn & garden equipment,
kerosene heaters, ammobile minor ropers Most repairs at your home 15
years experience.
753-5299
WEDEL. LAND
IMPROVEMENT
Forrr ,-,g'on •Y

Dirt Con:111)41On for
• arokm Hotass Pods
• Fin Ponds
• TOROCOS

• Drainoge
• eilidno Ste Neparceon
'Lew mama tar emeacir

CALL TODAY for bid!
Wociel
345 - 2057

Lynn
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1 loroscopes

MONDAY,AUGUST 9,1993
(For your personalized daily Jeanie Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE slier a redecorating plan.
‘'IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Love and marriage could prove sudden shake-up might threaten
more rewarding than you ever your status'or business standing.
expected. Being optimistic about a Redouble your efforts to set things
career or monetary situation will nght at work. A partner's needs may
help pave the road to success. Take outweigh your own.
care of important details personally
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct, 22): An
and you will get great business ounce of prevention is worth a
results. Your social life accelerates pound of cure. Sift through informadunng the Christmas holidays. Try tion for flaws to avoid making
to travel early in 1994. Family embarrassing mistakes. Golden
affairs will keep you close to home opportunities arise in business, scilate next spring.
ence and the arts.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: actress Melanie Grif- Your career or domestic plans could
fith. singer Whitney Houston. tennis cause some turbulence today. By
great Rod Laver, boxer Ken Norton. steering a careful course, you will
ARILS(Mart-h 21-Apnl 19): Do keep your projects airborne. Barnot take chances with your career. gains await comparison
An intelligent compromise is the
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
best solution to a personnel prob- 21): Stick to the tried-and-true in
lem. Limit spending on entertain- both your personal and professional
ment. A new romance is possible if lives. Slowly but surely you wiN see
you take the initiative.
positive changes. Do not be tempted
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): by a pie-in-the-sky financial proposTemporary job pressures could al.
.affect your concentration today. ic
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
may be lime to become more 19): You MIN have to scrimp a little
assertive in career matters. Engaging here and there to stretch your
in sports will help you relax tonight. money. Your outgoing manner and
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): quick wilT make you a big hit socialContinued high living could lead to ly. Someone sets off romantic firehealth problems. Let up a bit. works late tonight.
Revealing your true feelings to a relAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
ative will help you achieve better VIPs may encourage you to promote
rapport. Someone special appears on a project or relationship in a big
the romantic horizon.
way. Luckily, you have excellent
CANCER (June 21-July 22): timing! After a hectic but winning
Back off before you paint someone day. relax with your loved ones this
into a corner. You need to give a evening.
financial situation more time to jell.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):,
Good luck accompanies you on Guard your funds and belongings'
long-distance travel.
now - haste really does make
LE()(July 23-Aug. 22): VIPs waste. Entertain good friends in
take a new view of your skills today. your home; there the price and
You and employer arc on the same mood are just right. Select a travel
wavelength! Loved one is grateful to companion with peat care.
have your shoulder to lean on. Con-

TODAY'S CHILDREN are reliable, good-humored and interested in
SUNDAY,-AUGUST 8,1.993
the dramatic arts. They learn to shoulder responsibility at an early age and
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your-own usually know exactly what they want out of life. As adults. these Leos will
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone.company will bill you 95 be strongly interested in romance, money and jewels. Independent thinkers.
KOPPERUD Realty has
'they want to have a good time once the day's wort is done. Thermake gracents a minute.)
buyers.waiting So purchase
cious and imaginative hosts, anentife to their guests' every need,
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!
IN
THE
romance.
A
trip
to
a
country
inn
homesill price ranges II 1965 CHEVROLET BisNEXT
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: _leads to adventure.
you are thinking of selling- cayne, 32.600 111C2121miles!
Exciting employment or financial
crxitact one of our COUne 6o/1, 4. Near mint eon&
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
U S and professional lion. Drive anywhere.
news will make this autumn a gold- Weekend community work brings
agents at 753 1222 or slop $1700 obo. 753-6726.
en time for you. Fascinating people new friends and a deep personal sat1 A A-1 Hauing, tree trim- enter sour life
by office at 711 Mein St
eager to show you isfaction. A romance with a coming,
tee
removal,
dewQUAIL Run, new subdivi- 1978 FORD Thundeitad. ing out sheds. Mks.& odd the rewards of hard work and worker is. pavible. Be certain your
sion located (2) miles south. has been weeded,but mo- jobs. Free estimates advance planning. Early in 1994, relation-ship will not complicate
Hardware
SOPPI'ic...s Last
of Murray No city taxes, but for & transmission is good. 436-2102 Luke Lamb.
YOU develop the Midas touch! your professional lives,
has sewer. wear. cede, Also Yamaha dirt bike,
Romance deepens. You find yourLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
paved streets and under- needs minor repair. $600 Al 1/14 all around mowing & self ready to make all kinds of sacri- may be doing something that, is not
Pee trimming & light hadground electnoty Pnces for both 437-4284.
range from $9900 to 1984 BMW 3181, 2dr, sun wig CM 436-2520 ask for fices for those you lose. Avoid in your best interest without even
putting all of your investment eggs realizing it. Review your recent
$16,000 Call Kopperud roof, extra dean, $4400 Mark.
into one basket.
actions before proceeding any furRealty 753-1222 for plat obo Cal 753-6885
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
CELEBRITIES BORN ON ther. Romance needs time to get
and restrictions Signs not
work,
tree
removal,
mow1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant ing Free
THIS DATE: actor Dustin Hoff- back on track.
on all lots MLS• 5020
estimates
K, $1500 492-8548.
man,singer Connie Stevens. country
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
750-1683.
RE/MAX Properbes Ltd
star
,Mel Tiflis. actor, Keith Carra- Do not let family responsibilities put
1988
CHRYSLER LeBa- Al TREE Service. Stump
Bob Porno, Paul Dailey
dine:
, v,ou behind the eight ball financially.
Center ron, 4dr, 4 cyl, w, Olt, removal mid
Bel-Air
sprat/MO- Fro*
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Make certain everyone chips in. A
502 753-SOLD. arum's, while/blue interior. estimates. 753-0906
alter
31.XXX miss. Cal alter 5pm; 759-9616,
1 e00- 369-5780
753-0495. Emotions could run high when long-time romance is headed toward
5pm
loved ones gather for a meal. Do marriage.
ROBERTS Realty CaboALPHA Builders - CarpenSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
way County's oldest and 1988 FORD Taurus C3L, try, remodeing porchei. whatever you can to promote harmost reliable real estate very good condition, VS, roofing, concrete, drive- mony within the family circle. 21): The emphasis today is on sepaagency For all your real air,ern/1m, new tires, serv- ways, painting. mainte- Spend more time with a child.
rating fact from fiction. Steer clear
estate needs call them to- iced regularly. 436-6099. nance.etc. Free estimates
TAURUS (April 20-May 201: of people who like to gossip. Someday at 753-16511 Syca- 1991 MERCURY Cougar 4892303
Stay as free of extra obligations as one may try to shock you with an
more and 12th St
you can. Household chores could eat outrageous tale. Keep your own
LS, midnight blue, loaded,
alarm, extra clean, ANTIQUE refreshing, fur- up much of your das unless you call counsel.
niture repair & custom for solunteers.
$11,500. 328-8944.
Romance and good*
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
woodworking 753-0356
luck go hand-in-hand.
19): An excellent day for getting
1992 CAMARO RS, white,
Instant to fa;
12 Pack
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): together with friends and neighbors.
pls. pt. air, cd, tinted win- APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Masking Tape
Krazy Glue
Tubular Hangers
Factory
trained
by
3
rnaior You will get a pleasant surprise Set aside adequate time for rest and
dows. 25.XXX miles.
12os
vol
2 gm
53190
manufacturers All work today. A bird or animal study cap- recreation. A private
759-4666.
talk could turn
and
parts
warranted.
Ask
2 ACRES wooded, partially
tures your attention. Try not to dwell volatile. Keep your emotions in
cleared 753 0142
CAR Stereo Installation tor Arty at The Appliance on an old incident. Plan .for the check.
•
Works,
753-2455.
Sunset Boulefuture and progress will be swift.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
BUILDING tots in subdivi- 753-0113.
vard Music, Murray's AlSERVICE.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Face the financial facts. Being solsion with tended restrictions pine Car Audio Specialist. APPLIANCE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
homes)
Some
(no mobile
/1••••••
Dixieland Center, 1 block Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- Take it easy. Things are going much vent is your top priority. Travel is
wooded. Southwest Sctioal from PASU dorms
better than you think! Watching an best postponed. A winter vacation
10 Qt.
1 Qt.
"Best" r
perience
BOBBY
Contend, natural gas, aty
old movie soothes your nerves and will prove more pleasing anyway.
Wastebasket
Brush
Thinner
Covers
r
Paint
Roller
HOPPER,
436-5848
water, cablevision. 3 3 MUST sell 1986 Mercury
.•p11 -ti
lifts your spirits. Be more flexible in
111.42
12-ric
iziezioese
PISCES
(Feb.
I9-March
20):
miles from city limns Fr- Lynx, one owner, in good BACKHOE SERVICE. sour approach to work and play.
Say "no"to a proposition that makes
nanang available Lots as condition 753-8887 or BRENT ALLEN septic tank
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A good you feel uncomfortable. Being in the
low as $4500 753-5841 or 759-9974
instillation, repair, replace- time for dealing in real estate. Keep public eye today could help you
$
LI
TI
753,1566
WHITE 1969 Olds Cutlass ment 759-1515
a confidence and you will make a make huge career gains. The romanBY owner Beautiful Convertible, about 75% re- BACKHOE Service - ROY friend for life. Dramatic events color tic outlook improves.
ACE
wooded lot, almost one stored, most parts to com- HILL Septic system, driveSplit Leather
Oz.
5.5
Tall Kitchen
acre, Faerview Acres, four plete restoration included, ways, hauling,foundebons.
Palm Work
TODAY'S
CHILDREN
8
Oz.
are
great
organizers,
quick
to
take
charge of a
Kwik Seal Tub
or Lawn Bags
miles East Old Salem $5500 437-4845 leave etc. 759-4664
Gloves
Elmer's Glue-All
situation and delegate tasks. Generous to a fault, these Leos delight in giftur
& Tile Caulk
Road Call 753-4423 after message if no answer
.11,
151
loecaat -20 11 5105156
BOB'S' Plumbing Repair giving. They want everyone to have a taste of "the good life"! Count on
7pm
WHY ship your car stereo Service Al work guaran- them to shower their loved ones with lavish presents. Honest and tolerant.
IN Gatesborough for repair/ Barry can fix it at teed 753-1134 or these Leos have a great capacity for friendship. Employers will
value both
90.x220 Cal 753 9662, '4 price in 1 day World of 436-5832.
their loyalty and their keen eye for detail.
753-1249
Sound, 222 So 12th
BRYON'S LAWN SERcro order a frond and updated citify of leant Doan's hest-selling honk -Yestento Today and Kees •
SPRING Creek Oaks Sub- 753-51365
VICE Free estimates er How
Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- lend SK 4'3 plus SI postage and handling
daimon, 101 412. wooded,
753-4591
to Doom c.to Andrew. and MAIM. PO. Box 419110. Kansas City. A40 h414 I %lair hecks pas ahle
so
1434._ road frontage,
Used
CARPET and vinyl installa- Andrews and hIchleel.t
$25,000 753-5133 after
Waist Apron
Razor Scraper
9 Qt. Pail
Trucks
.dies
tion and repent. Glen Bob5pm
t
5
5 blades
ber, 759-1247.
1976 DODGE. IBUIO,
15f1
pt, good condition. $900 CARROLL'S! Garden bitFerias
492-8826 after 6prn
ing, grader blade work.
For Sae
1984 CHEVY adr embed bushhogging lots Phone
UP to 225 acres at Colckva- Puck, new paint $3800 Gerald Carroll (502)
492-9622
ter 753 1300 after 7pm 435-4400 after 6 30pm
ACE
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
Heavy-Duty
489 2116
•Clean, Dependable( ars
1987 CHEVROLET 310, C ID HOME Ropers Cal
Batteries
Assorted Light Bulbs
white, extended cab. ear. 753-9669
•('all Us For Rates
C.O.AA.9V
or 3.%% AN
40,1,0 75.1
pt.
pis,
$6500
Call
auto,
I
tairr,
44.141.1
Ma
I
CHIM Chive Chimney
WS?
11.1A1
Humes
753-7353 star 5pm
Sweeps has 10% senor
Fee UM
citizen discounts We sell
East Main St.
1087
with
FORD
Ranger
348R. 2 bath ranch, in
chimney cam and screens
See your Helpful Hardware Man at:
Call
after
5pm
air
753-4461
quiet neighborhood near 492-8411
435-4191
city schools great room
with fireplace, large family
style kitchen newly decorAlICE
Hardware
ated, all appliances included. neatly landscaped,
1,141 1201
freshk painted exterior, 2
car quays $87,900 Cal
401 appointment 759 1850
"Check with Bob for the
CUSTOM drictimi CASIMITS
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
11••••••••11. Vona
CUSTOM wommoimosio
••••••• was rm...
competitive price"
lowest
11.0.•••••••••
AN Types Of:
.
11
0•410.0.1
38R, 2 bath brick 13/10sq
Custom Woodworking
ft 3yrs old $72000 Phone
&
or appointment 753-3293
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
38R. 2 Wei brick ranch in
• Drop by and see our showroom
Coklivater. 2 oar attached
1 or Iti•-d.111,1Itoil di .s: :ICI %IRA.'
40 suasuav iiimouv ale,... 6,,„„„
4.„,s1 5„,..5
/slime
garage. Mtge lot, out build
h
12th
St , rritititlY
wig 48925411
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Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
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Holland Motor Sales

D & W Auto Glass Sho
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1903

Today is Saturday, Aug. 1, the 219th day of 1993. There are 146
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 7. 1942, U.S. forces landed at Guadalcanal, marking the
start of the first major allied offensive in the Pacific during World
War 11. After months of fierce fighung, the Americans succeeded in
seizing control of Guadalcanal from the Japanese.
On this date:
Roosevelt for
In 1912, the Progressive Party nominated Theodore
—tsix-man
in 1947, the balsa wood raft Kon-Tiki, which had carried a
reef in a
crew 4.300 miles across the Pacific Ocean. crashed into a
Polynesian archipelago.
sent hack a
In 1959, the United States launched Explorer Six, which
picture of the Earth.
giving
In 1964. Congress passed the Gulf of Tonkin resolution,
North
reported
with
dealing
in
President Johnson broad powers
forces.
U.S.
on
attacks
Vietnamese
strung
In 1974, French stuntman Philippe Petit walked a tightrope
City.
York
New
in
Center
Trade
World
the
of
towers
between the twin
to Saudi
In 1990, President Bush ordered U.S. troops and warplanes
possible invaArabia to guard the oil-rich desert kingdom against a
Iraq.
by
sion
by three
Ten years ago: Some 675.000 employees represented
Telegraph
and
Telephone
American
against
strike
on
went
unions
weeks,
Company. Contract agreements were reached in the following
28.
Aug.
the last one 'on
Velayati sigFive years ago: Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar
proposal
peace
modified
Iraq's
of
acceptance
s
naled his government'
aimed at bringing about a cease-fire in the Persian Gulf.
in GeneOne year ago: The 39-nation Conference on Disarmament
weapons.
chemical
ban
to
treaty
a
of
draft
final
the
va produced
in tenending 24 years of talks. Jennifer Capnau won the gold medal
liner
luxury
The
Graf.
Steffi
beating
Olympics.
nis at the Barcelona
s.
Queen Elizabeth 2 ran aground off Southeastern Massachusett
Humonst
67.
is
Preherg
Sun
-producer
Today's Birthdays: Writer
Cantrell
Garrison Keillor is 51. Singer B.J. Thomas is 51. Singer Lana
35.
is
is 50. Marathon runner Alberto Salazar
two
Thought for Today: "Happiness, it seems to me, consists of
best — in
things: first, in being where you belong, and second — and
good
comfortably going through everyday life, that is. having had a
night's sleep and not being hurt by new shoes." — Theodor Fontane,
German author (1819-1898).
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Ten years ago
Dr. Dorothy L. Brown of
Nashville, Tenn., will be the featured speaker at the banquet for
14th Gala Douglass Homecoming
on Aug. 13 at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Twenty years ago
David Riley Jr. is the new
County Executive Director of
Agricultural Stablization and
Conservation Service for Calloway County. He succeeds Lowell
Palmer who retired from the position recently.
Thirty years ago
Sgt. James Dolphus Stubblefield, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Stubblefield of Hazel, has been
assigned to 320th Engineer Company of U.S. Army in Stuttgard,
Germany.
'Forty years ago
Six hundred members of Boys
of Woodcraft, representing 24

camps from West Kentucky. will
hold their summer encampment at
Murray State College, Aug.
10-13. Joe McPherson, Buford
Hurt and T.C. Collie, Woodmen
of the World representatives, will
direct the camp.
Fifty years ago
Twenty-one of the Calloway
County men in the July Draft
Call by Selective Service were
accepted for duty with 16 by the
Army, four by the Navy, and one
by the Coast Guard.
Pvt. L.D. Flora returned home
Aug. 4 from the battlefields of
North Africa, where he was
wounded in action and awarded a
Purple Heart for gallantry,
Billy Bryan ,,Story of Lynn
Grove and Billy Hargis of New
Providence were named as outstanding campers at Purchase
District 4-H Camp at Columbus
Belmont Park. Also attending

from Calloway County were
James Edward Buchanan, Ralph
Wade Morris, Bobby RumfelL
Max Moore, Eula Mae Rose, Betty Ann Rogers, Bobby Starks
Hargis, Billy Gene Jackson and
Edward Bretton, members, and
Rachel Rowland, county home
demonstration agent.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lamb, July
8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Lemons, July 13; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Nelson Wallis
and a girl to Pvt. and Mrs. E.H.
Orr. July 15
Sixty years ago
In conjunction with the move
to bring about the adoption of the
Standard Milk Ordinance in Murray. the Calloway'County Health
Department has been collecting
samples of milk from the various
dairies and having them analyzed
at the State Laboratory in Louis-

DEAR ABBY. As a child advocate for a battered women's and
children's shelter. I would like to
commend you for sticking to your
response to the man who slapped
his I4-year-old son across the face
for calling him a filthy name. I have
read the many letters you received
from people who supported andjustifwd the slap. Thanks for not backing down'. I would also like to add
something that is posted in our
shelter concerning this subject:
"When Parents Hit a Child, They ,
Are Tearfiing the Following:
"I. Might makes right.
-2. People who love you hurt you,
therefore love hurts.

you for a valuable contribution.
I am publishing it in the hope
that those who need the
reminder will clip it.
DEAR ABBY. l just read the letter from "Her Grandfather in
Scottsdale." who complained
because his grandchildren, who
were old enough to write, never
acknowledged the gills he sent
• This provoked smiles and fond
memories for me. Every-childhood
Christmas was the same in my family. Our living room was strewn
with shredded paper, red and green
ribbons, children playing with tilTs
while my mother waded through it
DEAR JENNIFER: Thank all with a notebook and eencil in

-3 Power and control get you
what you want in life.
4. Violence is an appropriate
problem-solving technique.
"5. Resentment, hatred, denial
and confusion.
"Remember this: If it is inappropriate for a flatterer to hit, push and
shove a partner. thenit is inappropriate for a parent to do the same
thing to a child."
On behalfof all children. thanks!
JENNIFER RI('I URI)SON.
• TRI-STATE COALITION
AGAINST FAMILY VIOLEN('E.
KEOKUK.IOWA

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

Tested in
age and
Leos will
thinkers.
nake gra-

ville. Committees from Murray
Woman's Club and Magazine
Club and other interested citizens
together with representatives of
local Health Department are
meeting with Murray City Council in the hope of having theStandard Milk OrdinanLe
adopted.
Dr. James H. Richmond,
president-elect of Murray State
College and now state superintendent of public instruction, will
deliver the principal address at an
"Educational Picnic" on Aug. 8 at
Murray State College. according
to Dr. Charles Hire, members ol
the Execuuse Committee planning the event
Marriages announced include
Mildred Shankle to Alton Barnett, June 3; Millie Rue Downs to
Floyd Lynn. July 16; Ruby Roma
Boatwright to Walter M. Hazen,
July 17.
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TO GO

hand. listing %%flu had given es hat
whom.
Immediately afer Christmas.
Mother would get us all seated at
the dining mom table and hand us
each a list she had made, along
with Ant. .ry, envelopes. addresses. pens and postage stamps_ We
were not allowed to get up from the
table until every thank-you MAC
Wan written. every envelope was
addressed and.stamped. It was the
same on birthdays, graduations. etc- - right through the weddings
This past year. I spent Christmate with my parents. On Christmas afternoon. my mother [nuked in
the dining room and started to
laugh -- there I was, with pen in
hand, writing thank-you notes! My.
brothers no longer write thank-you
notes, but they sure do run up their
telephone bills!
Col.(
HOLLY IN[ARM(x
DEAR HOLLY: If your children have not been indoctrinated to promptly acknowledge
every gift, it will not be your
mother's fault.

GO•'
114E

AA• JP
&N 6E

%VI/fall REMEMBERING:"Life
is like a grindstone; whe'the'r
grinds a man down of polishes him
depends on the tettifT he's made of"
SANDRA JO FROM
TAFT,CALIF

ii
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CALVIN and HOBBES

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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THE HAT IN PUBLIC:

DEAR DR. GOTT I'm 84 and in
good health 'My concern is determra
lion of my leg strength. particularly in
the hamstrings and gluteal area
Muscle stiffness and soreness base'
accompanied this gradual decline in
strength. I climb and work out in a
qm three times a week Can you rev
ommend a diet or exercise (hat mighi
put a little kick back into these legs, or
am I now possibly over the last hill"
DEAR READER Lass of Muscle
mass and strength is so common in
old age that it can rightly be consul
ered. a normal consequence of the
aging process We simply get weaker
as we get older.
Nonetheless. you may be helped by
an individualized muscle strengthen
ing program that could be created by
a physical therapist. a trainer or (if he
is knowledgeable) the director o(-your
When the monster came, Lola, like the peppered
Kvmnasium..
s
motionles
moth and the arctic hare, remained
It may be mach harder to strength
en old muscles, but many studies
and undetected. Harold, of course,
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Psychologist sides with teen in custody battle

()bittiarics

William Benjamin Morris Sr.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete for William Benjamin
Morris Sr.. 83. of Nesbit, Miss.,
formerly of Puryear, Tenn.
Moms died Friday at 11:40
a.m. at the W.F. Bowld Hospital
in Memphis, Tenn. He was preceded in death by one daughter,
Lena Mae Lewis.
He is survived by his wife,
Loretta Duncan Morris of Nesbit..
He is also survived by five
daughters, Mildred Little, Rita
Spence and husband, Ken, Wilma
Slaton. Edna Eldred and husband,
Benny, and Susan Ball and husband. Tim; three sons, William
B. Morris Jr. and wife, Judy,
Thomas Morris and Edmund
Duncan Morris and wife. Vicky;

three sisters, Beth Wilson of
Hazel, Mary Lou Underwood of
Paris, Tenn., and Margaret
McCuiston and husband, Trellis,
of Murray; two brothers, Robert
Moths Jr. and wife, Myrtle, of
Puryear, and Harry Lee and wife,
Ello Bea of Lawson, Mo.
Brothers-and-sisters-in -law
include Frances Morris of Paris,
Tenn., Katherine Morris of Jacksonville, Fla.. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Duncan of Puryear, Mr. and
Mrs. Mos Duncan of Puryear.
Maria Keane of Chicago and Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Duncan of Plant
City, Fla.
Several grandchildren and
nieces and nephews also survive.

Mrs. Laverne Outland On
Mrs. Laverne Outland On, 84,
of Keenland Drive, Murray, died
Friday morning at her home. Her
husband, Goldie On, died Feb.
28, 1938.

Euple Futrell Outland. One sister,
Mrs. Sadie Nell White, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Charlene Saunders and
husband, B.J., Savannah, Ga., and
Mrs. Bobbie Sue Allbritten and
husband, Genie, Dallas, Texas;
one sister, Mrs. Laurine 0.
Doran, Murray; six grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

She was a member of First
Baptist Church. She was a retired
hostess at Kenlake Hotel and had
also worked as a hostess at Holiday Inn.
Born April 2, 1909, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Dallas Outland and

Mrs. Beverly Green
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but will be
announced by Strong and Ciyer
Funeral Home in Hickman.

Mrs. Beverly Green of Hickman died this morning at Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
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Earnestirie
Skinner
Earnestine Skinner, 74, Murray, died Friday at 5:20 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
He was a World War II Army
veteran, a member of St. John
Baptist Church and was a retired
employee of Murray Lumber
Company.
He was born Sept. 15, 1918 in
Calloway County. His parents
were Buster and Canary Blanton
Skinner.
Survivors include one daughter, Janette Stubblefield, Murray;
one son, Kevin Skinner, Columbia, S.C.; two brothers, Robert
and Buster Skinner, both of Murray; five sisters, Mattie Ann
Skinner, New Haven, Conn.:
Robbie Nell Brandon, Tennessee;
Mary Jane Skinner, Ruth Williams and Patricia Johnson, all of
Murray; five grandchildren and
one great grandchild.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete at Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home in Murray.

Man who stormed
into court with
weapons kills self
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) — A
drug dealer who stormed into a
federal courthouse with guns and
pipe bombs, killing a security
officer, may have blown himself
up accidentally before reaching
his targets: prosecutors and a
judge, authorities said.
Jack Gary McKnight, 37, died
when a pipe bomb he was holding exploded Thursday morning
in the fourth-floor clerk's office
of U.S. District Court.
Authorities believe McKnight
accidentally detonated that bomb,
but would have killed himself
eventually. "The way he was
shooting around, throwing bombs
around, no doubt, he wanted to
commit suicide, but we believe
he still had more targets," FBI
agent Don Pettus said on Friday.
McKnight had left a note, Pettus said, but he, declined to discuss its contents.

Circuit Judge Steven Dakan
SARASOTA. Fla. (AP) —
has tentatively set Tuesday for
Kimberly Mays' biological
closing arguments and then must
parents have shown a complete
decide if, or how, time with the
disregard for the girl's feelings
girl will be shared by the feuding
by attacking the only family she
families.
has ever known, a psychologist
testified.
Most of Rites criticisms of the
"You don't meddle around
birth parents were directed at
with a family where there's a
Mrs. Twigg, who last year
close tie between the child and
cooperated with the author of a
parent," said psychologist
book that suggested Mays played
Lawrence Ritt, who has treated
a role in the switch and portrayed
Kimberly for nearly five years.
him as an abusive father.
In a full day on the stand FriShe repeated the accusations
day, Ritt backed 14-year-old
against Mays in magazines, on
Kimberly's wish to cut all ties to
TV shows and in pretrial
Ernest and Regina Twigs and to
depositions.
preserve her life with Robert
Mrs. Twigg's need to set Mays
Mays, the man who has raised
"led
away in handcuffs" has
her since she was switched at
"overridden hcr ability to take
birth in a rural Florida hospital in
care of Kimberly," Ritt said.
1978.
The "attacks on Kimberly's
A court-appointed psycholowhole family system" continued
gist, Dr. Herbert Gotdstein, was
set to take the stand Monday and earlier this year when Mrs. Twigg
testify Kimberly would be -gave a deposition in which she
"devastated" if the Twiggs are referred to Kimberly as Arlena —
granted their wish to visit the the name of the girl the Twiggs
took home in the baby swap. Rat
girl.

Parents decide to separate Siamese twins
MAYWOOD, Ill. (AP) — The
parents of five-week-old Siamese
twins who share a liver and
deformed heart have chosen to
have them surgically separated
despite the slim odds even one
will live.
"We've got-a- 1 percent chance
of survival versus nothing. I'd
rather take the 1 (percent
chance)," the father, Kenneth
Lakcberg, said Friday.
"It's like people win the lottery every week, why can't we
win on life — why can't we gain
a life here and defy the odds?"
Doctors told Lakcberg and his
wife, Reitha, both of Wheatfield,

Ind., that one child will die during the complicated surgical
separation, and the other probably will, too. In addition to the
separation, the heart must be
rebuilt.
Without the operation, the
twins probably would die anyway
after about two weeks, doctors
said.
The 9-pound babies, Amy and
Angela Lakcbcrg, have been on
life support since they were born
joined at the chest at the Loyola
University' Medical Center on
June 29. Doctors are not sure
which one has the chance of
living.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
— President Clinton's late
father might have committed
bigamy by marrying Clinton's
mother before his divorce from
a previous wife was final,
newspapers reported today.
Clinton's biological father,
William Jefferson Blythe III,
was married in 1941 in Jackson
County to a Kansas City
woman, The Kansas City Star
and the Daily News of New
York said.
Court records show that the
woman filed for a divorce, but
was not granted one until April
13, 1944, seven months after
Blythe married Virginia Cassidy, the president's mother, in
Arkansas, the newspapers said.

Clinton's mother, since
remarried twice, told the Star
on Friday: "I knew absolutely
nothing about it. It was news to
me."
Most Clinton biographies
state that his parents were marTied in 1942. But the marriage
license in Arkansas lists the
date as Sept. 3, 1943, and Clinton's mother told the Star she
believed the wedding was in
1943.
If Blythe was married to boh
woman at the same time, the
marriage to Clinton's mother
was illegal under Arkansas law
and he might have committed
bigamy.
Deputy White House Press
Secretary Lorraine Voles said

Seaboard Farms of Kentucky, an
integrated broiler complex located
in Mayfield, was announced as the
featured industry for the 13th Annual Industry Appreciation Dinner
at a press conference held at the
plant August 5.
The plant opened Nov. 5, 1990,
and presently employs 535 people,
with 115 growers throughout nine
Kentucky and two Tennessee counties.
Each year, the dinner, sponsored
by the Purchase Area Development
District Rural Economic Development Council, area chambers of
commerce, and economic development corporations, recognizes over
100 industries from throughout the
eight counties for their commitment
to economic growth of the region.
The keynote speaker for the
evening will be Harry McDonald,
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Because of the odds, doctors
recommended shutting off—the
twins' life support and "giving
them humane care — feeding
them, keeping them warm" until
they die, said Jonathan Muraskas,
the twins' doctor.
Lakcberg said he had been
uncertain about the difficult
choice, and his 24-year-old wife
made the decision.
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President of Seaboard Farms, Inc.
Over 25 years in the business.
The dinner will be held Thursday,
September 9 at the Executive Inn,
Paducah. A reception will begin at
5:30 p.m., with a dinner following at
7:00 p.m. Tickets for the dinner may
be purchased for $20.00 each by
contacting the Purchase Area Development District at 247-7171, 5542097, or 753-8325 or county representatives at the following numbers BALLARD - Ballard Co.
Industrial Development Board,
CALLOWAY
665-5744;
Murray/Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, 753-5171; CARLISLE - Judge/Executives Office,
628-5451; FULTON - Fulum
Chamber of Commerce, 472-2961;
HICKMAN CITY - Judy Powell,
236-2535; GRAVES - Mayfield/
Graves Co. Local Development
Corporation, 247-0626; HICKMAN - Clinton/Hickman Co.
Chamber of Commerce,653-6419;
MARSHALL - Marshall Co.Chamber of Commerce, 527-7665;
McCRACKEN - Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce, 443-1746.
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there would be no comment Friday. Voles could not say
whether the president had been
told. The Kansas City woman,
WanCtta ijllCrt Alexander, gave
birth to a (laughter, whose family claimcd thus week that she is
Clinton's half-sister.
Mrs. Alexander and her
daughter, Sharon Lee Pctujohn,
live in Tucson, Anz. Neither
could be reached by the Star.
The president's father died in
an auto accident on May 17,
1946. At the time, Virginia
Blythe was six months pregnant
with the future president. He
was horn Aug. 19, 1946, and
named William Jefferson Blythe
I V.

Seabord Farmers announced as
featured industry during dinner

Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
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"They have distinct personalities," said Linda Juretschke, a
nurse practitioner. "They suck
fingers in each others' mouths —
they arc babies."

Documents raise questions about Clinton's father

A.1 GUTTERS

2 Medium Pizzas

$
testified. Aflaka dial•of a hurt
defect in 1988.
It was a very unkind, uncaring thing to do," he said. "It
shows she is totally out of touch
with Kimberly's needs."
Mr. Twigs is to blame as well,
the psychologist said, because he
did nothing to stop his wife.
Ritt said the Twiggs may have
tried to get too close too fast with
Kimberly after they were allowed
visitation with the girl in 1990.
Kimberly has said Mrs. Twigg
asked to be called "Mom" during the visits. But Mays cut thcm
off after five sessions, saying the
strain was too much for the girl
and her grades were slipping.
The case, dramatized in a
made-for-TV movie, began when
hospital identification tags were
somehow switched, sending Kimberly and another baby girl home
with the wrong parents.
After Arlena died, genetic tests
showed she wasn't related to the
Twiggs and Kimberly was their
biological daughter.
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em
Stip:
Ain ier
ea
m:Supermarket
2:30 P.M.
a- Supermarket Sweep
0 - Loving
III) - Varied Programs
People's Court
:4)
0
- Best of Beach MTV
0(.3- _ Family Ties
- My Two Dads
al - Life Goes On
Lt - Reading Rainbow (R)
- $100,000 Name That Tune
-News
- Hey Dude (R)
Oaal- Varied Programs
5:05 P.M.
Lc - Caesars Challenge
12:05 P.M.
a (VI- Reading Rainbow (R)
- Stunt Dawgs
a- Jeffersons
10 - Designing Women
0- Movie
0- Be a Star (R)
•- Scrabble
- Mister Rogers iR)
12:30 P.M.
O - Kids Incorporated (R)
0- Looney Tunes
eC/ex10
530
: - ABC
News
- Geraldo
- Mister Rogers (R)
O - Most Wanted
al CL - News
0
Tonight
- Paid Program
_ Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop
a - On Stage (R)
- Caesars Challenge
(1K) - NBC Nightly News
•it- Young and the Restless
- Movie
▪
Talk of the Town
S- Adventures in Wonderland (R)
socua,m_ CBS Evening News
- Varied Programs
a
- Sunshine Factory
▪
- Days of Our Lives
S - Super Mario Bros.
- Saved by the Bell
a_ Fred Penner's Place
- Movie
4:05 P.M.
- Designing Women
2:35 P.M.
- Movie
up
- Bold and the Beautiful
a- Saved by the Bell
0- Flintstones
gp - Real Ghostbusters
21;
Shining
Time
Station
(R)
•
- Sale of the Century
a- Wild & Crazy Kids
4:30 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
0- Country Kitchen
- World of David the Gnome
a- Screen Scene
sup- Rosoanne
Ct - Designing Women
ell
- Frugal Gourmet
- Varied Programs
al- Captain Planet and the Planeip - Current Affair
CE - Vicki! IR)
a- Waft Disney Presents
a- Varied Programs
triers
Shining
Time
Station
(R)
▪
Wheel
of
Fortune
- Bodies in Motion (R)
- Shop -rti You Drop
- America With Dennis WhoED
- Wavelength
am- As the World Turns
a- Trivial Pursuit: The Interactive
- Let's Make a Deal
ley
Batman
Who's
the
Boss?
OE)
11
Game
- Shop 'Til You Drop
1:00 P.M.
- Just the Ten of Us
▪ - OprahlNinfrey (R)
11:05 A.M.
- Varied Programs
alCUal(1)0- One Life to Live 0 - Barney & Friends
Salute Your Shorts (R)
al - CHiPs
a - Another World
Andy 5:3P.M.
0(fi)-)Nhere in the World Is Car1111- Deritwing Duck
11:30 A.M.
Griffith
al
- All Creatures Great and a - Inside Edition
men Sandie?
la CJ - All My Children
Small
- Fugitive
•
- Joan Rivers
Gle•- Loving
- 825.000 Pyramid
- Inside Edition
act- As the World Turns
- Underdog
- Movie
_ move.
- Joker's Wild
a - Sesame Street (R)
am- Dennis the Menace
a- Club Dance
8/9/93
9:00 A.M.
a- Be a Star
- Care Bears
0- American Gladiators
O - Anything but Love
5:15
A.M.
- Grind
- MOVIE: 'Sudie and Simpson'
_ Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
a- MOVIE: 'Sink the Bismarck!' A white girl befriends a black sus- PoPeYe
An account of the British campaign to pected child molester 1990
• rdnyie1:15 P.M.
3:05 P.M.
destroy a German ship. 1960
al - MOVIE: 'The Last Emperor'
- Jetsam
5:25 A.M.
Bernardo Bertolucci's epic recounting
1:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'My Blue Heaven' An of the kfe of Pu '6. 1987 Rated P6al CU - Bold and the Beautiful
ow- Wonder Years
FBI agent relocates a mischievous 13.
al CU - Another World
Ill (17) - Jeopardy!
mob Informant 1990. Rated P6-13.
- Sportscenter (R)
ea- Varied Programs
- Mwria's Family
6:00 A.M.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5(I)-

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

o

•

(i)

•

•

•

o

•

o

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

Lineup
Channel 34

•

MONDli

•

•

•

Your Community
Channel

9:30 A.M.

- MOVIE:'Summer Rental' An

Tues., Aug. 10

5:00 p.m. Don Farmer's
Home Bible Studies

•

LISTINGS

Thurs., Aug. 18
11:40 a.m. Coldwater Church

of Christ
5:00 p.m. Cable Previews
5:30 p.m. Artscene
Friday, Aug. 13

10:30 a.m. Artscene

CABLE
VLS1ON

- Robin Hood: Men in Tights:
First Look On the set of Mel Brooks'
latest movie ON
Up- 30-Minute Movie: The Washing Machine Man An elderly wornant plan backfires when she tries to
rekindle the romance in her marriage.

•

2 WKRN ABC Nashvilk
3 WS1L ABC Harrisburg
4 WSMV NBC Nashviik •
WTVF CBS Nashville
6 WPSD NiBC Paducah
WBBJ ABC Jackson
WDCN PBS Nashvilk
9 WGN IND Chicago
10 KM! FOX Cape Girardeau
II MSL:-TV
12 KFVS CBS Cape Girardeau
13 Arts and Eatertaisuierit (ALE)
14 Murray City Hal
15 USA Network
16 Nickelodeon
17 WILS Atlanta
IS Black F.atertaianket
19 Terser Network Television (TNT)
20 EWTN Catholic Network
21 WINE PBS Murray/Mayfield
22 Nashvilk Network
23 Lifetime
24 Home net (Mice (HBO)
25 ('inemas

26 The Disney Chased
27 Musk Television (M-TV)
26 WCSD-TV (Calloway County High)
29 Cable News Network (CNN)
30 The Learning Channel
31 F.SPN Sports
32 WMHS-TV (Murray High School)
33 RAM
34 Murray Cablevision
35 The Weather Channel
36 Calloway Comity Public Library
Guide
37 How Sluipta
38 Preys, Guide
39 Showerme
44 Eatere (INC)
41 Headline News
43 VISN
47 Video Hits 1
4 The Discovery Channel
49 ()VC Shopping
50 CSPAN
51 Financial News Network (FNN)
52 (*.SPAN 2

air-traffic controller takes his family to
Florida. 1985 Rated P6-13
▪ Sportscenter (R)

•

7:00 A.M.
- Around the World in 80 Days

Animated version of the classic tale
(R)
- Sportscenter
MOVIE: 'The Day the Earth
Stood Still' An alien arrives to stop
mankind's atomic experimentation.

10:00 A.M.
a-MOVIE:'Matters of the Heart'
A famed pianist has a passionate affair with her prodigy. 1990.
1111 - MOVIE: 'Necessary Roughness' A 34-year-old farmer helps a
7:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Margie' A teen-age flailing college football team. 1991.
flapper develops a crush on her Rated P6-13.
French teacher. 1946.
10:05 A.M.
a- MOVIE:'Possessed A nurse's
- MOVIE: 'Three Men and •
obsession leads to jealousy, mad- Baby' Three Manhattan bachelors are
ness and murder. 1947
left in charge of an infant 1987
-

•

•

•

8:00 A.M.
al- MOVIE:'Local Hero' A

wouldbe mogul tnes to secure a Scottish
village's land . 1983.
- MOVIE: 'License Se Drive' An
unlicensed teen-ager borrows his
grandfather's Cadillac 1988 Rated
PG

•

8:30 A.M.
a- MOVIE: letiere Two struggling
songwriters muck about in the Middki
East 1967

10:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:'A Time of Destiny' A

•

WWN GI unwittingly befriends an
enemy sworn to kd him. 1988

11:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Al Capone' A Chicago

•

•

hoodlum rises to supremacy in the
syndicate 1959
11:30 A.M.
- Anytime Tales Ossetic stones
horn the British Isles

•

a

•

•
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cocky American comes to appreciate
the European war effort 1941

his fate 1962
,
(21) - Public Voice
•

4:00 P.M.

11:45 A.M.
go - MOVIE:'A Yank in the RAF A

•- Sanford
go - MOVIE: 'Berabbas' A thief re
leased in Jesus' place grapples with

- MOVIE: 'Sink the Bismarck!'

•

An account of the British campaign to
destroy a German ship 1960

•

- MOVIE:'Final Analysis' A psy
chiatrist has an affair with a fernak
patient's sister 1992 Rated R
- MOVIE. "Crocodile' Dundee
II' The adventurer crosses a drug lorr
and heads for the Outback 1988
Rated PG
- Avoniea Part 1 of 2 111)

4:35 P.M.
O 01) - MOVIE: 'My Pal Trigger' 0-MOVIE:'Zelly and Me' A domi
neering grandmother makes life miserable for an orphan 1988 Rated PG

•

•

- Tennis: ATP Championship

Early rounds from Cincinnati (Live)
- Bob Newham Off the Record
The comic tapes his first-ever cable
special at the Raymond Theater in Pasadena. Calif (R)

•

12:05 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Bad News Bears'

•

5:00 P.M.

•

- MOVIE: 'Dennis the Menace:
Memory Mayhem' Animated Den-

•

•

nis and Mr Wilson recall their past
_ MTV Prime
adventures 1986 Rated NR
o - Water Skiing World Tour
•
- Thoroughbred Digest
From St Paul. Minn (Taped)
•

•

5:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'LiCilflia to Drive' An
unlicensed teen-ager borrows his
grandfather's Cadillac 1988

•

12:30 P.M.
go - MOVIE: 'The Boss' Wife' A
man has second thoughts about his
boss' seductive spouse 1986

o- MOVIE: 1 Never Sang for My
Father' An estranged father and son
attempt to open communications
1970

1:00 P.M.
go- MOVIE:'Operation Eichmenn'
A depiction of Eichmann's role in defeating-HM.3es enemies 1961.

- Young Riders

- Mary Tyler Mabee

sp - Rock Videos That Don't Suck
•

9:35 P.M.
- Carol Burnett Special

Carol.

Can, Whoopi & Robin Carl Reiner
Whoop Goldberg and Robin Williams
loin Carol Burnett for an evening of
music and comedy (R)

9:50 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Requiem for a Heavy
weight' A boxer forced into retir,.
ment finds it hard to adiust 1962

10:00 P.M.
ll0CDOCC)00
tu132pd.we
asaill
•W

- Sullivan*

•

- MOVIE:'Bank Shot' A criminal

•

tress from Mexican troops 1987

mastermind pulls off a very unique
bank heist. 1974 Rated PG

P.M.

- Up Close

(RP
3
:1c2som
O0(0) -7B
e CU SO (ft - Maior Dad (13)

•

6:00 P.M.
OCE)00CIDOCE180(4-

- Get Smart
- Cornicview
- Texas Connection
- Joy of Music

•

News

•

•

- Cheers
•CIDO/D- MacNeil/Lehrer

•

8:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Cruel Doubt'

•

..ThirtysornethIng
- MOVIE 'Spring Break Sorority

Babes' Two nerds must find an hei
ress with a hidden birthmark 1992
Rated R

- Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston Ceti Bud at the Glen From

•

Watkins Glen International. N Y (R)
- Short Subject

•

11:35 P.M.
0[s) - Real Stories of the Highway Patrol
00(I)- Late Night With David
Letterman (R)
- Rush Umbaugh
- World of Audubon: Backlash in
the Wild (R)

o

•

(t)- Nightly Business Report

7:05.P.M.
go - MOVIE:'The Alamo: 13 Days
to Glory' Texans try to defend a for

F Troop
_ Texas Connection (it)

non
•

3

•

•

•

Two oddball players revitalize a Little
League baseball team 1976

9:30 P.M.
News
Trek: The Next Genera
13
0

•

12:00 P.M.

Roy Rogers mates his prize mare with
a championship stallion 1946
- Mob Stories Five former highranking mob figures provide a detailed portrait of the underworld (R)
- MOVIE: 'The Care Bears
Movie' Animated Magical bears
promote kindness and compassion
1985 Rated G

- Crook and Chase
- L.A. Law

•
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- Evening at the Improv
- Eden
0- Lucy Show
- Sanford
- Club Dance (B)
- Unsolved Mysteries
- Beavis & Butt-Head
- Baseball Tonight
- Scarecrow and Mrs King
- MOVIE: 'Which Way Is Up?'

•

•

11:45 P.M.
ID - MOVIE: The Greatest' Mu
hamrnad Ali's life is shown from
childhood to championship 1977

•

12:00 A.M.

•

2

•

•

•

•

o orange picker becomes a union
An

O

O 5

Hard Copy
Williams 'TV

Paid Program
og Sherlock Holmes Mysteries (RI
Hollywood Insider (R)
▪
go _ Dobie Gillis
- Comicview (R)
- Nashville Now (R)
- Speed Racer
- MOVIE:'Chantilly Lace' Seven

hero and leaves his family 1977
Newshour
0
•
- Sing Out America
0- Paradise Beach
his
for
tried
is
Bonnie's teen-age son
- Married... With Children
10:30 P.M.
stepfather's murder 1992 Part 2 of
go - In Search Of... (R)
2.
•CU - Cosby Show
go - MacGyver
(I)5(1) - Murphy Brown (R) •
IL) - Entertainment Tonight
•
actresses bring various characters to
- Looney Tunes
O CID - Center Stage
life 1993
O - Koiak
- Triple Threat
0-Sherlock Holmes Mysteries(R) 111 - Designing Women
- MOVIE: 'The Three Faces of
•
- Jetsam
go - WWF: Monday Night Raw
Eve' True story of a woman with
- Hitchhiker
three distinct personalities 1957
- Dragnet
- Unsolved Mysteries
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- Portraits
- Beavis & Butt-Head
go - Video Soul
- Baby. I'm Back
go - Sportscenter
- MOVIE: 'A Winner Never
•(71)- Great Performances: In the
12:05 A.M.
Wings: Angels in America on
- Wattons
Quits' A one armed baseball player
•
(.3) - News (R)
inspires a handicapped youth 1986 •
go - MOVIE:'Immediate Family' A &midway
- Arsenio Hall
Rated PG
childless couple meets a pregnant a - Nashville Now
go
_ Rush Limbaugh
- Comikaze
unwed teen-ager 1989
- MOVIE:'Outrage!' A legal loo
phole lets a murderer go free 1986
go - One in the Spirit
go - Sportscenter
- MOVIE:'Escape From the Pla- MOVIE:'Mr. Blandings Builds
- MOVIE: 'Body Chemistry II: net of the Apes' Chimps from the
6:05 P.M.
His Dream House' A Manhattan faThe Voice of•Stranger' A radio sex future create a stir on 20th-century
og - Beverly Hillbillies

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•(2i)- Black American Conservatism: An Exploration of Ideas Pulitzer Pnze-winning columnist Clarence Page evaluates the self-help
strategies of black conservatives and
explores the history of this movement. (R)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

- MOVIE: 'Bon Voyage Charlie
Brown(And Don't Come Back)' The

•

Peanuts gang takes an adventurefilled tour of Europe 1980. Rated G

go- MOVIE:'Year of the Comet' A
wine bottle plunges a woman into international intrigue. 1992.

1:15 P.M.
a- MOVIE:'A Bullet Is Waiting' A
sheriff and his prisoner are stranded
in the desert. 1954.

1:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Nickelodeon' A struggling lawyer unexpectedly becomes a
movie director 1976. Rated PG.

•

2:00 P.M.
go - Checkered Flag IndyCar from
Brooklyn. Mich. (R)
go - MOVIE: 'Take Her, She's
Mine' A man tries to keep his daughter from leading a beatnik life 1963

2:15 P.M.
•- MOVIE: 'Lunatics: A Love
Story' Two of life's misfits find happiness an each other's arms. 1991

2:30 P.M.
0- 010•Y Delft (C)
MOVIE:'Darling' A model goes
through several unhappy romances.

•

•

•

_ MOVIE: 'Three Men and a
Baby' Three Manhattan bachelors are

•

left in charge of an infant 1987

6:30 P.M.
- Family Feud
•CU - Entertainment Tonight
CC - News
- Roseanne
- Cosby Show
- Major League Baseball: Chitlbgo Cubs at Florida Marlins From

•

•

mily tries to build a home in the countherapist seduces a troubled listener
try. 1948
1992
- Pro Beach Volleyball: Four 10:35 P.M.
Women TOW From Pittsburgh
Nightsin•
(1)
•
(Taped)
Tonight Show

•

- Father Dowling Mysteries
- MOVIE: 'Twin Peaks: Fire
Walk With Mar David Lynch's pre-

•

•

quel to his short-lived TV series
1992
a-MOVIE:'Zelly mei Me' A dorm neenng grandmother makes life miserable for an orphan. 1988

o0 - Wee Connection

•

go (It _ Night Court
- National Geographic Explorer
(R)

•

10:45 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Over Her Dead Body'

•

A deputy and his sister-in-law dis
Joe Robbie Stadium.(Um)
- Sacred Songs, Sacred Spaces pose of his wife's body 1991 Rated
- Murphy Brown
•
• - Wheel of Fortune
8:30 P.M.
11:00 P.M.
go - Bullwinide
OCIPalie- Big Wave Dave's
og (o) - MASH
go - Baby. I'm Back
Series Premiere
•CL - Current Affair
- Bugs Bunny & Pais
go - Dick Van Dyke
- Arsenio Hail
- American Youth Citizenship
9:00 P.M.
- Davkl L. Wolper Presents
Competition Academic competition ogapion- Northam Exposure
Men in Crisis (R)
designed to inspire 7th and 8th grade
students to take an active role in gov- Quantum Leap
- Rough Guide
ernment (R)
-Supermen
5
go - Lovejoy Mysteries
- Rock Videos That Don't Suck
go - Midnight Love
0- Silt Stalking.(R)
- Best of American Muscle
- Crook and Chase (RI
Moore
0- May Tyler
go - Beyond the Headlines
- Unsolved Mysteries
- Informed Sources: AIDS:
- Robin Hood: Men in Tights:
6:35 P.M.
How Close to a Cure
Look On the set of Mel Brooks
First
- Sanford and-Son
Salutes
Records
Oros.
Warner
gomovie (R)
latest
Dwight
Anniversary
TNN's Tenth
7:00 P.M.
- Alternative Nation
OCUOCID0- NFL Preseason Yoakarn, Little Texas, Faith Hit and
Football: Cleveiend Browns at Greg Holland perform from the Grand
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
Oka Opry House in Nashville, Tenn.(R)
Washington Redskins From R F K
- Recovery Line (Live Phone-In)
- MOVIE: The Runestorse' An
Stadium (live)
anan
resurrects
di(1)- Fresh Prince of Bel-Air artifact's discovery
11:05 P.M.
cient Norse monster 1992 Rated R
Hard Copy
Wanted
Most
•
al CU
edi - Evening Sheds IR)
- Surfing: Pro Tour From Hun go - inside Edition
▪ GI:)- Evening at Pops
go 01 - Sweating Bullets
Beach. Calif (Taped)
tington
amAn
okr
'Working
MOVIE:
go Club
700
moves
secretary
brtsous Staten Island
11:30 P.M.
- Methodist Hour
•
up the ranks 1988
0
9:15 P.M.
0 - David 1. Wolper Presents:
- Minh Umbeugh
go
Men In Cobh 011
o - MOVIE: The leaked Truth' O- MOVIE:'Pleabeor A nerve wai•
- Murder. She Wrote
•
Two Mesodermal men are forced to tress saves• visiting diplomat's life
pose as women 1992 Rated NR
go - Partridge Family
1954
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3:00 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: The World in His
Arms' A seal poacher steals the heart
of a Russian countess. 1952.
0- MOVIE:'Up the Sandbox' An
expectant housewife becomes immersed in a fantasy wand. 1972
0 - MIA Oolf: PAoCalre LPQA
Classic at Stratton Mountain Final
round from Stratton Mountain Country Club, Vt. (Taped)

3:45 P.M.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

- MOVIE:'My Slue Heaven' An
FBI agent relocates a mischievous
mob informent. 1990 Rated PG-13.
- MOVIE: Coevette Summer' A
Stingray owner tries to retrieve his
stolen vehicle 1979 Rated PG

•

•

Earth 1971 Rated G

Notes from 91.3 FM
WKMS
WKMS serves Murray and Calloway
County at 91.3 FM with NPR's Morning
Edition news each weekday hum 5 to 9.
and All Things Considered news daily at
4 PM. WKMS broadcasts classical, jazz.,
and a vinery of other music. Next week
(August 9-13)on Evening Classics(MI'.
7 p.m.) WKMS will feature:
The Ronerdarn Symphony Orchestra
performing Tcharkovsky's -Souvenir
dun lieu cher and -Valle Scherzo in
Bach's Panka No. 2 in d for solo violin;

Nielsen', Symphony No. 3 -Sinfonis
Expansive; and FilacDowell's Piano
Concerto No. 2 in tl. ('Mon)
The St. Louts Symphony Orchestra
with guest pianiit Alexander Palley performing Verdi's Oveiture to "La form del

destine% Tchaikovsky's Piano Cononto
No. 1 tn lib; Bance's Rumanian Folic
Dances; and Schumann's Symphony No.
I in lib. Ivan Fischer, cond. (Tees.)
The Chicago Symphony Oichears
performing Beethoven's Symphony No.
6 in 1' and Symphony No 5 sic. Osnitsan
Thielemann. cond. (Wed)
L'Orchesue Symphonique cle Montreal performing Schubert's Symphony
No N in I:, and Symphony No. 9 in C,
Roger Nominee, cond. (Then.)
Classical Encore with Dr. C. B. litanis
selections including Debussy's Nocennes, Mosan's Clarinet Concerto, and
Bereakf's Symphony No 4, (Fri. at 7
p.m. Sun. at 7.30 am.)
N B. St Paul Sunday Mamas* Argue 15 (9:30 am.)program VIP.1110N.
pima Alan Feinberg Mit esOIs
Navel, Beech. Ceistachab, Pain Old
Chapin

-

-41.1111
,

.10•111-
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2:30 P.M.
0- Mountain Biking: NOR BA

TUESDAY

el) - Rock Videos That Don't Suck •
- Father Dowling Mysteries
- Major League Baseball: Teams •
- MOVIE: 'The Inn of the Sixth
tionals From Mammoth, Calif (R)
to Be Announced (Live)
Happiness' A missionary leads a
- MOVIE:'Aces High' British air•
- 30-Minute Movie: Peace- band of children to safety in wartime
men battle the Germans in the skies maker Coming of age _ during the
1958
over Europe. 1976
"atomic fifties'' has a profound effect
VISN Agenda
on a man's adult life Oil
3:00 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Ten Tall Men' The ex • •- Catch the Spirit
Coach (H)
plods of 10 Foreign Legionnaires de
6:35 P.M.
- Dick Van Dyke
fending Tarfa 1951
go - Major League Baseball: At8:35 P.M.
_ MOVIE:'The House on Carroll lanta Braves at New York Meta
•
- Montreal International CoStreet' A photographer uncovers a From Shea Stadium (Love)
medy Festival Montreal is the site of
plot to smuggle in Nazi criminals
Na-

•

•

•

8/10/93
5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: •Bullsever Two
thieves are hired to steal a nuclear-

•

fusion formula 1989 Rated PG-13_

-

•

MOVIE: 'Death on the Nile'

Hercule Poirot probes a murder
aboard a cruise ship 1978 Rated PG

6:00 A.M.
0- Sportscentet (R)
EP- MOVIE:'Zelly and Me' A domineering grandmother makes life miserable for an orphan 1988

6:30 A.M.
Sportscenter (R)
•
- Paul Bunyan The logger decides
•

to replant all of Earth's trees Narrated by Jonathan Winters (R)

7:00 A.M.
•
- Its a Mile From Here to Glory
A boy overcomes injuries received in
an auto accident to star on the track
team (R)

10:35 A.M.
•- 30-Minute Movie: Peacemaker Coming of age during the
"atomic fifties has a profound effect
on a man's adult life (R)

11:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Dellinger' During

•

the

Prohibition, John , Dillinger is public
enemy No 1 1945
5-MOVIE:'Immediate Family' A
childless couple meets a pregnani
unwed teen-ager 1989

11:05 A.M.

eicumixon-

•

•

3:45 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'The Naked Gun'Cant
Frank Drebin continues his shtick laden
13 war on crime 1988 Rated PG-

•
- MOVIE:'The Mahone Falcon'

7:00 P.M.
few ems- Full House (R)

MI S CE - MOVIE: 'Chance of a
Lifetime' A widowed businesswoman is misdiagnosed as terminally
ill 1991

Sam Spade searches for a jewel
• - Rescue 911(R)
.
- MOVIE: 'Pink Cadillac' A a op
encrusted statue 1941
- Word on Words
bondsman must protect the woman
he was assigned to capture 1989 •
- Beverly Hills, 90210 (R)
11:30 A.M.
- Jorinda and Joringle A wicker
0-Biography
- Max Out Extreme sports
witch turns a young woman into
- Murder, She Wrote
111 - MOVIE: *Ju Dou' In 1920s•
nightingale (R)
- Partridge Family
China, a young dye maker has an ad- •
ulterous affair. 1991 Rated PG-13
- Sanford Pan 1 of 2.
11:45 A.M.

•

•

•

•
- MOVIE: 'Objective. Burma!'
•
- MOVIE: 'Don't Toil Her It':
3:30 P.M.
Me' A C811000131 gets a mach(
- World Roller Hockey League: Paratroopers descend on a Japanese
make-over to win his dream girl
Divisional Playoffs - Teams TBA radar base. Colorized 1945
- Nova (R)
- MOVIE: 'Sink the Bismarck!' From Orlando, Fla (Taped)
•
- Crook and Chase
An account of the British campaign to
4:30 P.M.
destroy a German ship 1960
- LA. LAW
•
- Max Out Extreme sports
- MOVIE: 'A League of Their
12:00 P.M.
•
- MOVIE: 'The Three Faces of
O CL - MOVIE: 'Radars' Down the Eve' True story of a woman with Own'Based on the story of the all-girl
baseball league of 1943 1992. Rated
Canyon' Roy brings a gang of horse three distinct personalities 1957
PG
thieves to justice 1942
4:45 P.M.
gp - MOVIE:'Cool Wand' A seduc411 - MOVIE: 'Heidi' Based on the
- MOVIE: 'In Between' Three tive toon drags her creator into her
classic story of the orphan of the
people are trapped in a world be- animated world. 1992 Rated P0-13
Alps. 1993. Part 1 of 2.
tween Me and death. 1992 Rated •
- Watt Disney Presents: From
•- Tennis: ATP Championship
PG-1 3
Aesop to Hans Christian Andersen
Early rounds from Cincinnati (Live)
•

- Sportscenter (R)
sportscent.,(4)
7:30 AM.

•

•

•

0- MOVIE:'Four Daughters Fan nie Hurst's tale of a music professor
and his family 1938
- MOVIE:'Acts High' British airmen battle the Germans in the skies
over Europe 1976

•

8:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Operation Eichrnann'
A depiction of Eichmann's role in defeating Hitler's enemies 1961
•
_ MOVIE: 'Blinded by the Light'
A deprogrammer tries to help a brainwashed young man 1980

MOVIE:'Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country' Kirk is accused

9:00 P.M.
CUOMO-civil Wars
•
▪• - Dateline
•
- Star Trek: The Next Generation (R)
•Playwrights Theater: Clara Arthur Miller's story of a father tortured
by the murder of his daughter, Clara
Stars Darren McGavin, William Daniels, Jennifer Parsons and Ed Kershen (R)

•
- Mary Tyler Moore
121, - Vietnam: A Television His•
tory
•
- American Music Shop
•
- MOVIE: 'Patriot Games' A
former CIA agent is stalked by a

Sc
Sc
•-

a-

A cc

after

5won
SIM

g/ -

anod-

with

•

•

12:05 P.M.
-

MOVIE: 'White Water Summer' A survival camp leader lets the
job go to his head 1987

•

12:30 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'My Little Girl' A teen

5:00 P.M.

•
- MTV Prime
- Young Riders
musical adaptation of the classic fairy
•
- MOVIE:'A Kiss Before Dying'
tale 1988 Rated NR
husband is secretly the
A
women's
gi - Running I Racing

-

•

MOVIE: 'The Frog Prince' A

•

5:15 P.M.

vengeful IRA terronst 1992 Rated R

- Dinosaur! (R)
- Most Wanted
•
- 100 Club
•
- In Touch
•

9:15 P.M.
-

Why Am I Gay? Stories of
Coming Out in America Homosexual men and women across the coun-

•

try paint a moving and thoughtprovoking picture of what it means to
grow up gay

9:30 P.M.

man who lolled her sister 1991
GB - Sullivan.

O - News
•
- Mary Tyler Moore
A divorced couple battle for custody
•
- Rock Videos That Don't Suck
(R)
•
CID
•
(1)
•
iNhere
I
Live
of their young son 1979 Rated PG
9:00 A.M.
- Major League Baseball: Teams
- MOVIE: 'The Horsemen' A
O (I)- Welliver The creative pro- American Gladiators
5:30 P.M.
to Be Announced (Live)
sheik's son enters a grueling
cess of the nationally known painter
O- MOVIE:'Vox. the Hunter From from Maine
5 - MOVIE: Who Will Love My
equestrian tournament 1971
9:35 P.M.
Children?' A dying woman tries to
the Future' A hero battles the evils of
1:00
P.M.
Smart
MOVIE:
'The Island' Time ApS
Get
children
for
her
10
lovinghomes
fund
83
the post-apocalyptic world 1983
proximate Modern pirates trap a man
•
- MOVIE:'Chimera' A diminutive
•
- comicve.w
Rated PG
and his son downed in the Atlantic
killer escapes from a British genetics
•
- Joy of Music
- Sportscenter (R)
•
- Up Close
lab 1991
10:00 P.M.
P.M.
8:00
Between'
Three
_
MOVIE:
in
•
6:00 P.M.
si
- Road to Brown Attorney
001)013)00CDOGD00
Roommonno (Ft)
•
op
gp
CU
people are trapped in a world beCharles Houston's battle to reverse OCUID5CU5IT•04520-News
tween life and death 1992
ism acts- Miss Teen USA From
the Constitution's sanction of racial News
•
cp - Nightly Business Report
and
ArBiloxi,
Miss.,
hosts
Dick
Clark
9:05 A.M.
segregation culminates with Brown al
- Cheers
- Love Connection
thel Neville are joined by Miss Teen
- MOVIE: 'Five Desperate vs Board of Education (R)
111 alp S
- MacNeil/Lehrer
USA 1992 Jamie Solinger as contes- •
- Evening at the Improv (R)
Women' Former classmates are tar- •
_ MOVIE: 'The Slugger's Wife' Niiwshour
tants
vie for cash, prizes and the Miss ap - Eden
geted for murder at a reunion 1971
A baseball player suffers when his
- Paradise Beech
Teen USA 1993 title. (Live)
Lucy Show
wife resumes her career 1985 Rated •
9:30 A.M.
- Married... With Children
• - Smithville Fiddlers' JamSanford
Pan 1 of 2
PG-13.
•
- MOVIE: 'A League of Their
- In Search 01... (R)
boree Participants from across the 118 - MOVIE:"Tank Force' An Nikon
Own'Based on the story of the all-girl 5-MOVIE:'Zeily and Me' Adorn.- •
- MecOyver
nation compete in bluegrass, clog- peewit girl has a group of British
baseball league of 1943 1992. Rated nearing grandmother makes life mis- •
- Looney Tunes
ging and novelty-act contests at the POWs escape. 1958
erable for an orphan 1988
PG.
22nd annual event.
- Triple Threw'
Club Dance (R)
- Sportscenter (R)
1:30 P.M.
- America's Most Wanted
•
- Jetsam
- Unsolved Mysteries
- MOVIE: 'Ores' A killer whale •
- MOVIE: 'The Three Faces of
•
•
- Righteous &others 21st An- Unsolved Mysteries
- Carole King: Going Home A
Eve' True story of a woman with stalks a fisherman who killed its •
niversary Celebredon Bel Medley profile
- Beawis 11 Butt-Heed
of songwriter Carole King, inmate 1977 Rated PG
three distinct personalities. 1957
and
Bobby
Hatfield
perform
many
of
- Sportscenter
cluding an in-depth interview and pertheir hits in this 1983 concert taped at
10:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
5-Walton.
formance footage from the San Diego
- MOVIE:'Somewhere in Time' •_ MOVIE: 'Blue Ice' A retired
- MOVIE: "The Billion Dollar the Rosy Theatre in Los Anus**. 121 Auditorium (H)
A playwright travels back in time to agent is pulled back into the sOrnog Hobo' An heir must travel as a hobo go - Boeing: Gilbert Bap** vs. La- 0- Bowie I Butt-Head
mar Parks From Greenville. SC,
game 1992 Rated NR
meet a lovely actress 1980.
in order to dawn his fortune 1978
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Baptist battles Parks for the vacant
- Auto Racing: Sal& Pro Series
- MOVIE: 'Apartment for •
- Today's Ut. Choices
- Gospel Mimic
WBC
Continental
America's
midveteran
and
his
pregFrom
• Peggy' A war
Laguna Seca Raceway at Mont; dleweight ode in a scheduled 12P.M.
6:05
10:05 P.M.
terey, Calif (R)
nant wife move into en attic home
is- Beverly Hillbillies
round fight In the co-femurs Junior •- MOVIE: 'American PON, 4:
Jones defends his W8C Continental The Annihilation' America's dea&6:30 P.M.
America s bantamweight,htle against est sacker is called out of retirement
- Family Feud
Francisco Alvarez in a scheduled 12
10:30 P.M.
Off Any Purchase
(1)- Entertainment Tonight
•
round bout Ilivel
Cosby
Show
On Mondays Only With This Ad
•
•
News
Q-•
- orsenipt
• - Ineertekunern Tonight
Nomenewle
(.xae,* Balloons)
t' t i
- view soul on
- KeOlt
ow«
*New Crafts Arriving Daily
- Health in the Heartland
IOU
- Oesignieg Woman
•
- Major League 1188660 Chi
'Candy. Jams, Jellies, Bar-B-Que Sauce
flashville Now
•
- •ftedoil.
cage Cube at Florida Marlins From
& Many More Unique Gift Basket Fillers
- MOVIE: 'Pink Lightning' Five
Joe Robbie Stadium ft ore)
•
- Alfred Hltakeeek Presents
young
yeomen
test
the
bounden.s
of
*Free Delivery
•
- Murphy Brown
- IhRiewn Comedy Club PI
thee krandship 1991
(a - Wheel of Fortune
•
MOVII 'Blue lee' A reared
- Sessile Wenders 84 Amities.
- SullwinIde
Pacific Prentiers A journey through agent is puled beck into thil spying
- Uptown Come Ck&
Darts Valley. Sequoia Nationet Park VOW 11192 Rased NR
, 404 IL 12th • Murray Wert to the Mee) 711111412411
- comer.
- Bugs Sunny el Pais
Yosemite Valley and other IKERItft •
Dews: Illses.-1Prt. 104 & &EL /0-2
•
- uompliwoe
- Zeno
wrincler• SRI
of assassinating the Klingon chancellor 1991 Rated PG

t

one of the most impbrtant and presto
gious comedy festivals around Host
John Candy (R)

comes of age working at a home for
troubled youtht 1986

-

•

MOVIE: 'Kramer vs. Kramer'
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of the Sixth
iary leads a
y in wartime

TUESDAYcon
-

MOVIE: 'The Flying Missile'
An impatient sub commander leads a
raid to obtain missiles 1951
- Louie Anderson: Louie in St.
Louie Taped-at the American Theater
in St Louis, Mo (R)

•CID - Nightline

1.
h fRi

ell0 Cfp - Tonight Show
- Love Connection
;.4 - Night Court
•

1.
lational CoI is the site of
nt and presto
tround Host

•CID - MASH
se CJJ - Current Affair
- Arsenio Hall
- Biography (R)

11:50 P.M.

tacks a diving party
ken treasure 1968

•

1.
il Wars (R)

o - Quantum Leap
O - Superman

12:00 A.M.

- Midnight Love
is - Crook and Chase IR)
_ Unsolved Mysteries
- MOVIE: 'Affairs of the Heart'
A columnist enters the game of love
after meeting an athlete 1992
- MOVIE:'A Woman Rebels' A
woman struggles to break free from
strict Victorian morals 1936
SO - Attemative Nation
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- MOVIE: 'Gray Lady Down' A
nuclear sub is trapped after a collision
with a freighter 1978
- Man Alive

•

lext Genera-

a

tor: Clara Arother tortured
ighter, Clara
William Danand Ed Kerr
levision HisShop
Games' A
;talked by a
092 Rated R

ci)- Hard Copy
- Professional Education In-

stitute
- Studs
_ Righteous Brothers 21st
Anniversary Celebration Bill Medley
and Bobby Hatfield perform rrnIny.of
their hits in this 1983 concert taped at
the Roxy Theatre in Los Angeles (Ft)

•

•

•

•

•

- Boxing: Gilbert Baptist vs. Lamar Parks From Greenville, S C
Baptist battles Parks for the vacant
WBC Continental America's middleweight title in a scheduled 12round fight In the co-feature, Junior
11:05 P.M.
Jones defends his WBC Continental
- Hard Copy
America's bantamweight title against
Francisco Alvarez in a scheduled 12- Inside Edition
- Forever Knight Part 2 of 2 round bout. (R)
▪
111 - Dobie Gillis
11:30 P.M.
- Comicview (R)
CID - Nightline
Nashville Now (R)
- Rush Limbeugh
Racer
Speed
di-MOVIE:'Inside Out' Three men
- Paid Program
plot to recover gold stolen during
- VISN Showcase
World War II 1975

•

o

o

•

1.

Stories of
•Homosexiss the coonnd thoughtit it means to

ap

•

-

•

•

•

•

- F-Troop
- Thirtysornething
l - Oh Brother
•

12:05 A.M.
•OD - News (H)

•

•

11:35 P.M.
Don't Suck
obeli: Teams

CE) - Reel Stories of the High•
way Patrol
al0(E)- Late Night With David
Lettermen (R)
Rush Limbeugh

- Arsenio Hall
($)- Rush Umbaugh
•

12:10 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Lifeforce A trio of
space vampires is unwittingly
brought to Earth. 1985. Rated R

•

-

•

d' Time Apis trap a man
the Atlantic

WEDNESDAY
8/1 1/93

prey Mb

5:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Apache Drums' A
gambler returns to aid a town against
fierce Apaches. 1951

•

-

MOVIE: 'The Billion Dollar
Hobo' An heir must travel as a hobo
in order to claim his fortune 1978

•

5:15 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

- American °Wisdom

•

- MOVIE: 'Necessity' A model
tries to rescue her daughter from a
gangland estate 1988
MOVIE:'The First Circle' Aleksander Solzherinsyn's novel of Me in
Stalirwst Russia 1991
▪ - Sportscenter (R)
'The &muse Based on
the Japanese comic-book hero with
bionic armor 1992 Rated P6-13

•

al- MOVIE:'The Bad News Bears
Go to Japan' A slimy agent uses a
Little League trip to score • coup
1978 Rated PG

e-

6:00 A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Angels With Dirty
Faces' A priest aims to reform his
crooked boyhood pal 1938
Sportsoenter (R)

0-MOVIE:

•

S-

9:05 A.M.

6:30 A.M.
a. King

- Sportacenter (R)
7:00 A.M.

tonight

resents
kik IRI
A retired
the sienna

-

Peter Pan Peter Pan and friends
Wendy. John and Micheal we off to
the Land of Lost Boys where they
meet Captain Hook lb
•- flparteetarifts INI
- MOVIE: 'Tan Utile IniMwre' A
•
kills, stalks the members of a 1930.
Adman seen 1999 Meted PG
Go - MOVIE: 'The last of Vie Medi
Happiness' A nessonery leads •
bend of children to safety on wartime

-

MOVIE: 'The Strange and
Deadly Occurrence' Supernatural
occurrences plague new homeown
ers 1974

•

•

•
▪ Pilinas 4:
ca's deadtreunionism

•

o
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•

•

•
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•
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A shark at
a - MOVIE: 'Shark!'
searching for sun,

•

-

•

-

•

11:00 P.M.

•

•

•

•

al- MOVIE. 'Ten Utile Indians' A

MOVIE: 'Spaced Invaders'
killer stalks the members of a 1930. Midwestern children aid a crew of
•pint sized Martians 1990
African safari 1989 Rated PG
- Beverly Hills, 90210 (R)
3:30 P.M.
Our Century. Air Combat
•_ World Holier Hockey League
Semifinal - - Teams TBA From Or 0 - Murder. She Wrote
O - Partridge Family
land°. Fla (Taped)
- Sanford Part 2 of 2
3:45 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Lawrence of Arabia'
- MOVIE:'Funny farm' A couple
leaves New York lot the New England David Leans blockbuster about ad
venturer T E Lawrence 1962
countryside 1988 Rated PG
SO
21 - Walden Theatre Young
4:00 P.M.
Playwrights Showcases the work of
Dollar
- MOVIE 'The Billion
the
fromn
playwrights
young
Hobo' An heir must travel as a hobo Louisville based professional theatre
11:30 A.M.
in order to claim his fortune 1978
training program
Old Sultan Animated Grimm s
P.M.
4:30
Crook and Chase
IS
el
whose
fairy tale about an old dog
- MOVIE:'Robin Hood Prince of
. Law
LA•
forts to remain useful are aided by his
Thieves' The legendary outlaw (Jibe,
- MOVIE:'Stay Tuned' A Seattle
friend the wolf (R)
villagers against Prince John 1991
couple is trapped in Satan't personal
12:00 P.M.
Rated PG 13
cable system 1992 Rated PG
0(11- MOVIE.'Riding the Califor- Max Out Extreme sports
- MOVIE: 'Lethal Weapon 3'
nia Trail' The Cisco Kid helps a
Riggs and Murtaugh must stop an ex
P.M.
4:55
outlaws
by
woman being defrauded
- MOVIE: '11 Harrowhouse' A cop's gunrunning business 1992
1947
businessman and a socialite perpe
- MOVIE:'Wild River' THe TVA Irate
'Red Riding Hood' An
a jewel heist 1974 Rated PG
faces many conflicts whole building a
evil prince uses magic to spy on the
P.M.
1960
5:00
dams
of
series
woman he loves 1987 Rated NR
- MOVIE 'Robin Hood' Arm
ID- MOVIE: 'Heidi' Homesick Heidi
- MTV Prime
longs to be reunited with her grand- mated Robin protects the animals of
_ Young Riders
Sherwood Forest 1973 Rated G
father 1993 Part 2 of 2
Sullivans
Championship
ATP
PGA
Tour
Tennis:
Inside the
7:05 P.M.
(Live)
Early rounds from Cincinnati
5:30 P.M.
'Rescue From GilliMOVIE
is- Day in the Life of Hollywood On
- MOVIE: 'Frogtown II' The gan's Island' A tidal wave carries the
May 20. 1992. cameras recorded the Rocket Rangers launch a daring res
castaways back to civilization 1978
hustle and bustle of everyday life in cue in Frogtown 1992 Rated PG 13
Hollywood with insights from Ron
7:30 P.M.
- Up Close
Howard, Richard Lewes and others
19 WOWS -Street Match
P.M.
6:00
(R)
- Get Smart
- MOVIE:'Rio Conchos' Bandits 119(1)119119CLOCI)1919(12115- Comicview
and Indians in the Texas desert harJoy of Music
5 - Chows
1)
417
5
ass four men 1964
8:00 P.M.
MacNeil/Lehrer
12:05 P.M.
- Horne Improve4)
Newshour
)
(R
nt
119(2)611
so - MOVIE: 'Kansas' A man falls 1111 - Paradise Beach
mi
under the influence of a Midwestern
- MOVIE:'The Return of
.=
- Married... With Children
psychopath 1988
Eliot Ness' Ness returns to the
(R)
Of...
Search
In
12:30 P.M.
streets to smash illegal gambling
- Mac-Gyver
sp - Major League Baseball: Oak1991
- Looney Tunes
land Athletics at Chicago White
In the Heat of the
•
- Triple Threat
Sox From Comiskey Park (Live)
Night Part 1 of 2 (13)
ID- MOVIE:'Easy Come. Easy Go'
- Jetsons
MOVIE: 'The Famine
A Navy frogmen finds romance while al - Unsolved Mysteries
Within' Eating disorders and the
1967
treasure
lost
for
diving
Beevis & Butt-Head
quest for the perfect body 1990
- MOVIE:'The Karate Kid' A Ja- Melrose Place (R)
- Sportscentor
panese handyman teaches a teen- •- Milano
American Justice
ager to defend himself 1984 Rated
MOVIE: 'Praying Mantis' A
no- MOVIE:'Duel at Diablo' A man
PG.
tracking his wife's killer becomes an predatory woman marries and mur1:00 P.M.
Army scout 1966
ders her lovers 1993
'Northwest O - Jesuit Journal
MOVIE:
- Dragnet
Stampede' An ex-rodeo star is obP.M.
6:05
5- Video Soul (R)
sessed with catching a veld stallion
- Walden Theatre - - Sharing
- Beverly Hillbillies
Profiles a training program
Gift
the
and
scout
A
'Ambush'
MOVIE:
6:30 P.M.
for elementary and secondary school
his captain come to blows on a res- Family Feud
students interested in professional
cue mission Colonzed 1949
Entertainment Tonight
theater
(21) - Wylie Avenue Days Docu
•
- Nashville Now
merits Pittsburgh's center of African
elj - Roseanne
- MOVIE: ladykillers' A female
American culture from the •30s
- Cosby Show
detective sleuths the murders of male
through the '50s. (R)
- Designing Women
strippers 1988
- MOVIE: 'Air Force' A bomber
- Murphy Brown
- Father Dowling Mysteries
nets a number of missions during
'Body Bags' Filmmaker
- Wheel of Fortune
▪
WWII 1943
John Carpenter hosts a trio of terror
111 - Builwinkl•
2:00 P.M.
totes 1993
•- MOVIE: 'I Was a Male War •
- MOVIE: 'The Russians Are
Pals
Li
Bunny
Bugs
so
poses
Frenchman
Bride' A married
The Russians Are ComComing!
the
and
Dragon
Magic
the
Puff
as a war bode so he can emigrate
Incredible Mr. Nobody A young boy ingl' Cape Cod residents are involved
1949
friend to whom on an international incident 1966
- Checkered Flag 1ndyCar from Creates en imaginary
ideas, songs,
- Portraits
his
of
all
attributes
he
H
Loudon. N
(RI
pictures
and
games
.M. (H)
0_Ppeta
5
8:3
cu cu
111 - MOVIE: 'The Last Dragon' A
- Nock Videos That Don't Suck
bully threatens a martial artist's rom
111- Ma* Loewe Seeeksil: Teems
and with a video DJ 1985
to Be Announced knee)
M Dyke
Van
'
2:30 P.M.
111 - MOVIE: 'Teenage Mutant
from
- Robin Hood: Men in Tights.
NASCAR
Flee
ID- Checkered
the
of
Secret
The
II:
Tunisia
WO
First Look On the sin of Mel Brooks
Watkins Glen, N Y
Ooae' The, Turtles battle Shredder latest movie (R)
sidekicks
2:45 P.M.
end his two monstrous
For Setter or he Worse: The
al- MOVIE:'Failing Fran Ogees' A si - Prlem
Trip The Pattersons
Camping
Last
troubled country singer tries to son
encounter unexpected obstacles dur
6:35 P.M.
out les rt. 1992 Bated PG- 13
trig thew summer camping trip (R)

11:00 A.M.

-

MOVIE: 'The Phenix City
Story' An attorney tries to restore in
tegrey to a corrupt town 1955
MOVIE:'Stay Tuned' A Seattle
couple is trapped in Satan's personal
cable system 1992 Rated PG
- Crazy About the Movies: Wil
ham Holden: The Golden Boy A pro
file of actor William Holden's profes
sane( and personal lives, including
film clips and interviews with Robert
Mitchum, Cliff Robertson and Ste
fame Powers (R)

•

11:45 P.M.

10:35 P.M.
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9:30 A.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Hot Sbetar Military
movies take it on the chin in the
spoof 1991 NNW PG-13
lipartaaarear

-

10:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Are Yew Lonesome
Testiglet' A call gel helps a socialite
find her moiling Prebend 1992
- MOVIE: 'Grey Lath Down' A
collision
,sub is trapped after•
nuc."
with •freighter 1979

0-

•

a-

-

•

• -

•

•

am55(3)-News
a

•

•

•

•

•

a-MOVIE:

5-

•

•

•

"IOC

•

-

•

- Seneerd end Son
3:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
Lasilismosks'
'note
5-MOVIE5 -Sirens Ab
5(2)5(1)
Years(B)
Wender
wpm
alarmeCP
to
al
lawns
A Manna equadron
Hours. Abortion
(
.f
so21)
cups thew sines leader 1551
al - Unesived Mysteries
10:30 A.M.
in
Rampant
Do
They
How'd
lompidaa'
(I)
MOW:
•
fle - News
- MOVIE 'Teenage Mutant
Awn S eau*• return to thew Thal/ IR
Niels Turtles N The Swot of the sanity
- Star Trek The Next Senors
Lost
111114
(1) - National Geographic
•
Oen' The Turtles beetle Shredde/ hwitatevon
non
Ill)
Maya
the
tawsen•
sports
of
Kingdoms
Out
Mill
111
and Ne two munewous sidelmks
•

•

7:30 A.M.

- IIVINOMMOMIR

7:46 A.M.
- MOVIE!. 'A Plash of Skin

•

black businessmen befriends sn
year oh bind women ISIS

•

A

•

•
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TIMES

WEDNESDAYcoNT.

12:00 A.M.
a w - Hard Copy
(I) - Williams TV
•

•

- First Flights
Mary Tyler Moore
OR( 1)- is It Art?
- Larry Sanders
0-MOVIE:'Kickboxer III; The Art
of War' A champion lockboxer is
duped into a death match in Rio
1992 Rated R
- Judy Garland in Concert: Music From the Movies A one-woman
show from 1964 featuring favontes
from the golden age of Hollywood
musicals

•

•-

•

- Seven Deadly Sins The ancient
concept of the Seven Deadly Sins is
,•eltamined from modern perspectives
▪ - 700 Club
- Prestortwood Presents

- MOVIE:'Out for Blood' A lawyer seeks revenge after drug dealers
kill his family 1992 Rated R
• MOVIE: 'Diary of a Hitrnan' A
hired killer has misgivings about his
intended target 1992 Rated R
tip - CoMikaze
MOVIE: 'White Mischief' A
scandalous affair in Kenya leads to
murder 1987
▪ - Good Ole Gospel

•

-

•

- Paid Program
- American Justice (R)
- Matrix (R)
•
- Dobigo Gillis
- Cornicview (R)
la - Nashville Now (R)
- MOVIE:'Ruby' Theories about
Jack Ruby's part in the JFK assassination 1992 Rated R
al

•

•

ID

- MOVIE: 'Sink the Bismarck!'
An account of the British camp
to
destroy a German ship 1960

•

so -

2:30 P.M.

- MOVIE:'Men Don't Leave' A
mother of two is devastated by her
husband's death 1990 Rated PG13
- Mountain Silting: World Cup
From Bromont. Quebec (Taped)
•
- MOVIE:'The Nasty Girl' A German youth exposes her town's collusion with the Nazis 1990 Rated P613

e-

•

•

12:05 A.M.
- News (A)

•

so

- Arsenio Hall

•

3:00 P.M.
MOVIE:'Ring of Fire' A trio of
hoodlums holds a deputy sheriff hostage 1961
- MOVIE:'Whisperkilf A sleepy
California community is haunted by a
serial killer who uses the telephone to
terrorize his victims 1988

ummol THURSDAiikum

10:35 P.M.
- Akihtline
- Tonight Show

•

-

MOVIE:'The Hit' A mob informant is targeted for execution 10
years later 1984 Rated R
MOVIE: 'Carousel' A carnival
worker resorts to theft to provide for
his family 1956
- Speed Racer
Everyman

•

p - Love Connection
•

•

ap at - Night Court

8/12/93

11:00 P.M.
5:30 A.M.
is - MASH
'The Long Gray Line'
MOVIE:
9:05 P.M.
•CE) - Current Affair
Based on Marty Maher's lifetime of
al - MOVIE: 'No Time for SerArsenio Hall
service to West Point 1955
geants' A naive Georgia boy loons the
- Our Century:,Air Combat (R)
6:00 A.M.
air force and creates mayhem 1958
Eden
- Sportscenter (R)
9:30 P.M.
Superm
Rari
6:30 A.M.
o Ci) - Breast Cancer: Speaking
- Midnight love
Out Women fighting breast cancer
•
(RI
and
Chase
Crook
. discuss their anger, fears and hopes
:
--Sfxwt
Brer Rabb
scen
and the Wonderful
i:a
er(R)
- Unsolved Mysteries
11. - Mary Tyler Moore
Tar Baby Brer Rabbit uses a -tar
- Alternative Nation
al - On Stage (R)
baby'• to outsmart Bier Fox Narrated
fa - Surfer Magazine Highlights and
- Dream On
by Danny Glover (R)
pointers
al - Baseball Tonight
- MOVIE: 'Sink the Bismarck!'
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- Missions
An account of the British campaign to
Heart of the Matter
destroy a German shop 1960
9:40 P.M.
LI) Ha
1r1
d:0
Cy
ctP.M.
7:00 A.M.
- Making of Fallen Angels A
behind-the-scenes look at the original
Between Two Loves A music
- Inside Edition
cable mystery series (RI
teacher (Robert Reed)encourages his
▪
- Johnny Bago (R)
reluctant student to enter the same
10:00 P.M.
11:30 P.M.
scholarship contest that her boyID CIO ID CDso CU0CC ID0
friend has entered (R)
al
- News
Sportscenter (R)
"
aa
C2D
R
N
u
i
s
g
h
httifis
lirnbaugh
Cl)
• - Nightly Business Report
O- MOVIE:'Assignment to Kill' A •-How the Leopard Got Its Spots
al- Night Court
Danny Glover narrates this Ruclyard
detective investigates corporate
•
- Love Connection
Kipling story about the travels of an
fraud in Sweden 1968
- Evening at the Improv (R)
Ethiopian boy and a leopard (R)
Eden
- Eden (R)
1.
49 F-11cop
"
7:30 A.M.
Lucy Show
- Thirtysomething
•
Sportscenter (R)
▪
Sanford Part 2 of 2
- MOVIE: 'Who Has Seen the
- Pro Beach Volleyball: Four- •
•
- Club Dance (R)
Wind?' Two Depression-era youths
Man Tour From Vail. Colo (Taped)
- Unsolved Mysteries
•
al - Comedy From the Danger come of age in a Canadian town
- Tales From the Crypt (R)
Zone DOT Irrera hosts a show spot8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'State Fair' An Iowa
lighting comedians whose acts are
0MOVIE:
'The Little Princess' A
farm family spends a hectic week at
"over the edge"(R)
child's father is declared missing in
the State Fair 1945
Rights and Wrongs: Human
the Boer War. 1939
1301111AS & Butt-Head
Rights Television
- MOVIE: 'Lunatics: A Love
- Sportscenter
Story' Two of hie's misfits find happo11:35 P.M.
- Scarecrow./ and Mrs. King
ness in each other's arms. 1991
- MOVIE:'Pleasure in Paradise' alOp- Real Stories of the High- Rated P6-13.
way Patrol
A real estate agent has an ulterior in- MOVIE: 'The Awful Truth' A
terest in a local bar 1991
sop 01)- Late Night With David case of mistaken infidelity leads to
Letterman (R)
•
- Homeland Harmony
screwball comedy 1937
- Rush Limbaugh
10:30 P.M.
8:15 A.M.
- MOVIE:'The Wackiest Ship in
•CU - Cosby Show
- MOVIE:'Short Circuit' Lightnthe Amy' A Navy officer is sent on a
Entertainment Tonight
ing endows a military robot with commission with a crew of misfits 1961
- Renegade (R)
passion and charm 1986
11:45 P.M.
- Designing Women
9:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'My Favorite Year' An
- Eden (R)
_ American Gladiators
• alcoholic. ea-matinee idol must per- •
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- MOVIE: 'Infidelity' A wife's
form live on TV 1982
•- Desmond.
miscarriage leads a distraught man to
adultery 1987
- Sportscenter
•

•

-

•

•

0
13 I

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

- MOVIE: 'Eversmile New Jer-

•

sey' A dentist travels through Patagonia dispensing free care 1989
Rated PG
MOVIE:'Duel at Diablo' A man
tracking his wife's killer becomes an
Army scout 1966

-

al -

E:
:3
'A
0nPAmeric
.M. an Sum- MOVI3
mer' A surly youth learns of the Joys
and dangers of adulthood 1990
Rated P6-13
•- World Roller Hockey League:
Semifinal -- Teams TBA From Orlando. Fla (Taped)

•

•

-

•

- MOVIE: 'Killer Mavens From
Outer Space' Alien bozos snare
earthlings in cotton candy cocoons
1988 Rated P6-13

•

•

•-

11:30 A.M.

-

Rumpelstittakin An animated
version of the classic fairy tale by the
Brothers Grimm (R)

•

11:35 A.M.
o- MOVIE:'Dangerous' A man offers an alcoholic a chance to straighten up her Irfe 1935.

•

•

go -

up -

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•cc)-

•

•

•

•

PGA
CHAMPIONSHIP

limit:,mil list
i Puns
,iii prupleywstAl 1,441 rile
tITIL111
,
I
‘Iii:11.1 I !ill .11,41 nulls ihruuuuttlt thus

THURSDAY AT 11 AM

CHANNEL 17

9:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Morn and Dad Save
the World' Suburban earthlings lead
a revolt against an alien tyrant 1992
Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'The Inner Circle' A
Russian peasant becomes Stain's
personal propectionest. 1991 Rated

•

•

•

•

- MOVIE: '84 Charing Cross
Road' A New Yorker enioys a 20-

•

year,
1987

trans-Atlantic

•

help hunt for a legendary treasure in
Ecuador 1988. Rated PG
- Max Out Extreme sports

•

'A
.
P Rocketer
5 'The
- MOVIE:
pilot finds an experimental rocket
pack wanted by Nazis 1991 Rated
PG.
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour

•

5:15 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'The Addams Family'
A lawyer passes an impostor off as
long-lost
Uncle Fester. f991. Rated
pG-1

relationship

5:30 P.M.
- Up Close
6:00 P.M.
IDC2)1111•CDOCIDalal4 News
la 1j Cheers
ISCIDSch- MacNeil/Lehrer

•

-

•

al- Life Stories: Families in Crisis: •- MacGregor
No Visible Bruises: The Katie •
- Looney Tunes
Kammer Story A college coed ac- al- Triple Threat
cuses another student of date rape at - Jason,
(R)
Mysteries

1:00 P.M.

- Unsolved
•
ID- &Nevis & Butt-Heed
Com- Scortscenter

MOVIE: 'Submarine
mand' A post-World War II sub com- Wattons
mander is plagued with self-doubt
- MOVIE: 'Picnic' A drifter pro1951
vokes explosive emotions in a small
- MOVIE: 'Batumi Runner A town 1958
trooper goes after the speeders who
- Lifestyle Magazine
killed his brother 1987 Rated NR
6:05 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Woman in Rad'
An otherwise happily married man al- Bever* Hillbillies
obsesses over a model 1984 Rated
8:15 P.M.
PG-13
- Making of Mom and Dad Save
•

•

•

•

•

•

1:15 P.M.

the World (F1)

•- MOVIE: 'The Legend of Tom

6:30 P.M.
Dooley' After the war, a Confederate
Family Feud
officer ambushes a Union coach
OD - Entertainment Tonight
•
1959

et

-

SO
•cu -

ftw.

2:00 P.M.
flosaenne
•- PA0V1E: 'The Privets Eyes' •
- Cosby Show
10:00 A.M.
Two Scotland Yard sleuths search for •
- Meier League Sesseall: Chi- moNnt 'Preying Mantis' A killers 1990 Rated PG
cago Cubs at Med& Mooing Fsom
predatory woman marries and mur
•
- inside the PGA Tour (R)
Joe Robbie Stadium (Live)
*Nor%w lovers 1981

•
•

4:30 P.M.
_
- MOVIE: 'Vibes' Two psychics

•

Newshour
12:30 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'A New Kind of Love' al- Paradise Beech
A New York clothing buyer finds love SD- Married... Witty Children
- In Search Of,.(R)
at a Pans festoon Show 1963

•

7.53-5005

award-winning adaptation of the hit
Broadway musical. 1961

•

•90
'The
A•M
eComeback
Kid'
- MOVIE:
A burned-out baseball player coaches
a team of street kids. 1980

- Sportscenter
- 30-Minute Movie: Contact
Two opposing soldiers find themselves separated from their comrades
and must cooperate to survive (R)

CAJB
VLSI

Pecos' An ex-Confederate soldier
fights post-war Union politicians
1941
al- MOVIE:'How Green Was My
Valley' A family of Welsh miners
struggles to eke out a living. 1941
- MOVIE:'Stone Fox' A boy enters a dog-sled race to save his
grandfather's farm 1987
- Tennis: ATP Championship
Early rounds from Cowman (Live)

•

•

4:25 P.M.
- MOVIE:'West Side Story' An

•

•

12:00 P.M.
OW -MOVIE:'Robin Hood of the

•

•

ing endows a military robot with compassion and charm 1986

•

•

•-

4:00 P.M.

- MOVIE:'Short Circuit' Lightn-

•

•

•

(R)

•

1:00 A.M.
al- Goff: PGA Championship First
round from Inverness Country Club in
Toledo, Ohio (Live)
- MOVIE: 'The Rise and Fall of
Legs Diamond' The life and legend of
a hoodlum who rose to national infamy 1960

•

•

Max Out Extreme sports

•

ji,IN442t.**4wAt40110-R1r-44.ft
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10:35 P.M.
L-3j - Nightline
II04.) - Tonight Show
•
- Love Connection
- Murphy Brown
8/13/93
O - Father Dowling Mysteries
o
1 - Night Court
111114 - Wheel of Fortune
•- MOVIE: 'The Man With Two
5:00
A.M.
11:00 P.M.
- Buliwinkle
Brains' A neurosurgeon marries his
MOVIE:
'Radio
Flyer' Two
5
MASH
Club
a - Uptown Comedy
beautiful but scheming patient 1983
children plan a fanciful escape from
•Cl) - Current Affair
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- VISN Showcase
their stepfather 1992 Rated PG 13
- Arsenio Hall (R)
- MOVIE:'Mom and Dad Save
8:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'David and Lisa. Two
_
Real
West
(RI
lead
earthlings
Suburban
the World'
emotionally
disturbed teen agers try
Seinfeld
(R)
3)
o
- Quantum Leap
a revolt against an alien tyrant 1992
to help each other 1962
_ Herman's Head AR)
Rated PG
•
- Superman
- Dick Van Dyke
6:00 A.M.
- Midnight Love
- Rock Videos That Don't Suck
- MOVIE: 'Summer Rental' An
- MOVIE. 'Kings Go Forth' An
- Crook and Chase (R)
•- PBA Bowling: Greater Grand air-traffic controller takes his family to
officer on leave and his black sheep
Rapids Open From Grand Rapids, Florida 1985 Rated PG 13
- Unsolved Mysteries
buddy vie for a girl 1958
Mich (Live)
go- This Was America 19611 Docu
- Sportscenter (RI
P.M.
9:00
rnents a year in American history
- Welcoming Ceremony His Holi(2)5CU 5- Primetime Live
6:30 A.M.
marked by civil unrest over the war in
ness Pope John Paul lips welcomed, •
- Sportscenter (R)
- South Beach (Postponed
al
Vietnam and segregation at home (R)
to help celebrate the hie of forth (Live)
from an earlier date)
- MOVIE: 'Morituri' A German
- Alternative Nation
6:35 P.M.
in
opposed to Nazis falls Victim to black
- Picket Fences (R) •
Bonanza:
The
Lost
Episodes
- Major League Baseball: At- MOVIE: 'Eye of the Storm' A mailers 1965
lanta Braves at New York, Mets 0CU - Country Connection
- Star Trek: The Next Generawoman becomes the focus of two
7:00 A.M.
From Shea Stadium (Live)
tion
brothers with dark pasts 1992
- Cinderella A poor maid s
7:00 P.M.
- Brute Force: The History of
- In Good Faith
dreams come true with the help of her
CE
CU
- World of Discov- Weapons at War (R)
fairy godmother (A)
11:05 P.M.
ery: Realm of the Serpent A docuo_ MOVIE:'Friday the 13th. Part
- Sportscenter (R)
- Hard Copy
mentary that debunks the myths
2' A hulking killer stalks counselors at
7:30 A.M.
about snakes and explores their na•
Inside
Edition
Camp Crystal Lake 1981
tural habitats in Central Amenca, InS - Sportscenter (R)
Goff:
PGA
cul
Championship
•
- Mary Tyler Moore
dia and Texas Narrated by E.G. Mar- •
Highlights Highlights of today's first •- MOVIE. 'Driving Me Crazy'
2t - Lonesome Pine Special
•
shall. (R)
round from Inverness Country Ckib in Thieves steal a European car that runs
- MOVIE: 'Conrack' A white Toledo, Ohio
- Mad About You (R)
on vegetable fuel 1991 Rated PG
schoolteacher helps underprivileged
omen- Top Cops (R)
11:20
P.M.
8:00 A.M.
black children. 1974 Rated PG
0 - Tennessee Crossroads
Sta&ings
(R)
Silk
•
lit
MOVIE:
'Submarine Com- Real World
- Simpsons (R)
mand' A post-World War II sub corn
11:30 P.M.
gp - 700 Club
- Real West (R)
mender is plagued with self doubt
- MOVIE:'Young Guns' Six de- el)- Night**.
1951
- MOVIE: 'Friday the 13th' putized
regulators become the ob- && CID - Rush Umbaugh
Counselors at Camp Crystal Lake fall
- MOVIE: 'Don't Tell Her Its
jects of a manhunt. 1988
O - MOVIE: 'The Brink's Job' Me' A cartoonist gets a
prey to a brutal killer. 1980.
macho
Bumblers try to break into the im
- Invitation to Life
make over to win his dream girl
1111 - Partridge Family
Brink's
pregnable
'
vault
1978
9:30 P.M.
1990 Rated PG-13
a - Sanford
ap - F - Troop
- MOVIE: 'Mr. Hobbs Takes a
- NFL Preseason Football: Buf- 0- News
- Thirtysomething
Vacation' A banker and his family vafalo Bills at Kansas City Chiefs a - Mary Tyler Moore
oMOVIE:
'Hardcase
and
Fist' A cation at a, run down beach house
- Path to Stardom (R)
From Arrowhead Stadium. (Live)
framed L A cop teams up with a
1962
- Real World (R)
- Kentucky Afield: Summer
martial-arts expert 1989 Rated R
Host Dave Shuffett focuses on non8:30 A.M.
9:35 P.M.
- Motorcycle Racing: World
game issues including land acquisi,.' 1110 - MOVIE:'Cahill, U.S. Marshal'
- MOVIE 'Journey to the CenChampionship
Series
-British
bon and endangered species. (Live Time Approximate Rugged lawman
Grand Prix From Donington Park. ter of the Earth' An expedition fol
Phone-In)
lows an explorer's trail to Earth's
J.D. Cahill tracks a wily bank robber. England (Taped)
- Crook and Chase
core 1959
1973
Credo
- LA. Law
9:00 A.M.
9:45 P.M.
11:35 P.M.
O- MOVIE:'House IV' Ghastly oc- American Gladiators
Def Comedy Jam (R)
a
Real
Stories
of
the
Highcurrences threaten a widow and her
- MOVIE: 'Strange Voices' The
way Petra
10:00 P.M.,
daughter 1992. Rated R
effects of schizophrenia take their toll
o - Late Night With David on
•- MOVIE: 'Denny. the Cham- GICIDMICUMISCIDOOIDOO •
pon te
9m
87
go tsermlyse
er (Ft)
Letterman (R)
News
pion of the World' A story of an En- CID
ap
Rush
Urnbaugh
glish boy's relationship with his •
Business
(JD - Nightly
Report
9:05 A.M.
father. 1989.
- Love Connection
- MOVIE: 'Foolin' Around' An
11:45 P.M.
- MW Prime
•
- Evening at the Improv (R)
- MOVIE: 'Sorority House Mas- Oklahoma ranch hand falls for a col•
- Young Riders
•
- Lucy Show
2' A phantom killer stalks lege classmate 1980
sacre
a- MOVIE:'Stakeout' A detective
- Sanford
comely college coeds 1990 Rated
- MOVIE: 'Dead of Night' A
falls for a woman he his assigned to a - NFL Post Game
group of strangers reveal their nightNA
observe 1987
•
- Club Dance (R)
mares to a traveler 1945
7:30 P.M.
11:50 P.M.
- Unsolved Mysteries
sponscontw(ii)
9:30 AM.
Saddle'
A
the
in
'Tall
MOVIE:
- MOVIE: 'Critters 4' Space co- •
- wings (R)
00
a
for
foreman
lonists battle a new wave of carnivo- cowboy turns ranch
- Tennessee Outdoorsrnen
10:00 A.M.
spinster Colorized 1944
rous urchins 1992 Rated PG-13
•
- Martin (R)
0- MOVIE:'Sunstroke' A myster- Berrie & Butt-Heed
- Get Smart
ious traveler searches Arizona for her
12:00 A.M.
•
- Baseball Tonight
•
- Comicyiew
daughter 1992
CIO - Hard Copy
0
Scarecrow
King
o
and
Mrs.
8:00 P.M.
- National Geographic: Lost
•
Hawthorne
CommunicaMOVIE:
A
German
'Morituri'
a
- Matlock Part 2 of
CID
•
cr)
•
•
Kingdoms of the Maya This look at
tions
opposed to Nazis falls victim to black 2. (RI
the Mayan civilization visits some of
mailers. 1965
mom- Cheers
•
- Studs
its ruined cities, re-creates ancient ri- Jassy Dixon
O3)1114-ElvtoEY
- Wildlife Mysteries Part 1 of 2 tuals and talks with surviving descen•
,
10:15 P.M.
dants (R)
(R1
- Mystery!: Poirot III (R)
a
op- MOVIE:'Spring Break Sorority •- Equalizer Pert 1 of 2
co- MOVIE:'Dutch' A working stiff
- In Living Color (R)
•
drives a snotty child home for
op- Wildlife Mysteries Part 1 of 2 Babes' Two nerds must find on hei- 5-DobieGillis
ress with a hidden birthmark 1992 •
Thanksgiving 1991 Rated PG-13
Cornicview (R)
•- Dragnet
Rated R
• MOVIE:'Bank Shot' A criminal
•
- Nashville Now (R)
a - Video Soul (RI
10:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Lady Eve' A mastermind pulls off a very unique
• - National Geographic: Lost
(2)- Cosby Show
woman dupes the wealthy young bank heist 1974 Rated PG.
Kingdoms of the May. This look at
rnan who loves her 1941
- Entertainment Tonight
1 1:00 A.M.
the Mayan civilization visits some of so
_ Highlander: The Berko (R) •
its ruined cross, re-creates ancient ri- •
- Golf: PGA Chempionship Se- Speed Macaw
tuals and talcs with surviving descencond round from Inverness Country
al - Paid Program
dants (RI
Club in Toledo, Ohio (Live)
- Short Subject
- Designing Women
- Nashville Now
a
- MOVIE: 'King of the Roaring
Sacred
Songs,
Sacred
Specs.
20's' A re-enactment of the life of.
•- MOVIE: 'A Private Metter' a -- Mired Hitchcock Presents
Uptown
Comedy
Club
(RI
notorious bog-erne womb* 1981
Controversy rages over • pregnant
12:05 A.M
0- MOVIE:'Masanum Overdrive'
woman's decision to abort 1992
- 141101/1E: liouabahbar' A
- News fR)
A comet's tad gives inanimate ob- MI
screwy waitress forces herself into
- MOVIE: •KIller Image' A mur- jects
•
a violent life 1986
5- Arsenio Hell (R)
an architect's life 1992 Rated PG
dered photographer's brother is
- Combas
stalked by assassins. 1992 Rated R
up- MOVIE: 'Plonks' A drifter pro12:20 A.M.
- Speellearitsr
vokes explosive emotions on a small
•- amine: Itey Meraor vs. Tony •
(tt - Rush limbough
•• gassoffplia . . • •
twin 11611
Wale l-reni Mom,Pass &Wel

1960

't Leave' A
ated by her
Rated PG-

11:30 A.M.

•

•

•

World Cup
(Taped)
Girl A GMown's collu) Rated PG-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

,
re' A trio of
sheriff hos-

•

•

•

•

ill' A sleepy
aunted by a
relephone to
18

•

•

•

•

•

.ports (R)

•

•

ican Sumof the joys
iod 1990

•

•

•

cry League:
11 From Or-

•

Lightnit with coin-

•

•

•

•

s Story' An
n of the hit

•

•

•

•

vo psychics
treasure in
;
iports

•

•

•

cketeer' A
MVO rock et
1991. Rated

•

PGA Tour

•

•

•

Ens Family'
ostor off as
l991 Rated

•

•

•

eto -

•

•

•

•

o

•

Neil/Laws*

•

•

*Wren

•

111

Da

1 drifter prole in a smaN

•

id Dad Save

•

•

•

Tonight

•

•

debar Chi-

•

Isabel Flom
vel

•

L.

leis,.•

.1 41,10
; •

o _ six Who Went Far in the World

A greedy king and his daughter hold ,i
race
h etiodeter
n determinem)
who will win hei
marriage
- MOVIE: 'Homeward Bound'
Three generations of men reconcile
during a summer reunion 1980
12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Romance on the
0
Range' Roy goes after a gang of fur
thieves 1942
- Robin Hood Men in Tights:
First Look On the set of Mel Brooks
latest movie (R)
- MOVIE: 'Make Mine Musk'
Animated shorts are highlighted by
pop and classical music 1946
_ Tennis. ATP Championship -Quarterfinals From Cincinnati (Live)
12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'License to Drive' An
unlicensed teenager borrows his
grandfather's Cadillac 1988 Rated
PG
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE 'The Mountain Men'
Two fur trappers battle to preserve
their simple lifestyle 1980
0- MOVIE:'Dive Bomber' A Navy
doctor helps to cure high altitude
flying problems 1941
- 30-Minute Movie Ray's Male
Heterosexual Dance Hall Executives
are encouraged to dance during their
business lunches (R)
e - MOVIE. 'David and Lisa' Two
emotionally disturbed teen-agers try
to help each other 1962
1:15 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Edge of Eternity' An
Arizona deputy tracks a murderer to
the Grand Canyon 1959
1:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Jewel of the
Nile' A novelist and an adventurer
race to find a fabulous jewel 1985
Rated PG
2:00 P.M.
- Why Am I Gay? Stories of
Corning Out in America Homosex
ual men and women across the country paint a moving and thought provoking picture of what it means to
grow up gay (R)
al- Inside the Senior PGA Tour (H)
2:10 P.M.
- Major League Baseball: San
Francisco Giants at Chicago Cubs
From Wrigley Field (Live)
2:30 P.M.
- Thoroughbred Digest (R)
- MOVIE: 'PAorituri' A German
opposed to Nazis falls victim to black
mailers 1965
3:00 P.M.
•_ MOVIE: 'AN the Brothers
Were Valiant' Two seagoing broth
ors part ways over treasure 1953
- MOVIE: 'Notorious' An under
cover CIA agent marries a Russian
arms dealer 1992
•- MOVIE: 'Radio Flyer' Two
children plan a fanciful escape from
their stepfather 1992 Rated PG-13
•
- Max Out Extreme sports (R)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

3:15 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Duellists' Two
feuding Frenchmen serve in Napoleon's army 1978 Rated PG
3:30 P.M.
- Weds, Roller Hockey

League
Championship Cisme One • - Teems
TBA From Orlando, Flo (Tapedl
ID- MOVIE:'Paper Lion' Based on
writer George Plimpton s reel-life

•

football career 19118 Rated G
4:30 P.M.
- Mee out Estresne sports

•

•
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SI :21) - Washington Week in Review
- Nashville Now
pip - MOVIE: 'Arthur 2 on the
Rocks' An alcoholic ex-mrlhonarre
goes in search of a job 1988
- MOVIE:'Truly. Madly. Deeply'
A musician's ghost returns to brighten his girlfriend's We 1991
- Everyman

•

7:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
•
- MOVIE:'Dutch' A working stiff ememe- Family

Matters

•ofo..- Entertainment Tonight
O - Uptown Comedy Club

O- F-Troop
is- MOVIE:'North by Northwest'

- Designing Women
- Mired Hitchcock Presents
- News (R)
pip - Larry Sanders (R)

Mistaken identity forces an ad executive to run for his We 1959
- MOVIE: 'Freirjack' A mishap
•
hurls a race-car dnver into the future
1992 Rated R

•

•
•

drives a snotty child home for (Ft)
10:35 P.M.
Ill0(1)- Mancuso FBI (R)
Thanksgiving 1991 Rated PG-13
11:35 P.M.
- Ni9htie.
- MOVIE: "Crocodile' Dundee 0Me(IN - League of Their Own
•
0 - Late Night With David
is co cc - Tonight Show
II' The adventurer crosses a drug lord O
- Washington Week in ReLetterman (R)
- Love Connection
8:30 P.M.
and heads for the Outback 1988 view
- Rush Umbaugh
•
▪
_
Night Court
Rated PG
Ditlyk
-eDinosaurs (R)
1111 - Major League Baseball Kan- ao
(S
van
11:36 P.M.
10:45 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Diamond's Edge' A sas City Royals at Chicago White 0- Dick
Stories of the HighReal
MOVIE:
'Forbidden
Passion'
bumbling gumshoe is accused of mur
Sox From Comiskey Park (Live)
21)- Wall Street Week: The En- •
•
An accident gives a woman an insati- way Patrol
daring a diminutive client 1988
- MOVIE: 'Frankenstein:. The tertainment Revolution
able sexual appetite 1990 Rated R
12:00 A.M
Rated PG
College Years' A college science ex- •- MOVIE: 'Stepfather 3' The
- NBA Today
periment produces monstrous re- psycho stepdad wreaks havoc in the
1:00 P.M.
O it) - Sterling Water
•
- Studs
- MOVIE: 'How the West Was sults 1991
life of a divorcee 1991 Rated R
•
Ili CI) - MASH
Won' Three generations of pioneers
- Time Machine (R)
- Investigative Reports (R)
GI- MOVIE:'Justin Case' A private
el CU - Current Affair
go West in the 19th century 1962 •
_ MOVIE: 'Friday the 13th - - A eye s ghost returns to solve his own e - Arsenio Hall
- Dobie Gillis
•
New Beginning' A new masked murder 1988
- MOVIE: 'Death of a Centere _ Time Machine (R)
5:10 P.M.
•
MOVIE: 'Friday the 13th' fold: The Dorothy Stratton Story'
P.M.
O - Tenth Inning Time Approxi- killer brutally slays unsuspecting
9:00
•teen agers 1985
mate With host Steve Stone
Counselors at Camp Crystal Lake fall Based on the Playboy centerfold
(1)0 M - 20/20
•
111 - Partridge Family
whose boyfriend killed her 1981
prey to a brutal killer 1980
Lincoln.
You
Gotta
al
CC
Abbey
5:30 P.M.
_
Sanford
Rap City
•
00-Superman
of
actress
Pay the Band This profile
gp - Up Close
_ MOVIE:'Ben Hue
- Nashville Now (Ft)
friends and jazz singer Abbey Lincoln's 40- •
•
- Midnight Love
- MOVIE: 'Driving Me Crazy' become bitter enemies Two
during the year career includes performance
- Unsolved Mysteries
•
▪ Crook and Chase (R)
Thieves steal a European car that runs
time of Christ 1959
MOVIE:'Jeremiah Johnson' A
0clips and interviews with Tony BenUnsolved
Mysteries
on vegetable fuel 1991 Rated PG
gi 021 - Comment on Kentucky
nett Spike Lee. Beau Bridges and
19th-century adventurer moves to
11)- Def Comedy Jam
6:00 P.M.
6)
O Crook
L.
Chase
the Rocky Mountains 1972 Rated
Stan Gf (Ft)
_ Vol MTV Raps Today
o 2 00(VOLCURVIZPG
Law
• Star Trek: The Next Genera- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
News
- Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'Stepfather 2' A psy , tion
•
•
- Lawson Uve
•
3 - Cheers
chow killer keeps searching for the GI - Biography (4)
oo - MOVIE: 'Tough Guys Don't
11:05 P.M.
8• 21 - MacNeil/Lehrer ideal family 1989 Rated R
Dance' An alcoholic writer is in- MOVIE: 'Friday the 13th Part
Newshour
volved in a baffling murder mystery.
- MOVIE:'High Heels' An aging VII: The New Blood' A teen-age e - Inside Edition
o - Paradise Beach
e
- Golf: PGA Championship 1987
actress and her daughter become psychic unwittingly resurrects mure - Monied... With Children
Highlights Highlights of today's se- •
murder suspects 1991 Rated R
- Joyful Noise
derous Jason 1988.
cond round from Inverness Country
- In Search Of...
•
O- MOVIE:'The Great Mouse De- •
- Mary Tyler Moore
Club in Toldeo, Ohio
- MacGyver
tective' Animated A rodent super- 61 21) - Legislative Weekly
12:01 A.M.
e - Looney Tunes
sleuth battles has evil nemesis 1986 •- MOVIE: 'Lovers' A youth's
11:06 P.M.
e - Hard Copy
Rated G
pip - Triple Threat
cu - Hard Copy
tryst with his older landlord leads to
el - Beach MTV (R)
murder 1991 Rated R
12:05 A.M.
- Jetsons
11:20 P.M.
•_ MOVIE: 'Change of Habit' A
•
- Arsenio Hal
- Top 20 Video Countdown
- Unsolved Mysteries
•
•
nDark Justice
novitiate falls for a doctor while work- •
- 700 Club
- Beavis & Butt-Head
11:25 P.M.
ing in the ghetto 1969
- Laughing Matters Part 3 of 6. •- MOVIE: 'Child's Play 3' A
so
12:06 A.M.
•
- Sportscenter
•- MOVIE: 'Housesitter' A e - Baptist Hour ,
•
auIn
Concert
newly
rejuvenated
Chucky
tracks
▪ - That's My Dog
screwy waitress forces herself into
9:30 P.M.
down his former owner 1991
an architect's life, 1992
- Catholic Viewpoint
•
12:15 A.M.
•
- Mary Tyler Moore
- &Abysm
•
11:30 P.M.
6:05 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Exterminator' A
•
MOVIE: "The Cowboys''Time
•
7:30 P.M.
- Beverly HillbiNies
•
Vietnam vet turns vigilante after his
Approximate Eleven schoolboys
Umbeugh
OM0C100- Hangin' With Mr. take
buddy is mugged. 1980. Rated R
6:30 P.M.
972part in a 400-mile cattle drive.
MOVIE:
lialkiween
III:
SeeCooper (R)
•
aim- Family Feud
son of the Witch' A mask-maker
- League of Their Own ▪
ala)al
•1J - Entertainment Tonight
- Travels in Europe
12:20 A.M.
plots to turn Al Hallows Eve into a
(l)
Wall
Street
Week:
The
En•
is so - News
O - Rush Umbeugh
•
- On Stage (R)
bloodbath 1982.
tertainment Revolution
us - Rossano*
e- Major League Baseball: Teems
•
- Gat Smart
to Be Announced (Live)
•
- Cosby Show
•
- Comicyiew
0-Dugout
9:35 P.M. a your
Jeff Foxwoithrche
- Murphy Brown
•
- McLaughlin Group
•
e ctt - Wheel of Fortune
- Joy of Music
Neck Jeff's foolproof methods for re•
cognizing this unique malady, as well
0- BuNwinkle
8:00 P.M.
- Major League Baseball: At- is CUOMO- Step by Step (R) as his views on becoming a father (R)
5:45 A.M.
•
8/14/93
lanta Braves at Cincinnati Reds •
0.- MOVIE: 'The Night Train to
10:00 P.M.
Lucky/Chances Part 3 of
cc
69
3
n
o
From Riverfront Stadium (Live)
5:00 A.M.
Kathmandu' A historian and his
IICIDMICUMIMICUIMODIDO
•
- New Attitude
0- Farm Digest
daughter encounter a noble young
- MOVIE:'Internal Af- IBMIBCFP- News
•(I)
prince 1988
(1)- Revel's American Tails
•
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
fairs' A pitted cop sheds light on a e
- Nightly Business Report •
- Adventures in Wonderland (R) prostitutes
- Wild. Wild West
•
stnute's
brutal murder 1988 Part •
2
- Love Connection
6:00 A.M.
•
- Avengers
▪ - Big Picture
- Evening at the Improv
•ar) - DuckTaies
al0
•
- Paid Program
O- Major League Baseball: Teams
- Nova (Ft)
e - ZooUf•(8)
to Be Announced (Live)
- Lucy Show Part 1 of 2
•
- Investigative Reports
5-Lift' Bits
•
- Weekend Morning Report
- Sanford
•
- New Lassie
▪ - Dragnet
•
- Andy Griffith
•_ Families Are Forever
- Club Dance (R)
•
e- Travels of Jamie McPhimiters so - Who's the Boss?
- Video Soul
•
- Feed the Children
S- Laughing Back: Comedy Takes e - MOVIE: 'Necessary Rough- •
a Stand Delta Burke joins comics El- ness' A 34-year-old farmer helps a
O- Captain Planet and the Planelen DeGeneres, Ritch Shydner and flailing college football team 1991
tears
lo
I'm 1 Colt (_ mask'
others to increase awareness of sex- Rated PG-13
• - Perspective
1,‘ et:Lend,
ual assault (R)
- Under the Umbrella Tree
- Jewel in the Crown (8)
•
e - MOVIE:'The Maltese Falcon'•
- Music Videos
- Paid Program
Sam Spade searches for a jewel- so- Checkered Flag NASCAR from
- Dennis the Menace
(
•
encrusted statue 1941.
Watkins Glen, N.Y. (R)
- MOVIE:'Texas' Two Confeder•
e - Scott Roes Street Talk An In- •
)1', \,\(
- Christopher °moue
ate "'idlers end (43 on opposite sides
depth look at the stressful life of polof the law. 1941
5:30 A.M.
IR,1 1111)
ice officers, an examination of
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
•
•
Reel
News
for
Kids
Amenca's obsession with getting
- Sportscenter (R)
•
rich quick
- U.S. Farm Report
111 - Surddet KIDS.
- MOVIE: 'The Karate Kid Part 0 - Utde PAermaid
•
•
- We Al Have Tales (R)
III' A martial-arts student defends his 0CID - A00•Y
- SIAM B•Y
local title 1989
e do•
- Paid Program
•
- Family Enrichment
- 6:05 A.M.
- Europium's Castle
•
0- Bonanza
10:05 P.M.
pip - Between the Lines
•
- MOVIE:'Sorority Babes in the
- What Catholics Believe
6:30 A.M.
I I '
SlImebell llow1-0-Ramie An imp •
•
- Dumbo's Circus
cr1 - DudtTales
turns a sorority initiation into a night- •
- Mountain Biking: World Cup so - Reel News for Kid.
50C OH
mare 1988
From Bromont, Quebec (R)
us- Land & Lakes Hunting and fish10:30 P.M.
- Bedtime Stories (R)
ing with Bill Hell
lad
- Perspectives
(2) - Cosby Show
•
CLI - Mr Bogus
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1

•

-

•

€)

•

•

•

•

•

•
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- California Dreams

119(1).- Quilt in • Day Part 2 of 2

west.
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- Spies IRt
O $ al 12 - Raw Toonage
- Flipper
- Computer Chronicles
- Taliesin. The Tradition of
21•
- Outdoor Secrets
Super Dave
Frank Lloyd Wright
SS- Taz-Mania
le - You Can't Do That on Televi
8:30 A.M.
- Beakman's World
- Yogi Bear
Great American Outdoors
199
soon
3)S - Addams Family SI 21 - McLaughlin Group
Ill CID
- World Tomorrow
- Strip Quitting
•
the Magic Dragon and the
Puff
O
- Paid Program
- Conan the Adventurer
eiff - Shadetree Mechanic
SO - Realtree Outdoors Bow hunting Incredible Mr Nobody
- Art of Sewing
in Saskatchewan Canalla
Cit - U.S. Farm Report
•
- Frugal Gourmet (H)
•- Week in Rock
= Eek! the Cat
aa
_ Paid Program
vice
Lap
- MOVIE 'We're No Angels'
54 MOVIE 'How the West Was
_ Hollywood Insider
Two escaped convicts find sanctuary •
- Count Duckuta
- Sportseenter
Won' Three generations of pioneers
- Muppet Babies
Pt,
in a rural monastery 1989 Ha
- Fraggle Rock
West in the 19th century 1962
Re
in
Week
13
Washington
21
ig
- Top 20 Video Countdown WO
IVIcorike
Z
wT9 PYPIHolt le4(Fil'")
12:00 P.M.
view
- Fraggle Rock
- Jimmy Houston Outdoors (R)
ID • Missions
a k2 _ Weekend Special Adven
Exciting
of
World
and
Speed
Countdown
Jams
MTV
_ Augie Doggie & Friends
tures of a Two Minute Werewolf
, 11:00 A.M.
Beauty Profile of Mel Kenyon
_ Fly Fishing America
- Bunch of Munsch
Part 2 of 2 (R)
(.1)- New Adventures of
51.2)
- What Every Bibby Knows
- That's My Dog
- MOVIE: 'The Karate Kid Part
Morrie the Pooh
SI(1) - Real News for Kids
- Quack Attack
- Gerber/
III' A martial-arts student defends his •
00 L 6. - Brains and Brawn
O - Love Boat
- Sports
local title 1989
10:00 A.M.
cp) - Not Just News
•
•
cu _ American -Telecast
- Outdoor Adventure
a - Rainbow Theatre
- Saved by the Bell
GI
•
r woodshoc.
:In
Wizarden
d ofcta
erm
cu
oS
0
- To Be Announced
•- Wishkid
7:00 A.M.
(12)- Cyber Cops
cto
•
- Family Ties
a- MOVIE:'Zelly and Me' A domi
- Volunteer Gardener
0C1051C11951 - PuP Pgarn•d fleecing grandmother makes life mis- SS
O CID - Gourmet Cooking
Scooby Doo
Billiken Back-To-School 0
Bud
11 Live Sea Monkeys •- MOVIE: The Forbidden
Z7
K-idAsmaz
1/14
erable for an orphan 1988
- Saturclay Morning
Parade
- American Justice (R)
Dance' A Brazilian woman dances
- Storybarn
op - X-Men
- Saturday Today
0
her way to saving the rain forests
- Dennis the Menace
A.M.
9:00
- Investigative Reports (R)
•
1990
•CU - GED: Writing I
- Teen Summit
al
CID
ap
of
Land
Lost
the
•
0- MOVIE:'Arthur' A drunken mil
O - U.S. Farm Report
Sewing With Nancy: Gifts a ir _ Flying Lure
▪
SI(I)- Saved by the Bell
•
homer. falls for a middle class wai
From the Heart Part 1 of 3
- Dog City
f• - MOVIE: 'Rebel Without a
e CID S [It - Teenage Mutant tress 1981
- Fievel's American Tails
▪
- Fishing With Roland Martin Cause' A disillusioned teen-ager
Ninia Turtles
You Can't Do That on Televidrifts into a world of delinquency
Ricky Skaggs fishes for bass in nor
- Wildlife Mysteries Part 1 of 2
- Sewing Connection
▪
sion
1955
ida
(R)
O - Tower
a- Golf: PGA Championship Early
- MOVIE: 'Friday the 13th -- A
apapa- Paid Program
- L.A. Law
third round coverage from Inverness
- Tiny Toon Adventures
New Beginning' A new masked
- Doug
- Lip Service
(Live)
Ohio
Country Club in Toledo,
- Biography (1)
•
- Computer Chronicles
- Hydroplane Racing: Columbia killer brutally slays unsuspecting
0
a - Rap City
- WWF Mania Wrestling
Cup From Tri-Cities, Wash (Taped) teen agers 1985
a - Bober
up - MOVIE: 'Ehris: The Each!
- Nick News: W/5
- Heattscliff
Virginian
- My Little Pony Tales
Years' From the series about the le
- MOVIE 'Father Goose' A
a
National
Geographic
Explorer
•
e MOVIE:: 'Cocoon: The Return'
Ultimate Outdoors Host
gendary performer's rise to fame •
(R)
return with their alien O - Mac Report
citizens
Senior
Wayne Pearson
1990 Part 1 of 2
te 21 - Legacy Part 4 of 6
benefactors 1988
- How the West Was Won
- Legend of Prince Valiant
•
op 21) - Your Organic Garden
_ Bill Dance Outdoors
(R)
Over the Hill Gang
Kentucky
Comment
on
Bedtime Stories (R)
How
Television
- In-Fisherman
- Supermarket Sweep
- Remodeling & Decorating To- to strain the water for weed walleye
11:15 A.M.
a - Davey & Goliath
O - MOVIE: '14 Going on 30'
day
SIO - MOVIE:'My Blue Heaven'
7:05 A.M.
Moonlighting
- Frugal Gourmet
Seven Dewily Sins The ancient
man
A
Diablo'
at
'Duel
MOVIE:
elMenace:
the
'Dennis
- Bonanza
- MOVIE:
of the Seven Deadly Sins is
concept
- MOVIE: 'Carousel' A carnival
an
becomes
killer
wife's
his
tracking
Den
Memory Mayhem' Animated
•
7:30 A.M.
examined from modern perspectives
worker resorts to theft to provide for
Army scout 1966
past
their
recall
Wilson
Mr
and
nis
is CID a cu a _ Wild West his family 1956
- Prime Time Playhouse
•
adventures 1986 Rated NR
11:30 A.M.
C.O.W.-Boys of Moo Mesa
- Adventures in Wonderland (R)
- Great Outdoors (R)
cu0(1)- Beakman's World
12:30 P.M.
•
- Big Picture
- GED: Writing II
_ Adventures of the Black Stal- IN (I) - Weekend Special: Adven- is
- Why Didn't I Think of That?
(R)
Hole
Fishin'
p
•
lion (R)
0- Minority Business Report
tures of a Two-Minute Werewolf • - Train Your Dog in Ten Min- Inspector Gadget
- MOVIE: The Day the Earth Pan 2 of 2 (R)
- Bobby's World
utes
MOVIE:'Year of the Comet' A
Stood Still' An alien arrives to stop
- Paid Program
American Adventure
- Little Mermaid
a
wine bottle plunges a woman into in
experimentation
mankind's atomic
- Paid Program
(I) (f2) Back to the Future •C5)5(15 - Golf: PGA Cham- •
•
ternatronal Intrigue 1992
GI - Just Kids
- King Arthur & the Knights of pionship Third round from Inverness
- Hutinits
- Jerry Falwell Presents
Country Club in Toledo. Ohio (Live)
Justice
- Story Porch
A.M.
10:30
A.M.
9:30
Cook
Can
Yen
- Family Ties
at)
B
•
Duck
Street
EnThe
Week:
•I)-Wall
ag moms- Darkwing
C2) MI GU
- Bugs Bunny
Frugal Gourmet
Tale Spin
tertainment Revolution
O
Adventure
Your
Name
(F)
•
Tweety
•- Plriocdtio
- MOVIE: 'Daddy's Dyin'...
Who's Got the Will?' Four bickering
siblings assemble at their father's
deathbed. 1990. Rated PG-13.
- Mouse Tracks
- American Hunter
- Hey. Vern, its Ernest!
1111 - MOVIE: 'Sweet Talker' An
Australian con man searches for a
sunken galleon. 1990.
• - Join Int
05

3XeCU

TIMES

•

•

•

-

•

lishap
future

David

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

High -

•

•

•

•

1)

•
•

•

•

•

•

enterStory'
terfold
181

•

•

•

•

son A
el's to
Rated

Don't
is mystery

•

•••

•

tor' A
er his
IR

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••

•
•
•

•-

•

•

•

•-

•
•-

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•
•-

•-

-

-

•

($

-

•

•

sin to
id his
young

•

•

PROGRAMS
THREE QUALITY famiy
type atmosphere."
"A traditional classroom approach in a
kittotipirt.

5d100e

toport

Mane

8:00 A.M.
(I) (1) - Goof Troop
•
ISM ISM - Garteld and Friends
ScU-Cisohalls
▪ - News
IS - Torn and Jerry Kids
- Time Machine (R)
- Paid Program
- Muppet Babies
- World of Audubon: Backlash in
the Wild PI
▪ - Video Soul by Request (Ft)
- Hondo
•
- European Journal
ap
- Backyard America
•
- Your Child (I to 12
up-MOVIE:'The Naked Gun'Capt
Frank Dreben continues his shockladen war on creme 1988 Rated PG13
- Adventures of the Gummi
Beers
- Back Country Host Charlie
West
IS - Prestars
- Today's Special
•

•

•

rfedersides
er

Kindergarten classes offer a delight.
ml learning experience for your
child. This enjoyable program Is
designed to provide a good educational foundation. Kindergarten
meets 1/2 day Monday thru Friday.
An extended school day is available
at additional cost.

Great emphasis is placed on fundamenials of education. A strong
phonics program that begins in first
grade enables all students to team
to read. Homework, report cards.
concerned teachers. and Informed
parents are the rule and not the
exception.

Christian High offers the high
school student the best in academic
education, with colkge prep courses
requirement for graduation.

a S

•

•
•

fish-

•

tilk

-

'.'404
'".

HRISTIAT ACADEMY
ASTWOOD
Please Call For More Information, 753-7744
Hwy. 94 East

Located One Mile East on
.
0

‘,.

•

•
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•
- MOVIE:'esceivecf An an expert searches for her husband's true
identity 1991
0- MOVIE: Zelly and Me' A domi
neertng grandmother makes life mis
erabie for an orphan 1988
up - Homeland Harmony

6:30 P.M.
O a (12) - Wheel of Fortune
•3D - New WKRP in Cincinnati
(Ft)

8:30 P.M.
1
- sArGE
e YOuNurse
Afre:rOf the Dark?
al - Video Soul by Request (R)
- Boxing: Roy Jones vs. Thulane
Malinga From Bay St Louis, Miss
- MOVIE:'The Other Woman' A
sexually repressed reporter enters
into a dangerous affair 1992 Rated
e
ap
R

•

2:30 P.M.
03)- Who's the Boss?
- Hometime. Bathrooms Part
- Hot Country Gold
.
2 of_ 4muppet Babies
- Home Again
5:00 P.M.
- Firehawk/Supercar Series
•p - Rugrats
Highlights from the Bridgestone Po •
- MOVIE: 'Operation Petticoat' • - News
CB - Charles Smith Battle of the
tenza Supercar Series
- Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand up CU _ ABC World News Satur- Basketball Stars The 3rd annual ev- Shop 'Til You Drop
day
ent to determine professional basketNational -- Fay's 150 From Watkins
- Rifleman
- Number 1 Country
balls best athlete.
Glen International, NY (Taped)
Highway
•
- Inside Stories
up - American Gladiators
up - Path to Stardom
- MOVIE: 'Diving In' A teen
- Accent
struggles to make the U S Olympic a
- Music Videos
1:00 P.M.
al Gip al CE
9:00
5_Pcom
.M'mist% (R)
diving team 1990 Rated PG 13
• - Your Organic Garden
- Zorro Part 2 of 4 (R)
• - Paid Program
OD
0
Sisters (R)
- Prehistoric-World Gary Owens O - Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa- Center Street
gpmepap- To Be Announced.
•
- News
•- Elvis: His Ufe and Times and Eric Boardman take a lighthearted mous (R)
6:45 P.M.
•
- Time Trax (R)
look at prehistoric mammals (R)
- Golden Girls
gp - Abbott and Costello
•_ NFL Tonight
- Comedy on the Road (R)
- Real World (R)
▪
Outdoorsrnan
With
Buck
- Justin Wilson's Louisiana op - Tennis: ATP Championship
•
p - Silk Stalkings (R)
7:00 P.M.
McNeely
Cookin': At Home
- Very Very Nick at Nits
181.;
1993
(j)
a
MOVIE:
'Rio
Semifinals From Cincinnati
•
Evening at the Improv (R)
- Muppets: A Celebration of 30
Shannon' A widow relocates her fa- 4.1970MOVIE: 'Rio Lobo' Time ApSwamp
Thing
(R)
MOVIE:
'Truly,
Madly,
Years (R)
Deeply'
mily to a run-down guest ranch
proximate Union and Confederate
_ Family Double Dare
A musician's ghost returns to brigh •
- Rap City (R)
vets unite to rout a corrupt sheriff
•_ Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'Elvis. The Early ten his girlfriend's life 1991
•
• - Super Bloopers & New
•- Bugs Bunny & Pals
Years' From the series about the le3:00 P.M.
Practical Jokes (R)
- Dencin' at the Hot Spots (A)
•
p 21 - John McLaughlin's One on O(1)
gendary performer's rise to fame 110(-21 - MOVIE:'Borderline' A hot
vvontan)
g - Dr. Quinn, Medicine op - Hidden Room
One
1990 Pan 2 of 2
der patrol officer scours California for
pm - Novi'& Butt-Head
•- Country Beat
•
illegal aliens 1980
(21) 1, Legacy Part 5 of 6
5-Cops
- Family Showcase
- Truckin' USA Tour of Lake 0 CC 5 - Basketball: National
- MOVIE: 'Runaway Heart' up - MOVIE: 'Frankie's House'
9:25 P.M.
Tahoe (R)
Summer Championship -• Semifin •_ Walt Disney Presents: From
Two war correspondents develop a
•
- MOVIE:'The Oscar' An Oscar
•_ Anything but Love
els From Venice Beach. Calif (Live)
Aesop to Hans Christian Andersen
camaraderie in 1960s Saigon 1992
nominee's nse to fame is recalled by
- NFL Teams of Legend A look at (R)
•- Mob Stories Five former highPan 1 of 2.
his friends 1966
•
- Real World (R)
ranking mob figures provide a de- the greatest teams in NFL history
- MOVIE:'Meatballs III' A sexy
tailed portrait of the underworld (RI 0
9:30 P.M.
- To Be Announced.
- American Muscle
spirit tnes to help a teen-ager lose his
•
- Hidden Room (R)
Cit) - Victory Garden
•
- Bordertown (RI
virginity 1987
- MOVIE: 'Dreamer' A young
•
- Beavis & Butt-Head
- You Can't Do That on Televi- •
- Keepers of the Earth
•- Clarissa Explains It All
man struggles to reach champion
sion
aiRashad
NBA
off
the
Court
bowler status 1979 Rated PG
Host
Ahmad
10:00 P.M.
5:05 P.M.
ID (2l) - GED: Writing 11(R)
- Real World (R)
- WCW Saturday Night
SIC2D5CE00(1300E35CI
- MOVIE: 'Alone in the Neo•
a - MOVIE:'Butterfield 8' A Man- - News
•
- Big Valley
5:30 P.M.
•
- MOVIE: 'The Slugger's Wife' Jungle' A female police captain is as- • - ABC World News Saturday hattan call girl falls in love with a mar- New WKRP in Cincinnati (A)
ned socialite 1960
A baseball player suffers when his signed to clean up corruption 1988
us
Wild
Kingdom
Honeymooners
•(11)
MOVIE:
'White
Evening
et
0Fang' A novice
Peps
wife resumes her career 1985
119
- NBC Nightly News
- Kung Fu: The Legend ContinBackstage
up - Rights and Wrongs: Human gold miner develops a unique bond
•
- Family Ties
with a wolf 1991 Rated PG
.
up --°13(YS.
MOVIE:'Stolen Babies' A wel- ues (R)
Rights Television
- Caroline's Comedy Hour (R)
•ciD - McLaughlin Group
up
Real World (R)
fare
worker exposes an illegal•
1:10 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Bad Girls Dormitory'
- Designing Women
al - Bonanza: The lost Episodes •
adoption ring. 1993.
Baseball:
San
O - Minor League
- Lost and Found: The Story
• - World Tomorrow
- MOVIE:'Ma' Money' Two con al
Francisco Giants at Chicago Cubs •_ MOVIE: 'Teenage Mutant
of Romania's Forgotten Children
Ninja
a
Beyond
Reality(R)
Turtles
II:
artists
get
The
caught
up
in
Secret
of
the
a
major
creditFrom Wrigley Field (Live)
Joshua Seftel chronicles the plight of
Ooze'
card scam 1992. Rated R.
5-Guts
ponse (R) 1:30 P.M.
MOVIE:'The Finishing Touch' ROT1111111•S 120,000 abandoned or•
Paid
Program
- In Good Faith
• - On SCTIOS: Emergency ResA maverick cop tracks a -snuff- film phans
up
Firing Line: Are Prisons
3:30 P.M.
- 01NY Backstage (R)
serial killer. 1992. Rated R.
Serving Their Purpose?
•p au - Regina Steam Cleaner
•
p
Unsolved Mysteries
- Joy of Painting
NFL
Preseason
Football:
Los
al- MOVIE:'The Naked Gun'Capt
- Flowbee
up - Arcade
- MOVIE: The Corn Is Green' A
Angeles Raiders at Dallas Cowboys•
Frank Dreben continues his shtick up - New Yankee Workshop (R) up (21) - GED: Writing III (R)
teacher ensures that a student uses
From Texas Stadium (live)
laden war on crime 1988. Rated P6his Oxford scholarship 1979
- NHRA Today
up - Real World (R)
up - Young Riders
13
•
- Countdown to the Ball
up - Anything but Love
Joyful
Noise
- MOVIE: 'Broakin' 2 Electric
- Oh Brother
•
- Baseball Tonight
- Marvin Animated Rotund MarBoogaloo' Break dancers fight to save
7:30 P.M.
4:00
P.M.
Cops
"
vin is entered in a baby beauty conRed Shoe Diaries (R)
their
community
center
1984
Rated
0 C.D - Pro Beach Volleyball:
test (R)
•- MOVIE: 'Take Her, She's
Seal Beach Open From Seal Beach, PG
Roundhouse
•
- Real World (R)
Mine' A man tries to keep his daugh- Seven Deadly Sins The ancient
Calif. (Live)
- Heart & Soul: R&B (R)
ter from leading a beatnik life 1963
concept of the Seven Deadly Sins is
2:00 P.M.
gp - Painting With Norma
- Grand Ole Opry Live
examined from modern perspectives •
•
- ACTS: Act It Out
rxes ix
•
- Track and Field: •_ American Gladiators
•
last of the Red Hot Dragons
African
Skies
(R)
World Athletics Championships •
10:30 P.M.
- Comedy on the Road (R)
Animated. A flying dragon hopes to
From Stuttgart Germany (Live)
6:00 P.M.
(3) - Designing Women
- Gossip( Gossip( Gossip(
regain
his
knack
fire
in
for
breathing
•
cip - To Be Announced.
- Star Search
Untouchables Part 1 of 2 (A)
•
- Welcome Freshmen (R)
time to miscue animals trapped in an ▪
up clo - MotorWeek
la
- Entertainment Tonight
CID - Saturday Night liv•(R)
- Teen Summit (R)
icy cave. (R)
- MOVIE: 'Crazy From the
arcu - Golden Girls
ainCIDOODS-News
- Week in Rock
p2,
journaF
: Outdoor S- Number 1 Country
l
SThenvionshi
.
Heart'
ll
ie
soiedienga
-tol
u:C
'Walking Tall' Buford
Airwaves
rom Los 0 - Peter. Paul & Mommy,Too
Pusser wages a one-man campaign
•- MOVIE: 'The Wanderers'
8:00
P.M.
(Live)
Angeles
to clean up his town 1973.
1960s Bronx street-gang members
- Major League Baseball: Kan- Empty Nest (R)
struggle through daily life 1979
- kl•A•S•H
sas City Royals at Chicago White II0
ap pu - MOVIE:'Internal Af- ap - Paid Program
•- Exploring America: Side by Sox From Comiskey Park. (Live)
Bobby:
Her
In- MOVIE:'Marilyn &
New York detective Frank Ja- Star Trek: Deep Space Nine(R) fairs'
•
- Grand Oki Opry Live (A)
Final Affair' Inspired by Monroe's al- •
nek continues his investigations.
Guyver' Based on
MOVIE:
'The
- Paid Program
- Dream On (A)
•
leged affair with Bobby Kennedy
1988.
Part
2
of
2
the Japanese comic-book hero with
- Home Again
am - MOVIE: 'Lady Dragon' A
Front
Page
P6-13.
1992
Rated
armor
bionic
•
- Lighthouse Island inhabitants
women learns kung fu to avenge her
5- Quantum Leap
Q)- Ron & Stimpy
- MOVIE: 'Hot Shots!' Military 5
take a young girl's advice and build a
husband's death 1992 Rated R
-Doug
this
movies take it on the chin in
w:01)
MOVIE:
auder
- Cevil"z
e
us!B
lighthouse
•
- Sporteconter
•- Major League Baseball: Atspoof 1991 Rated P6-13
•- Video Soul by Request (R)
•- Rilleman
Cincinnati
Rode
at
lanta
Braves
Reel
World
(R)
Advea
Poseidon
- Legacy Part 6 of 6
- Fallen Angels (R)
From Riverfront Stadium (Live)
_ Young Riders
tiers' People aboard a ship capsized
•
- Inside ikilbiaton Cup Racing
Darting Buds of May
MOO P.M.
by a tidal wave try to survive 1972.
▪ - Josef Dixon
•- Unsolved Mysteries
- MOVIE:'FemOully... the Last
in
CID
Wonder
Years
- Big Picture
4:10 P.M.
•- MOVIE: 'Olaceetiery RoughReinforest Animated An evil spent
- MOVIE: 'Mister Roberts' The in CID - Current Affair Extra
ness' A 34-year-old farmer helps a
- Tema Inning Time Approxi- threatens elfin forest denizens 1992
- Cruisin' Country
misadventures of a WWII Navy cargo •
flailing college football team 1991
mate With host Steve Stone
- Sportecenter
- Comic Strip Live
ship
and
its
crew
1955
4:30 P.M.
- Rio Tin Tin K-9 Cop
- Dinosaurs. Dinosaurs. Dino•
air - PA•A•1194
•
•
MOVIE:
'Gladiator'
A
grandsaurs Host Gov Owens talks with • - This Old House
- MOVIE: 'Jesus Christ Super- ing pugilist falls prey to an Alegi 611 - MOVIE: 'Frank's'. House'
•
scientists about dinosaur truths and •
- T.a Zone
star' The rock musical version of Je- promoter
Two'war corresbondents develop •
myths. featuring dips from The Lost •
- einem Buddies
sus' lest seven days on Earth 1973
AZ/V1'End
992
ta
of
ale fikkam. A camaraderie in 1960. Saigon 1992
World IR)
op - Salim Your Shorts (R)
- 1101,ff Say
Pan 1 of 2
flp - Mormon TabenwistetImir •
•
- Real World IR)
• - To Vie Contrary
- Superman
6:25 P.M.
- Speedweek
8:15 P.M.
- Going Our Way (R)
•
- MOVIE. 'Spaced Inveders'
5- MOVIE:'Year pith.Comet' A
- Ounemoke
CID - Peter. Paul and Mary 25th
a - Real World (R)
- NSA off the Court Hoer Ahmed
wine bottle plunges a woman into in •
- VISN Agenda
Annkrereary Concert
Rashed (RI
- Auto Racing Saab Pro Series ternetionel intrigue 1992
O - This Week in Baseball
- Beyond Belief
•_ Paid Program
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1

1)1

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

'

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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10:00 A.M.
- Highlander The Series
gj
- Paid Program ,
0- Paid Program
0(1)- Coral Ridge Ministry
e
_ Head of the Class

(C) - Kenneth Copeland
•
- Day of Discovery
IS
Did Time Gospel Hour
- MacGyver
a - In Search of the Lord's Way 1:1 (I)
- Tennessee Crossroads
Welcome Freshmen (R)
cu a•(tt - Sunday Morning
0- Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa
_ MOVIE 'Platoon Leader' An
as - Meet the Press
O - Headbanger's Ball
12:00 A.M.
mous (R)
American lieutenant and his men bat
- Searching the Scriptures
- Arena Football: Semifinal -- •
(J) _ In Concert
- Chip 'n Dale Rescue Rangers
tle the Viet Conn 1988
Teams to Be Announced(Same-day a
es - Wild America
4111 ap - Paid Program
ID It - Neutraplak
O (21` - W.E.B DuBois of Great
Tape)
- News
- MOVIE - 'Horse Feathers'
CU a (It - Sweating Bullets
•
Barrington
- CCM-TV
pp
In
Touch
- Current Affair Extra
a _ Real Ghostbusters
- Bassmasters tiASSM.ASTER
O
- Joy of Musk
•
- Breakfast With the Arts
- Arsenio Hall (R)
- Ran & Stimpy
BP'Top 100 Tournament at Lake Mur
11:10 P.M.
Denver.
the
Last
Dinosaur
, - MOVIE:'Happy Hour' A bottle
- Golf. PGA Championship Final ray near Columbia. S C (R)
- Looney Tunes
- MOVIE: 'One False Move_
_ L A Low
- Patty Duke
- For Black Men Only (R)
- Bobby Jones Gospel (R)
11:30 P.M.
Danger Bay
_ Rap City (R)
(211)
Where
in
the
World
Is
Car
•
- Night Court
111 - Real World (R)
- MOVIE: 'Love Has Many •21.) - Mister Rogers (Fi)
men Sandiego?
O - Comedy Spotfight Yakov Faces' A mellionatress seeks happi as - Trucitire USA Visit to the GMC op - Inside Winston Cup Racing (R) Bp - MOVIE 'Jesus Christ Super
truck plant in Pontiac Mich (H)
h''
Smimoff
ness through an alcn hen!
star' The nx:k musical Version
- What Every Baby Knows
- Paid Program
- Ed Sullivan
el - Dancin' at the Hot Spots (R)
Real
World
(R)
_ Worship: Catholic Mass
- MOVIE: 'Mannequin On the
O(1z - MASH
- MOVIE:'Final Analysis'
pp - Sports Reporters
Move'
12:30 P.M.
- Dobie Gillis
- American Baby
a - MOVIE: 'One Flew Over the
(2) _ Runaway With the Rich
- Adventures of the Gummi
- Video LP (R)
0- MOVIE 'A Time of Destiny'
Cuckoo's Nest'
and Famous (H)
Bears
- Zola Levitt
- Voice of Peachtree
(3)- To Be Announced
Real
World
IR/
•
America's
Defense
Monitor
- Mormon Tabernacle Choir
pp (5)e 12 - Golf PGA Chant
10:30 A.M.
Captain
N
1 1 :35 P.M.
12:10 A.M.
e(1)- woodmoc,t Baptist Church pionship I inal round horn Inverness
_ MOVIE:'Aces High'
- MOVIE:'Can-Can'
- MOVIE - 'Full Metal Jacket'
Country Club in Toledo, Ohio (Live)
Iff
Brink
tv- This Week With David
O - Worship: Marble Collegiate.
- Weekend Review
N.Y.C.
Bp0 - Paid Program
- Major League Baseball: _St.
8:05 A.M.
Louis Cardinals at Montreal Expos
- Larry Jones
al
_ Flintstones
(1.)- Our Favorite Animals The F non Olympic Stadium (live)
•
0 Wild Side
8:30
A.M.
Best
of Wild America
- Garner Ted Armstrong
8/15/93
41) Paid Program
Kenneth Copeland
0(3,)
Kid's
0
Zone
tzl - Living Hope-Trinity LuthBuckmasters Whitetail Ma
•
0
0
Paid
Program
5:00 A.M.
eran
- Real Ghostbusters
gazine
- Day of Discovery
- Roundhouse
O _ Farm Digest
- Jem
Zocro
- Volunteer Gardener
- Cramer Enterprises
Lead Story (R)
0- Count Duckula
a _ Dinosaucers
- Week in Rock
0- Tower
ft/ 21 - Newton's Apple
ID - Greater St. Stephens
up - Looney Tunes
- Bob Newhart Off the Record
111 - Calliope
fie - Adventures of Tintin
Friends
Barney
&
*1)
O
- Littr Bits
saSupermarket
- Wuzzles
e
RacedaY
Sweep
1:00 P.M.
Bp - Trucks and Tractor Power
- Dr. Bernard Jordan
Teddy Bear's Picnic Animated
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
Bp (2) - World's Greatest Stunts
O - Quack Attack
- Pink Panther Parade
a - Orchestra!(R)
Part III
O - Real World (R)
O - Real World (H)
• - Paid Program
ffl - Today's Special
▪ Sportscenter
as
(3) _ Food Dehydrator
•- Wishitid
- MOVIE:'Cocoon. The Return'
- Healthy Kids
- Simon & Simon
6:35 A.M.
- Afternste Views
_ Day of Discovery
MI - Under the Umbrella Tree
(4) - To Be Announced
- Yo, Yogi!
8:35 A.M.
111 - Musk Videos
11:00 A.M.
- Cad Perkins Circles of Hope
6:50 A.M.
- Baseball Tonight (R)
a _ Paid Program
Telethon From Jackson, Tenn , a
- Auto Racing: Formula One -- • - Happy DiNt
a9:00 A.M.
fund-raiser benefiting the Carl Perkins
cyj - World Tomorrow
•
Hungarian Grand Prix
Child Abuse Center
•(1)- Larry Jones
5:30 A.M.
O CC)0- First Baptist Church
7:00 A.M.
- Robert Schuller
as - Barney in Concert The pur
Captain Planet and the-Plens,, 0(1)- Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour
- Street Justice (R)
teen
- Young at Heart
a-Star Trek. Deep Space Nine (R) ple dinosaur sings for children in this
111 (I) - Good Morning America/ pp
original video that paved the way for
- Gerald and Brenda Duncan
Sunday
up - Kurtain Kraft
os - Ebony/Jet Showcase (R)
series
- Simon & Simon
as CID - Mystery!: Poirot III (R)
0
-1NVVF AN-American Wrestling the current
O - Nashville Gospel
MOVIE: 'Friday the 13th Part
ap - EUff101111.11 Castle
0
- Sunday Today
0- Star Search
- Clarissa Explains It All (R)
VII: The New Blood' A teen-age
- Croft° A. Dollar
0- In Touch
- Old Time Gospel Hour
a _ MOVIE: 'Lawrence of Arabia' psychic
•
unwittingly resurrects mur
- Paid Program
- Playwrights Theater: Clara Ar
CID0*1)- Sesame Street (R)
UK News Report
(21;-•
derous Jason 19138
- Dumbo's Circus
•
- Scooby Doo
- Chadando
gp - In-Fisherman Television Tips
_ Weinerville
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour(R)
•
▪ - Doug
- Behold the Lamb'
- Shop 'Til You Drop
Paid Program
a
O
- James Robison
- Video Gospel (R)
•
fts_ Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'A League of Their •(2l) - Marian Anderson Avery
O
- This Is the Life
0-MOVIE:'Taman.the Ape Man' Own'Based on the story
Home Again (R)
- Long Ago & Far Away: The O - MOVIE: 'Up the Down Stair- Off - American Sports Cavalcade
5:35 A.M.
•- Smurfs
of Hamelin
Pied
Piper
- Dangermouse
a - It Is Written
- Moonlighting
case'
Winners
A tribute to the late
;
O7
James
kennedy
- Scenic Wonders of America
- Kids Incorporated (R)
O
6:00 A.M.
Alan Kulwicki
Pacific Frontiers
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Real World (R)
sp - Wall Street Journal Report
O - Paid Program
- Baba,
O - MTV Jams Countdown
- MOVIE: 'Bright Eyes
as 13-)- Now WKRP in Cincinnati •
O - MOVIE: 'The Care Bears
MOVIE:
'The
Hill'
A
- MOVIE: 'All That Heaven Al
sadistic
MOVIE:
'Little
Noises'
A
frus
(R)
Movie' Animated Magical bears
sergeant brutalizes his prisoners
lows' Outside criticism mars a worn
trated
and
wacky
Update
writer
plagiarizes
a
Travel
Weekend
_ Real World (R)
1965
an's love for a gardener 1956
mute poet 1991
▪
- Weekend Morning Report
- SportsWeekly
- My Little Pony Tales
- Christopher Closeup
Winning
Talk
as - Oral Roberts
- Inspector Gadget
Sports
1:10 P.M.
11:30 A.M.
up - Faith Crusade Ministries
- MOVIE: 'The Man in the
This Week With David •- Major League Baseball: San
C2)
•
- Wildlife Mysteries Pan 1 of 2 •- P0PtYll
Moon'
- MOVIE: 'Don't Drink the
Francisco Giants at Chicago Cubs
Brinidey
- Jerry FliWell Presents
▪ - Jem
Water'
Wrigley Field (Live)
From
(1)- Stop the Insanity
•
- Dennis the Menace
9:05 A.M.
Storybsm
1:15 P.M.
- Zootife (R)
- Light of the World
•
0- Halley DWI
A.M.
7:05
'The Karate Kid'
MOVIE:
aele
CE)
811.4dro
_
ram
•
•- PoPtY•
9:15 A.M.
- Flint:stones
Program
MOVIE:
'Worth Winning' A
•
- Paid Program
- MOVIE:'Murderer's Row' Se7:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Sex and the Single lady-killer bets to win three fiancees
- Shakespeare: The Animated
in three months 1989 Rated PG 13
9:30 A.M.
Girl'
Tales: Romeo and Juliet IR/
0(2)-Amazing Grace
- Fifteen
cip - Two Rivers
- James Robison
•
- w•icom. to Pooh Corner
1:30 P.M.
• - Black Nouveau
cu - Robert Schuller
- Per*,to People
_ Sportecenter (R)
0X- Regina Steam Cleaner
- Bill Dance Outdoors (R)
In Touch
(ff - Rance Pepsi, Pasta
- MOVIE: 'Splendor in the
- James Kennedy
•
•(1)•- Paid Program
•
- Home Agiein (R)
0- Born Lucky
Grass' Forst love shiners a young
- Bunch of Munich
- Mickey Mouse Club
girl's life in a Kansas town 1961
- Garner Ted Armstrong
- MOVIE: Take Her, She's ▪ - Snourh
pp CD- Firneflex
- Reel World (R)
Mine' A man tries to keep his daugh- ▪ - Fleathcliff
O - Paid Program
- Auto Racing: NAIICAR Winter from leading a beatnik life 1983
- MOVIE: 'Beetlejuice
•
- SLliap G.E. Patterson
- $pooky Doo
ston Cup -- Champion Spark Plug
- Thirty Good Minutes
Worship: Presbyterian
•- Paid Program
•
400 From Michigan International
6:05 A.M.
:PGA 75thAnniversary
- Pinocchio
2:00 P.M.
12:00 P.M.
•▪ - Pereenel Diary
ap - Mouse Tracks
- Reel News for Kids
CI)0(1) - Track and Fiekl:
•
CI)- Perfect Smile
•
el)- Reading Rainbow (R)
- Big Picture
World Athletics Chernpionehlps
6:30 A.M.
America Comes to Greceland
MIRA
Today
PI
- Notional Geographic on AsSuper
Mario
Bros.
•CID - It's Your Business
- MOVIE: 'Balm It on Rio'
0- Worship: Cathedic Mass
▪ - Nstionel Gear Foundation signment
- Home Again (R)
pp (p)- To Se Announced.
•
- Reel World 16
al(I)- To Be Announced.
7:35 A.M.
- Coninwnity Worship
- Healing and the Mind 111)
Cl)•
- Legend e/ Prime Valiant
0-7 Magsaine
- Captain Planet and the Plansat)- Beekman's World
•
MOVIE- 'The Hanoi Hilton'
Heinelend
tears
Seecial
Seaerne
Street.
•
Hennenv
CID
•
Ties
- Fondly
•

-

•

•

•

•

i
I

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(R)

•

•

•

•

•

•

▪me Apfederate
sheriff

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ots (R)

•

n Oscar
ailed by

o

•

•

(R)

•

-

•

•

•

Ct

•

-

•

•

•

•

iati (R)

:ontin_

•

•

o

•

•

•

ur (R)
rnitory'
Story
hildren
0169h1 of
led or-

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*en' A
nt Uses

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

She's
daugh1963

•

•

•

•

•

•

min
of 2 (R)
Live (R)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Buford
Ingmar

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

I)

•

•

pan' A
hfir
dR

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

House'
veiop a
1992

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

waders'
Ahmed

•

•

•

•

•

•

SUNDAYcotir. e
l m
81 '21) - Dancing Man - - Peg Leg
Bates
en- Unsolved Mysteries
- MOVIE: 'The Chipmunk Adventure' Animated
81 - Real World (R)
- MOVIE: 'End of the Game' A
Swiss detective sleuths a 30-year-old
homicide 1976
go - Credo

•

•

2:30 P.M.
- Paid Program

•

- Winners A tribute to the late
Alan Kulwicki (R)
- Real World (R)
- Auto Racing: SCCA World
Challenge From Des Moines, Iowa
(A)
8)- Highway

•

•
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- Tennis: ATP Championship -Final From Cincinnati (Same-day
Tape)
- MOVIE. 'Take Her. She's
Mine' A man tries to keep his daughter from leading a beatnik life 1963
go _ Missions
4:10 P.M.
O - Tenth Inning Time Approximate With host Steve Stone
4:30 P.M.
- Sports Snapshot
- My Sister Sam
- Fifteen
- Captain Planet and the Planetears
- Paid Program
0(21 - New Yankee Workshop
- Shadetree Mechanic (R)
O - Real World (R)
go- Worship: First United Methodist Church

•

•

o

•

- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop
- MOVIE: 'The Three Faces of
Eve' True story of a woman with
three distinct personalities 1957
- World Youth Day Mass

•

•

•

•- Fats Domino &

Friends Fats
Domino performs with Ray Charles
and Jerry Lee Lewis in a New Orleans
concert
- MOVIE: 'Mississippi Masaia'
- Common Sense Religion

•

•

6:20 P.M.
- Baseball Tonight
6:30 P.M.
- Danger Theatre

•

•

8:30 P.M.
0-Designing Women
Roc (R)

- Dick Van Dyke

•

•

- Paid Program

•

•

•

•

9:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

•

10:40 P.M.
- MOVIE:'me* League' A rag-

•

tag team tries to turn their poor performance around 1989 Rated R

:00 P.M.

- Fishing With Roland Martin
Rocky Skaggs fishes for bass in Florta - Ghostwriter Pan 1 of 5 (R) ida (R)
- MOVIE: 'A League of Their
O - NHRA Today (R)
on the story of the all-gin
- Seven Deadly Sins The ancient Own'Based
baseball
league
of 1943 1992 Rated
concept of the Seven Deadly Sins is
examined from modern perspectives. PG
s- MOVIE: 'Lethal Weapon 3'
(R)
go - African Skies (R)
el - scowls
- Looney Tunes

•

- John Aniterberg
- In Search of the Lord's Way

•

•

•

•

- Armories's Funniest 0-News
Home Videos (R)
- Tribeca (R)
gp 01:) - I Witmss Video
- Miss Marple Part 3 of 3
118CE
- Murder. She Wrote
Counterstrike (R)
3:00 P.M.
(R)
▪ Mary Tyler Moore
0 CU - MOVIE: 'The Mirror
- Carl Perkins Circles of Hope
- Video Gospel (R)
Cracked' Agatha Christie's Miss Mar
Telethon From Jackson, Tenn , a ip - Bass:nesters BASSMASTER
pie sleuths a double murder 1980
5:00 P.M.
BP Top 100 Tournament at Lake MurO - Street Justice (R)
- Basketball: National SumGI
111 CU
0CID - News
ray near Columbia. S C (R)
inIn Living Color (R)
MN Championship -- Final From
am- ABC World News Sunday
MOVIE: 'Frankie's House'
- UhPlugged
Venice Beach, Calif (Live)
go copal cfp - CBS Evening News Two-war
correspondents develop a al- In Touch
IED 0
- NFL's Festal-it Men
- MOVIE: 'Spaced Invaders' camaraderie in 1960s Saigon 1992. al- Fallen Angels
Competition From Indio, Calif
Midwestern children aid a crew of Pan 2 of 2.
- Rejoice in the Lord
(Taped)
11:30 P.M.
pint-sized Martians 1990
- MOVIE: 'Praying Mantis' A
- Gossip! Gossip! Gossip!
- George Michael's Sports
P.M.
9:30
- Highlander: The Series (R)
predatory woman marries and murMachine
- You Can't Do That on Televi- •
▪ - Donne Reed
- Real West (R)
ders her lovers. 1993
sion
0CE)- Face the Nation
- Persons' Diary (R)
- My Two Dads
Nick
News:
W/5
•
go - Paid Program
1.e1D000- Paid Program
imat - Heedwaters
go - Family Double Dare
ap- Paid Program
- New WKRP in Cincinnati (R)
go - Rod & Reel Streamside .
- Hank Parker's Outdoor Priage- •
1 - WCW Main Event Wrestling in- Jean Harlow A salute to the
- In-Fisherman Television
rine Techniques for mid-summer patO - MOVIE:'The Assassin' A CIA
- Paid Program
electrifying career and fiery life of the
tern fishing. (R)
agent is accused of shooting a U.S.
- MOVIE: 'Imagine: John Len- •
(t)- Victory Garden
late, legendary actress Jean Harlow.
senator. 1989.
non' Rare footage enhances this porGirls
Night
Out:
Jeff
Cesario
- MOVIE: 'Death Dreams' A Host Shoran Stone
trait of the late musician 1988
Stand-up comedy. (R)
- Arsenio Hall (R)
wife claims she has made contact 4111121 - Civil War Pan 2 of 5
- ke•A•s•H
- MOVIE: lionkytorik Man' An with her late daughter 1991
- Rockurnemary
•
goInside Winston Cup Racing (R)
aging country singer and his nephew
Dobie
Gillis
•
P.M.
9:40
Avonies Part 1 of 2 (R)
.1- MOVIE:'The Accidental Tourhead to Nashville 1982 Rated PG
5- World Tomorrow
gp
Instant Replay
ist'
A
Reel
World
(R)
wnter's
routine
is
disrupted
by
- Real World (R)
a quirky dog trainer. 1988.
O - MOVIE: 'Twin Peaks: Fire S - Exciting World of Speed and
- Big Brother Jake
go - Drag Racing: NHRA Autolite
Beauty Profile of Mel Kenyon. (R),
Walk With Me' David Lynch's preMOVIE:
'Sleepwalkers'
Evil
•
MOVIE:
'The
Man
in
die
Nationals From Sears Point in Sonal- Scenic Wonders of America:
quel to his short-lived TV series
beings
feed
on
the
life
force
of
young
Moon'
experiAn
adolescent
girl
oma. Calif (Taped)
Pacific Frontiers A journey through
1992.
women 1992 Rated R
go - MOVIE: 'Madame X' A self- ences the pangs of first love 1991
Death Valley, Sequoia National Park,
MOVIE:
'Prime
Target'
Two
P.M.
10:00
- Jewish Chronicles
sacrificing woman is defended in
Yosemite Valley and other scenic
maverick lawmen loon forces to pro- 1110DSC2)SOXIIIWIDO
court by her son 1966
5:05 P.M.
wonders. (R)
tect a mob informant. 1991 Rated R
-Nines
- American Sports Cavalcade
- Mormon Tabernacle Choir
- American Muscle
- Major League Baseball: At- ▪
- War File
Motorcycle competition from the
- Feed the Children
3:05 P.M.
lanta
Braves
at
Cincinnati
Reds
AMA Daytona 800 Supersport at the
ap- Honeymooners
go - MOVIE: 'Three Men and a Daytona
From Riverfront Stadium (Live)
12:00 A.M.
International
Speedway
in
Roggin's Heroes (R)
Baby' Three Manhattan bachelors are
- Adventures of the Black Stal•
(2)5- Skate. & Ebert
Daytona Beach. Fla
Caroline's
an
infant
1987
•
Comedy
of
Hour
(R)
charge
left in
lion (R)
- Noggin's Heroes (R)
5:15 P.M.
- Silt Stalkings (R)
- MOVIE:'The Hand That Rocks
3:30 P.M.
go
cc- Guthy Minket
- MOVIE: 'Mannequin: On the the Cradle' A woman vows to des- Dragnet
00 cc - Pro Beach Volleyball: 0
0 - Current Affair Extra
Move'
A
cursed
peasant
is
freed
Network
Earth
troy a family she blames for her own
Seal Beach Open From Seal Beach,
•
C - Face the Nation
from her mannequin body by a clerk
woes 1991
•
- For Black Men Only (R)
Calif (Live)
O000- Paid Program
1991 Rated PG
5- Jean Harlow
- Studs
7:30 P.M.
go - Patty Duke
- MOVIE:'Cool World' A seduc- Road Test Magazine Best of
go - Just the Ten of Us
clj
MOVIE:
'Every- Personal Power
tive toon drags her creator into her
the Year selections in seven catego- Arcade
animated world 1992 Rated P6-13 bod▪ y's AN-American' A chronicle of
- Going Our Way (R)
ries
the
lives
of
a
football
star
and
his
- Paid Program
MOVIE: 'Until the End of the
5:30 P.M.
Paid Program
wife. 1988
211 - Kentucky Afield (R)
•
World A woman joins an enigmatic
•
- ABC World News Sunday
so- Liquid Television
- Roc (R)
- Bassmasters
traveler on a global quest. 1991
- News
- Sportscenter
- Mork & Mindy
Rated R.
go _ MOVIE: 'Vibes' Two psychics •CD•
NBC
Nightly
News
a
0
(I)
el- Ben Haden
in- Paid Program
help hunt for a legendary treasure in
- Auto Racing: SCCA Trans-Am
Lou
Hobbs
Goa- You Wrote It. You Watch It ▪ PA0V1E:'The Karate Kid' A Ja- From Toronto. (Taped)
Ecuador 1988 Rated PG
a- My Two Dads
panese handyman teaches a teen- •
Maniac Mansion (R)
- MOVIE:'A Boy Named Charlie
- Everyman
ager to defend himself 1984
Brown' Animated Charlie Brown 1111 - Guts
7:35
P.M.
▪ - Paid Program
- Changed Lives
goes to national spelling bee finals
go - For Better or for Worse: The
01(E)- Frugal Gourmet (R)
1969 Rated G
10:30 P.M.
Last Camping Trip
•- Reel World (R)
- Real World (R)
SW- Night Court
P.M.
8:00
- That's My Dog
_ Illuminations
siocu- MOVIE: "TIN Death Us man- Cheers Part 1 of 2
a- Faces on Faith
Over 200 Rebuilt
- Inside Edition Weekend
3:55 P.M.
Do Part' An L.A. prosecutor fights to
P.M.
the
Hill'
From
6:00
Transmissions
in Stock
MOVIE:
'Hoene
amGolden
Girls
Part
2
of
2
•
bring a killer to justice. 1992
Infidelity and illegitimacy plague a •
(i)S alp - Life Goes On (R)
sauectl- MOVIE: 'Poisoned 0 - Neehvelle Skyline
Texasfamily's ties 1980
go pp CID - °minium Leap (R)
by Love: The Kern County Murders' as- Campaign America
▪ (3-.) go - ISO Minutes (R)
- Gift of Love Children with cancer
4:00 P.M.
- Runaway With the Rich and
- Why Didn't I Think of That?
- Cad Perkins Circles of Hope gp - Parker Lewis (R)
•
Famous (R)
Telethon Continues
ups- MASH
- Jewel in the Crown
- Married... With Children
•- Star Trek: The Next GeneraMacOyver
• Allred Hitchcock Presents
ID - Lucy Show
We repair & service
tion 1R)
go- Are You Afraid of the Deft? Oil al - National Geographic Explorer go- Hidden Keys to a Loving RelaAutomatic
Transmissions
- In Search Of... (R)
tionship
•
O - MOVIE: 'Party Mason: The 0- Bobby Jones Gospel (R)
(R)
Story
- Double Traub**
Lead
Case of the Musical Murder'
in- MOVIE:'Libeled Lady' An edi- •
- Wild Side
tor tries to trick an heiress into drop- • Trucks and Tractor Power
▪ - Paid Program
- Tom Ili Jerry's Funhouse
al- Paid Program
11)- Ghostwriter Part 3 of 4 IR) ping a kowtow 1936.
•- Paid Program
so- MOVIE: 'The Little Milroy- •- HAM' With Orlando Wilson al- MOVIE: 'When Illeture Calls'
1/2 Mee from "1"
The hassles of civilization take their
go - This Old Nouse
pairs' Two Scottish orphans inno- Bone fishing at Key &scayne. Fie
- samokm. '92: 18 Days of toll on a family 1985 Reted R
Hwy. ININ • Paris, TN
- Remodeling & Decorating To- cendy wets a confrontation 1990
May
Judy. Lisa. Serbia & Ethel
gp - Real Wastil
d.,PO
901442-2672
•
- Speed Norm
go - Week In Seek
- Reel Wooed IR)
- Sportectentee
•

•

go CU 1111

0(/)- Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous (R)
gp
- MOVIE: 'Sinbad of the
Seven Sees'
O - Land & Lakes Hunting and fishing with Bill Hall
• - Prime.Suspect (R)
- Designing Women
- Siskei & Ebert
el - Parik•S•H
- MOVIE: 'Frankie's House'
Two war correspondents develop a
camaraderie in 1960s Saigon 1992
Part 2 of 2
al- Hollywood Insider (R)
- Superman
go - Perfect Smile
es- Paid Program
ID- MOVIE: 'Red Dust'
gp - Truckin' USA Tour of Lake
Tahoe (R)
- 120 Minutes
- Baseball Tonight (R)
0- John Osteen
ap- VISN Agenda
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Viewers
Choice

ad's Way

gue' A rage poor perRated R

Reclue

Hot
Choice

Rich and

tad of the

Listings For August 9 Thru August 15

rig and fish
(R)

MONDAY

i's House'
develop a
gon 1992

AUGUST 9, 1993
MORNING

(R)
9:305 Movie ***47 "A Few Good
Men" (1992, Drama) Tom Cruise,
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander's orders. (In Stereo)'R'
WOOS Movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute. Four °stars.
incieding Best Picture. (In Stereo)
'R'
Bikini Beach Party February edi•
tion: Surf sirens vie for top beach
honors. Host Brad Fuller.
10005Movie *"Honor and Glory"
(1993, Adventure) Cynthia Rothrock, Donna Jason. The FBI's sexiest martial artist tangles with hit
men while retrieving a stolen nuclear device. (In Stereo)'R'
11:005Movie **Yr "Leap of Faith"
(1992, Drama)Steve Martin, Debra
Winger. A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman. (In Stereo)'PG-13'

7ur of Lake

R)

Ws Sports

Program
ocinnati (R)
sein' A CIA
Dung a U S

Speed and
nyon (R)
if America:
ney through
'tonal Park,
ther scenic

11:305 movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute. Four Oscars,
including Best Picture. (In Stereo)
'R'

Oft

AFTERNOON
Extra
pram

End of the
n enigmatic
oat 1991
Trans-Am

owimimme

IC
DNS
Stock

rice
aeons
MAT1C

TN

•

12:00 5 Movie * "Swedish Playmates" Kande Anderson, Jean LaPorte. A French honeymoon introduces two Swedish newlyweds to
the seamier side of European romance 'NA'
100S Movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
conies out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars,
including Best Picture. (In Stereo)
'R'
2-00 al Movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
including Best Picture. (In SMreo)
'R' q
Bikini Beech Party February edi•
tion: Surf sirens vie for lop beach
honors. Host Brad Fuller.
3:00 5 Movie ** “itonoc* (1993,
Comedy) Arye Gross, Claudia
Christen. A desk derli's romance
with a model turns out to be more
then he bergeined for after he
teems she's a deranged kite/ (In
Stereo)'R'
&915 movie ***In "A Few Good
Mese (1992. Drama) Tom Cruise,
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
besting a comrade to death were
IOWA" following Ina* commonder's orders. (In Memo)'R'
cee gi movie *at** "Uneergialie"
(1962. Western) Card Seetwood,
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman Is

comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute. Four Oscars,
including Best Picture. (In Stereo)
'R' q
5:00 al Bikini Beach Party February
edition: Surf sirens vie for top
beach honors. Host Brad Fuller
EVENING
6005 movie * "Honor and Glory"
(1993.- Adventure) Cynthia Rothrock, Donna Jason. The FBI's sexiest martial artist tangles with hit
men while retrieving a stolen nuclear device. (In Stereo) 'IT
5 Movie *a% "Leap of Faith"
(1992, Drama)Steve Martin, Debra
Winger. A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman. (In Stereo) • P0-13

200 el Hot Body Video Magazine
"Summer Special" Twin covergirls
Lynette and Michelle highlight this
profite of top international models
2:30S Mane **** "Unforgiven"
(1992. Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute. Four Oscars.
including Best Picture (In Stereo)

al

La Toya Jackson Interna3:00
tional Exotic Club Tour La Toya
Jackson goes behind the scenes of

international exotic nightclubs
•Movie **a a "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
•R
Movie * "Honor and Glory"
400
(1993, Adventure) Cynthia Roth rock , Donna Jason The FBI's sexiest martial artist tangles with hit
men while retrieving a stolen nuclear device (In Stereo) R

TUESDAY
AUGUST 10, 1993

119 Movie **42 "Leap of Faith"
(1992, Drama) Steve Martin, Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo)'P0-13

700 110 Movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
9:00 5 Bikini Beach Party March
comes out of retirement to avenge
edition: Surf sirens vie for top
a mutilated prostitute. Four Oscars,
beach honors Host Brad Fuller
including Best Picture. (In Stereo)
10:00 111) Movie ***47"A Few Good
'R' q
Men" (1992, Drama) Torn Cruise,
600 91 Movie * "Swedish PlayDerni Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
mates" Kande Anderson. Jean Laprove that two Marines accused of
Porte. A French honeymoon introdbeating a comrade to death were
uces two Swedish newlyweds to
actually following thew commanthe seamier side of European romder's orders. (In Stereo)'R'
ance. 'NR'
Movie * "Swedish Playmates"
up movie *00* "Unforgiven"
•
Kandi Anderson, Jean LaPorte A
(1992. Western) Clint Eastwood.
French honeymoon introduces two
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
Swedish newlyweds to the seamier
comes out of retirement to avenge
side of European romance 'NA'
a mutilated prostitute. Four Oscars.
including Best Picture. (In Stereo) 10:305 movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
'R' q
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
Movie a*** -untorgivon9:30
comes out of retirement to avenge
(1992. Western) Clint Eastwood.
a mutilated prostitute. Four Oscars.
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
including Best Picture. (In Stereo)
comes out of retirement to avenge
'R'
a mutilated prostitute. Four Oscars.
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
AFTERNOON
'R • in.;
Candid Candid Camera No
10:00
4 Allen Funt introduces uncensored 12:00 5 Movie ** "Hexed" (1993
Comedy) Arye Gross, Claudia
film clips of venous people "caught
Christian A desk clerk's romance
in the act of being themselves in
with a model turns out to be more
zanyesituations
than he bargained for after he
movie ***Y2 "A Few Good
10;30
learns she's a deranged killer (In
Men" (1992, Drama) Tom Cruise,
Stereo) 'R' q
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
Movie *Yr "Wild Cactus"
prove that two Marines accused of 12:30
(1992, Suspense) David Naughton,
beating a comrade to death were
India Allen. A homicidal ex-con and
actually followirej their commonhis seductive partner lure two deder's orders. (In Stereo)'R'
sert vacationers into a web of lust
11A0e Miss Topless 1992 From the
end deceit. (In Stereo)'R' q
Sahara Hotel. Las Vegas.
Movie ***Yr "A Few Good
109
12095 movie **** "UnIorgiven"
Men" (1992, Drama) Tom Cruise,
(1992. Western) Cent Eastwood.
Dens Moors. A Navy lawyer tries to
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
prove that two Marines accused of
comes out of retirement to avenge
besting a comrade to death Were
a mutilated prostitute. Four Clews,
actualty folk:owing their commanincluding Best Picture. (In Stereo)
der's orders (In Stereo)'A'
'R'
2195 Bikini Beech Party March
al Movie ** "Hexed"(1993, Coedition: Surf sirens vie for top
medy) AP& Gross, Claude Chnsbeach honors. Host Brad Fuller.
tian. A desk clerk's romance with a
k,se
movie ***a "Uiderigiven"
model turns out to be more than he
(1992, Western) Cant Eastwood,
bargained for after he learns she's
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
a deranged Idlior. (In Stereo)'R'
comes out of retirement to avenge
i5Movie eltriSS "Lam at Paler
a'mailed prostitute. Four Decors.
(1992, Drama)Steve Merlin, Debra
includillg DOM Pklure (in Stereo)
Winger. A phony MO healer bide
'R'
the road to religion paved with
MOO WWI
•allerier end Geer
riches until his aseistent tale In love
OWL Astamos croft noshwith a lawman (In Stereo) 'P0-13'
reek.0101111ilellen. The FIN',eonC?
1111

•

est martial artist tangles with hit
men while retrieving a stolen nu
clear device (In Stereo)'R
3:30 II9 Movie *1017 "Leap of Faith"
(1992, Drama) Steve Martin Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo) PG 13
q
a *V? "The Lover"
5:00 5
(1992, Drama) Jane March, Tony
Based on Marguerite
Leung
Duras autoniographical tale of her
teen-age love affair with an Oder
Chinese man in 1929 Vietnam (In
9
Stereo)
Bikini Beach Party March adi
bon Surf sirens vie for top beach
honors Host Brad Fuller
5305 movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
R q

Mo..,

EVENING
6:00 e Movie * "Swedish Playmates" Kande Anderson, Jean LaPorte A French honeymoon introduces two Swedish newlyweds to
the seamier side of European romance NR •
7:00e Movie ***47 "A Few Good
Men" (1992. Drama) Torn Cruise,
Demi Moore A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following thew commander's orders (rn Stereo) 'A' p
9:00 5
"Hexed" (1993.
Comedy) Arye Gross, Claudia
Christian A desk clerk's romance
with a model turns out to be more
than he bargained for after he
learns she's a deranged killer (In
Stereo)'R'
•Movie ***Yr "A Few Good
Men" (1092, Drama) Tom Cruise,
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to

movie

prove that hyo Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander s orders (In Stereo) R
9:30 5 Movie *47 "Wild Cactus"
(1992, Suspense) David Naughton,
India Alien A homicidal ex-con and
his seductive partner lure two desert vacationers into a web of lust
and deceit (In Stereo) R'
10:00S Miss Topless 1992 From the
Sahara Hotel. Las Vegas
2"Leap of Faith"
1
10:30 19 Moves•*/
(1992, Drama)Steve Martin, Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo)'P013

11:00 (II) Hot Body Video Magazine
Summer Special Twin covergins
Lynette and Michelle highlight this
profile of top international models
2"A Few Good
/
11:30(9 Movie ***1
Men" (1992. Drama) Tom Cruise,
Derni Moore A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their comman- _ .
der s orders (In Stereo)'A' q
12:005 Movie a "Intimate Obsession" (1992. Adult) Jodie Fisher,
James Quarter A woman has a difficult time deciding it she prefers
her husband, her lover or her Money 'A
12:305 Mowe a a a•"Unforgiven"
(1992. Western) Clint Eastwood.
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
• R • 9_
2:00 IN Movie *47 "Wild Cactus"
(1992. Suspense) David Naughton.
India Allen A homicidal ex -con and
his seductive partner lure two desert vacationers into a web of lust
and deceit (In Stereo)'A c)
La Toys Jackson International
•
Exotic Club Tour La Toya Jackson
goes behind the scenes of international exotic nightclubs
3005 Candid Candid Camera No 4
Alien Funt introduces uncensored
film clips of various people "caught
in the act of being themselves in
zany situations
2 "A Few Good
1
Movie **•/
Men" (1992, Drama) Tom Cruise.
Dern' Moore A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander's orders. (In Stereo)'R'
400 in Movie a "Swedish Playmates" Kande Anderson, Jean LaPorte. A French honeymoon
introduces two Swedish newlyweds to the seamier side of European romanoe. 'NR'
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and
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EVENING

•

AUGUST 11, 1993
MORNING
000 is Movie ***a "d9for9iven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood.
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
•R•
•Bikini Beach Party Apra edi900
tion: Surf sirens vie for top beach
honors. Host Brad Fuller
930w Movie ***a "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
9
1000 so Movie ** "Hexed" (1993.
Comedy) Arye Gross. Claudia
Christian A desk clerk's romance
with model turns out to be more
than he bargained for after he
learns she's a deranged kilter (In
Stereo)'R'9
Movie ***1,2 "A Few Good
10:30
Men" (1992, Drama) Torn Cruise,
Demi Moore A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander s orders (In Stereo)'R'

0

AFTERNOON
Movie ***1/2 "A Few Good
12:00
Men" (1992, Drama) Tom Cruise,
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander s orders (In Stereo) R
is movie * "Honor and Glory"
(1993, Adventure) Cynthia Rothrock, Donna Jason The FBI s sexiest martial artist tangles with hit

men while retrieving a stolen nuclear device. (In Stereo)'R'
1:001111Movie **St "Leap of Faith"
(1992, Drama) Steve Martin, Debra
Winger. A phony faith healer fonds
the road to religion paved wilt)
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo)'P0-13
200S Bikini Beach Party April edition Surf sirens vie for top beach
honors Host Brad Fuller
Movie Ii1/2 "Wild Cactus"
2:30
(1992. Suspense) David Naughton.
India Allen. A homicidal ex-con and
his seductive partner lure two desert vacationers into a web of lust
and deceit. (In Stereo) 'R'
300 III Movie * "Swedish Playmates" Kandi Anderson. Jean LaPorte. A French honeymoon introduces two Swedish newlyweds to
the seamier side of European romance. 14F1'
is movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992. Western) Clint Eastwood.
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars,
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
'R'
Movie ***I/2 "A Few Good
4:30
Men" (1992. Drama) Torn Cruise,
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander's orders. (In Stereo)'R 9
5:00 So Bikini Beach Party April edition: Surf sirens vie for top beach
honors. Host Brad Fuller.
5:30w Movie ***it "A Few Good
Men" (1992. Drama) Torn Cruise.
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander's orders. (In Stereo) 'R•

•
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coo
movie ** "Pissed" (1993,
Comedy) Arye Gross, Claudia
Christian A desk clerk's romance
with a model turns out to be more
than he bargained for after he
learns she's a deranged killer. (In
Stereo) 'R'
Movie aiivi "The Lover"
700
(1992, Drama) Jane March. Tony
Based on Marguerite
Leung
Duras autobiographical tale of her
teen-age love affair with an older
Chinese man in 1929 Vietnam (In
Stereo) 'R'

•

MOOS Movie * "Honor and Glory"
(1993, Adventure) Cynthia Rothrock, Donna Jason. The FBI's sexiest martial artist tangles with hit
men while retrieving a stolen nuclear device. (In Stereo) - :.;
2 "Leap of Faith"
1
Movie **/
(1992. Drama)Steve Martin. Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo) 'P0-13'

s

9:00w Movie ***In -A Few Good
Men" (1992. Drama) Torn Cruise.
'Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander's orders. (In Stereo)'R'
1000 al Hot Body Video Magazine
"Summer Special- Twin covergerls
Lynette and Michelle highlight this
profile of top international models
•Movie **** "Onforgiviiii"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
Gene Hackman. An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars,
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
•R
11:00 411 La Toya Jackson International Exotic Club Tour La Toya
Jackson goes behind the scenes of
international exotic nightclubs.
Movie **V: "The Laver"
11:30
(1992, Drama) Jane March, Tony
Based on Marguerite
Leung
Duras autobiographical tale of her
teen-age love affair with an older
Chinese man on 1929 Vietnam (In
Stereo)
12:00 611 Movie * "Swedish Ploymates" Kandi Anderson. Jean LaPorte. A French honeymoon introduces two Swedish newlyweds to
the seamier side of European romance 'N13
:30 11) movie ***14"A Few Goad
12
Men" (1992. Drama) Torn Cruise.
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander's orders (In Stereo) • R'
1:30w Movie ***v2 "A Few Good
Men" (1992. Drama) Tom Cruise,
Demi Moore A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following thew commander s orders (In Stereo)'A' g
2:000 Candid Candid Camera No.4
Allen Funt introduces uncensored
film clips of various people caught
in the act of being themselves • in
zany situations
300• Miss Topless 1992 From the
Sahara Hotel. Las Vegas.
al Movie **V: "Leap of Faith"
(1992. Drama) Steve Martin, Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo)'P0-13.
44.is movie ** "Hexed" (1993,
Comedy) Ary• Gross. Claudia
Christian A desk dark's romance
with a model turns out to be more
than he bargiwted for after he
,In
:owns she s a derangec
Stereo)

Immo'THURSDAY Limo
AUGUST 12, 1993
MORNING

s Movie

55½ "Leap of Faith"
(1992. Drama) Steve Martin, Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman. (In Stereo)'P0-13'

1:30ip mows ***Y2"A Few Good
Men" (1992. Drama) Tom Cruise,
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
700 ilt Movie **a% "A Few Good
beating a comrade to death were
Men" (1992. Drama) Tom Cruise,
actually following thew commanDemi Moore A Navy lawyer tries to
der's orders (In Stereo) 'R'
prove that two Marines accused of
9:00 IS Bikini Beach Party May edibeating a comrade to death were
tion: Surf sirens vie for top beach
actually following their commanhonors. Host: Brad Fuller.
der s orders. (In Stereo)'A' c)
10:00 II Movie **** "Unforgiven"
9::00•Movie * —Swedish Play(1992. Western) Clint Eastwood.
mates" Kann Anderson, Jean LaGene Hackman An aged gunman is
Porte, A French honeymoon
comes out of retirement to avenge
introduces two Swedish newa mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
lyweds to the sooner side of Euroincluding Best Picture. (In Stereo)._
--Twin romance. 'NW
'R
ID Movie ***a "Linforgiven"
*
"Honor and Glory"
•Movie
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood,
(1993, Adventure) Cynthia RothGene Hackman, An aged gunman is
rock, Donna Jason. The FBI's sexicomes out of retirement to avenge
est martial artist tangles with hit
a mutilated prostitute. Four Oscars.
men while retrieving a stolen nuincluding Best Picture. (In Stereo)
clear device. (In Stereo) 11'
'R'
Movie **102"Leap of Faith"
1110
Movie 55½ "The Lover"
9:30
(1992. Drama) Steve Martin, Debra
(1992. Drama) Jane March, Tony
Winger A phony faith healer finds
Based on Marguerite
Leung
the road to religion paved with
Duras' autobiographical tale of her
riches until his assistant falls in love
teen-age love affair with an older
with a lawman (In Stereo) 'P0-13'
Chinese man in 1929 Vietnam_ (In
Stereo) •R'
AFTERNOON

10:00

La Toya Jackson International Exotic Club Tour La Toys
Movie * "Swedish Play12:00
Jackson goes behind the scenes of
mates" Kandi Anderson, Jean Lainternational exotic nightclubs_
Porte A French honeymoon introd- 10:30
Live From New York: Pete
uces two Swedish newlyweds to
Townshend's PsychoDerelict Authe seamier side of European romgust 7. 1993: From New York, rock
ance. 'NA•
superstar Pete Townshend per12:30
Movie 5V2 "Wild Cactus"
forms his latest theatrical-musical
(1992, Suspense) David Naughton.
creation,
India Allen A homicidal ex-con and 11005 Candid Candid Camera No.
his seductive partner lure two de4 Alien Funt introduces uncensored
sert vacationers into a web of lust
film clops of various people "caught
and deceit, (In Stereo)'R'
in the act of being themselves"in
1:00 is movie **** "Unforgiven"
zany situations.
(1992. Western) Clint Eastwood, 11:30
Movie ***Y2"A Few Good
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
Men" (1992. Drama) Tom Cruise,
comes out of retirement to avenge
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
prove that two Marines accused of
including Best Picture. (In Stereo)
beating a comrade to death were
11- g
actually following their comman2:00 al Bikini Beech Party May edider's orders. (In Stereo)'R'
tion: Surf sirens vie for top beach 12:00
Movie ** "Hinted" (1993.
honors. Host: Brad Fuller.
Comedy) Arye Gross, Claudia
2:30w Movie ***42"A Few Good
Christian A desk 'clerk's romance
Istor (1992. Drama) Tom Cruise,
with a model turns out to be more
Demi Moore. A Navy lawyer tries to
than he bargained for after he
prove that two Marines accused of
learns she s a deranged killer (In
beating a comrade to death were
Stereo) R
commantheir
following
actually
100 ei Movie **v2"Leap(*Fain"
der's orders. (In Stereo) •R' 9
(1992. Drama) Steve Marlin, Debra
300 go Movie ** "Hexed" (1993,
Winger. A phony faith healer finds
Comedy) Arye Gross. Claudia
the road to religion paved with
Christian A desk clerk's romance
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a model turns out to be more
with a lawman (In Stereo) 'P0-13'
than he bargained for after he
learns she s a deranged killer (In
**1•7 -rpm Lover
2:00
Stereo) 'R'
(1992. Drama) Jane March. Tony
3:30 ID Movie ***v2 "A Few Good
Based on Marguerite
Leung
Men" (1992, Drama) Tom Cruise,
Duras autobiographical tale of her
Demi MOore A Navy lawyer tries to
teen-age love affair with an older
prove that two Marines accused of
Chinese man in 1929 Vietnam (In
beating a comrade to death were
Stereo) 'A 9
actually following their commander's orders. (In Stereo)'R
Miss Topless 1992 From the Sa2 "Wed C.ectus"
1
/
5:00 in Movie •
hara Hotel, Las Vegas.
(1992, Suspense) David Naughton.
2:005 Hot Body Video Magazine
India Allen A homicidal ex-con and
"Summer Special" Twin oovergwls
his seductive partner lure two deLynette and Michelle higheght this
sert vacationers into a web of lust
prone of top international models
and deceit (In Stereo) 'R'
IS Movie **** "UnIergiven"
Bikini Beach Party May edition:
(1992. Western) Clint Eastwood.
Surf sirens vie for top beach honGene Hackman An aged gunman is
ors Host Brad Fuller
comes out of retirement to avenge
a muleMed prostitute. Four Oscars,
including Beet Picture (in Stem)
EVENING
•R
CIO
Moves •"litneele ObeseOM•Movie•"Hefter and Glary"
elm" (1902, Adult) Jodie Fisher.
(1RS, Adventure) Cynthia Roshrock, Donna Jason The FBI s sexiJames Gunter A woman has a dMNeu* tome deciding if she prefers
est martial artist tangles with hit
tin husband her over or her rnomen while retrieving a stoien i10,vey R
clear device (In Stereo) A

•
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SATURDAY
AUGUST 13, 1993
MORNING
/
2"Leap of Faith"
8:300 Movie **1
(1992. Drama) Steve Martin. Debra
Winger. A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman. (In Stereo) •PG-13
9:00 a) Movie **th "'The Bodyguard" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and roman
while
protecting
ance
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo) 'R' q
Bikini Beach Party June edition .
•
Surf sirens vie for top beach honors. Host Brad Fuller.
10:00
Movie * "Swedish Playmates" Kandi Anderson, Jean LaPorte. A French honeymoon
introduces two Swedish newlyweds to the seamier side of European romance. 'NR'
10:300 Movie ** "Jennifer Eight"
(1992, Mystery) Andy Garcia, Uma
Thurman. A maverick cop's reassignment to Northern California
leads to an investigation of a brutal
series of killings. (In Stereo) 'R'
11:30•Movie **/
1
2 "The Bodyguard" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner. Whitney Houston. A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romprotecting
an
while
ance
entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo)'R' q

EVENING
600 5 Movie * "Swedish Playmates" Kandi Anderson. Jean LaPorte. A French honeymoon introduces two Swedish newlyweds to
the seamier side of European romance 'NA'
7:00 GI Movie **Ir4 "The Bodyguard" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston A Seagent-turnedService
cret
bodyguard finds danger and romprotecting
an
while
ance
entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo) 'R' q
8005 Movie ** "Hexed" (1993.
Comedy) Arye Gross. Claudia
Christian A desk clerk's romance
with a model turns out to be more
than he bargained for after he
learns she's a deranged killer (In
Stereo)'R'
1
2"The Bodyguard"
0 Movie **/
(1992, Suspense) Kevin Costner,
Whitney Houston. A Secret Service
agent-turned-bodyguard finds danger and romance while protecting
an entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo)'R' q
9:30 in Movie **11 "The Bodyguard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Seagent-turnedService
cret
bodyguard finds danger and roman
while
protecting
ance
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo)'R'
10:00
Candid Candid Camera No
4 Allen Funt introduces uncensored
film clips of various people "caught
in the act of being themselves" in
zany situations.

AFTERNOON
12:000 Movie ** "Hexed" (1993,
Comedy) Arye Gross. Claudia
Christian. A desk clerk's romance
with a model turns out to be more
than he bargained for after he
teams she's a deranged killer. (In
Stereo) 'R' q
1
2 "The Body1:00 al Move **/
guard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romance
whole
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo)'R' q
2000 Movie **1,2 "The Bodyguard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner. Whitney Houston. A Seagent-turnedService
cret
bodyguard finds danger and roman
protecting
while
ance
entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo) FT q
0Bikini Beach Party June edition
Surf sirens vie for top Awl" honors Host Brad Fuller.
3000 Movie * "Honor and Glory"
(1993. Adventure) Cynthia Rothrock, Donna Jason The FBI s sexiest martial artist tangles with hit
men whole retrieving a stolen nuclear del/de (In Stereo) '13'
1
2"Leap of Faith"
3:30e Movie **/
(1992. Drama) Steve Martin, Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman. (In Stereo) •PG-13'
1
2 "The Body4:30 S Movie **/
guard" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston A Seagent-turnedService
cret
bodyguard finds danger and romprotecting
an
ance
while
entertainer from a stalker Oh
Stereo) 'R' q
Bikini Beach Party June WoSAO
•
ken Surf sirens vie for lop beech
honors Host Brad Fuller
3:305 Movie •• "Jennifer Eight"
(1997 Mystery) Andy Gyre,

10:30 in Movie **1/2 "Leap of Faith"
(1992, Drama) Steve Martin, Debra
Winger. A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
11000 Miss Topless 1992 From the
Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas.
1200 le movie **I/2 "The Bodyguard" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Seagent-turnedService
cret
bodyguard finds danger and roman
while
protecting
ance
entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo)'R' q
18 movie * -Intimate Obsession"
(1992. Adult) Jodoe Fisher, James
Quarter. A woman has a difficult
time deciding if she prefers her husband, her lover or her money. 'R'
12:300 Movie ** "Jennifer Eight"
(1992. Mystery) Andy Garcia, Uma
Thurman. A maverick cop's reassignment to Northern California
leads to an investigation of a brutal
series of killings. (In Stereo)'R'
2:000 Hot Body Video Magazine
"Summer Special Twin covergtris
Lynette and Michelle highlight this
profile of top international models
1
2 "The BodyMovie **/
2:30
guard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Seagent-turnedService
cret
bodyguard finds danger and roman
protecting
while
ance
entertainer from a stalker . (In
Stereo) 'R'
3:00 la La Toys Jackson International Exotic Club Tour La Toys
Jackson goes behind the scenes of
international exotic nighIclubs.
0Movie **Vs "The "Nygaard"
(1992, Suspense) Kevin Costner.
Whitney Houston A Secret Service
agent-turned-bodyguard finds danger' and romance while protecting
W entertainer from a stalker (in
Stereo)'R' q
410 S Movie * "Swedish Playmates" Komi! Anderson Jean La
Pints

al

AUGUST 14, 1993
MORNING
5:00 0 Movie **1 7 "The Bodyguard" (1992 Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romance
whole
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo) 'Ft' q
COO al Movie * "Honor and Glory"
(1993. Adventure) Cynthia Rothrock, Donna Jason The FBI's sexiest martial artist tangles with hit
men while retrieving a stolen nuclear device (In Stereo) A
SAO al Movie • "Swedish Playmates" Kandi Anderson, Jean LaPorte
A French honeymoon
introduces two Swedish newlyweds to the seamier side of European romance 'NFU
1
2 "Leap of Faith"
•Move **/
(1992, Drama) Steve Martini,Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo)'AG-13
8:300 Movie **** "Unforgiven"
(1992, Western) Clint Eastwood.
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
'A p
10:00 e Movie ** "Hexed" (1993
Comedy) Arye Gross, Claudia
Christian A desk clerks romance
with a model turns out to be more
than he bargained for after he
learns she's a deranged killer (In
Stereo)'R'
ID Move **/
1
2"The Bodyguard"
(1992, Suspense) Kevin Costner
Whitney Houston A Secret Service
agent-turned-bodyguard finds danger and romance while protecting
an entertainer from a stalker On
Stereo) 'R'
11:00 ei Movie **/
1
2 "The Lover"
(1992. Drama) Jane March, Tony
Leung
Based on Marguerite
Duras autobiographical tale of her
teen-age love affair with an older
Chinese man in 1929 Vietnam (In
Stereo) R

beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commanders orders (In Stereo)
4:00 el Movie * "Swedish Playmates" Kandi Anderson, Jean La
Porte
A French honeymoon
introduces two Swedish newlyweds to the seamier side of European romance NR
500
Movie •*vz "The Bodyguard" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romance
protecting
an
whole
entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo) A

al

5:305 move ***a "Unforgiven"
(1992 Western) Clint Eastwood
Gene Hackman An aged gunman is
comes out of retirement to avenge
a mutilated prostitute Four Oscars.
including Best Picture (In Stereo)
R

• EVENING
6:000 Movie ** "Hexed" (1993.
Comedy) Arye Gross, Claudia
Christian A desk clerk's romance
with a model turns out to be more
than he bargained for after helearns she s a deranged killer (In
Stereo) 'R
1
2"Leap of Faith"
7:300Movie **/
(1992. Drama)Steve Martin. Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo) PG-13
COO0Movie ***11 "A Few Good
Men" (1992, Drama) Tom Cruise,
Dens Moore A Navy lawyer tries to
prove that two Marines accused of
beating a comrade to death were
actually following their commander's orders (In Stereo) 'R'

e Movie * "Intimate Obsession"
(1992, &tuff) Jodie Fisher, James
Quarter A woman has a difficult
time decoding if she prefers her husband. her lover Of her money 'R
9300 Movie ** "Jennifer Eight"
(1992. Mystery) Andy Garcia, Uma
Thurman A maverick cop's reassognment to Northern California
leads to an investigation of a brutal
, series of killings (In Stereo)'A' q
10:000 Miss Topless 1992 From the
Sahara Hotel Las Vegas
11:00 te Andrew Dice Clay No Apologies July 10, 1991 The controversial comic performs on concert
Hot Body Video Magazine
Summer Special' Twin covergirts
Lynette and Michelle highlight this
profile of top international models
12:00
Movie * "Swedish Playmates" Kandt Anderson, Jean LaPorte A French honeymoon introd
uces two Swedish newlyweds
the seamier side of European romtoorn
ance
"The Bodyguard"
(1992. Suspense) Kevin Costner
Whitney Houston A Secret Service
agent-turned-bodyguard finds danger and romance while protecting
an entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo)'A' q
1:00 5
"Wild Cactus"
(1992, Suspense) David Naughton.
India Aden A homicidal ex-con and
his seductive partner lure two desert vacationers into a web of lust
and deceit (In Stereo)'R 1,1
2:00 a" La Toya Jackson International Exotic Club Tour La Toya
Jackson goes behind the scenes of
international exotic nightclubs
1
2"Leap of Faith"
2:300 Movie **/

Movie

1
2 "The Lover"
3:000 Movie **/
(1992. Drama) Stereo?
S Candid Candid Camera No 4
Alien Funt introduces uncensored
film clips of various people "caught
on the act of being themselves" in
zany situations
400
Movie ** "Hexed"(1993.
Comedy)

RIGHT AI' HOME.
THIS NIONTII ON I' kl.-PER-VIEW.

GI I( 1RR11.1) k‘N k

AFTERNOON

up

1200
Movie * "Intimate Obsession" (1992, Adult) Jodie Fisher.
James Quarter A woman has a difficult time decoding if she prefers
her husband, her lover or her money Ft
12:300 Movie **V:"Leap of Faith"
(1992. Drama) Steve Martin. Debra
Winger A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman (In Stereo)'PG-13
1:00 0 Movie •/
1
2 "Wild Cactus"
(1992. Suspense) Dowd Naughton
India Allen. A homicidal ex-con and
his seductive partner lure two desert vacationers into a web of lust
and deceit (In Stereo) R
2:000 movie * "Honor and Glory"
(1993, Adventure) Cynthia Rothrock, Donna Jason The FBI's sexiest martial artist tangles with hit
men while retrieving a stolen nuclear device. (In Stereo) '11'(31
2305 Movie ** "Jeiwilter Eight"
(1992. Mystery) Andy Garcia, Uma
Thurman A maverick cop's reassignment to Northern California
leads to an invesagetion of a brutal
series of killings (In Stereo) 'R' q
&NS Movie ***vs "A Peer Geed
Men" (1902. Drams) Tom Cruise
Dens Moore A Navy lawyer tries to
prove thai two Monne.; re-rimer, 1.

•
.00
•

,/

THE

bODYGUARD‘--

Call 753-5005
And
Order Today
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AUGUST 15, 1993
MORNING
Lilo up Movie Oh "Wild Cactus"
(1992, Suspense) David Naughton,
India Allen. A homicidal ex-con and
his seductive partner lure two desert vacationers into a web of lust
arid deceit. (In Stereo)'R' q
Movie * ~Swedish Playmates" Kandi Anderson, Jean LaPorte. A French honeymoon introduces two Swedish newlyweds to
the seamier side of European romance. 'NR'
7:00
•Movie **V2 "The Lever"
(1992, Drama) Jane March, Tony
Leung. Based on Marguerite
Durits' autobiographical tale of her
teen-age love affair with an older
Chinese man in 1929 Vietnam (In
Stereo)'R' q
II:00 111 Movie * "Honor and Glory"
(1993, Adventure) Cynthia Rothrock, Donna Jason. The FBI's sexiest martial artist tangles with hit
men while retrieving a stolen nuclear device. (In Stereo)'R'
II:30 ID Movie ** "Jennifer Eight"
(1992, Mystery) Andy Garcia. Uma
Thurman. A maverick cop's reassignment to Northern California
leads to an investigation of a brutal
series of killings. (In Stereo)'R'
tog e movie 11½ "'The Bodyguard" (1992,
'
Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and rom-

bodyguard finds danger and roman
while
protecting
ance
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo)'R'
Bikini Beach Party May edition.
Surf sirens vie for top beach honors. Host Brad Fuller.
&we Bikini Beach Party June edition: Surf sirens vie for top beach
honors. Host: Brad'Fuller.
1
2 "The Body330k Movie **/
gawd" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner. Whitney Houston. A Seagent-turnedcret
Service
bodyguard finds danger and romance
while
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo) 'IV q
45 Movie ** "Nosed" (1993.
Comedy) Arye Gross, Claudia
Christian. A desk clerk's romance
with a model turns out to be more
than he bargained for after he
learns she's a deranged killer. (In
Stereo)'R'
4:30 al Movie 11/
1
2 "The Bodyguard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A SeService
agent-turnedcret
bodyguard finds danger and romance
while
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo) 'R' p

protecting
an
ance
whole
entertainer from a stalker (In
Stereo)'R' q
11:00
•
Bikini Beach Party February
edition: Surf sirens vie for top
beach honors. Host Brad Fuller.
gp Movie *0.4 "Leap of Faith"
(1992. Drama)Steve Martin, Debra
Winger. A phony faith heeler finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
q
11:30•Movie 0,406 "The Bodyguard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner. Whitney Houston. A Seagent-timedcret
Service
bodyguard finds danger and romance
while
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo)'R c;)
AFTERNOON
12:00w [NOUN Beach Party March
edition: Surf sirens vie for top
beach honors. Host Brad Fuller.
1:00 48 Bikini Beach Party April edition: Surf sirens vie for top beach
honors. Host Brad Fuller.
•Movie ** "Jennifer Eight"
(1992. Mystery) Andy Garcia. Urns
Thurman. A maverick cop's reassignment to Northern California
leads to an investigation of a brutal
series of killings. (In Stereo)'R'
2:00•movie 11½ "ilt• Bodyguard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston A Secret
Service
agent-turned-

EVENING
9005 Movie * "Intimate Obsession" (1992, Adult) Jodie Fisher,
James Quarter. A woman has a difficult time deciding if she prefers
her husband, her lover or her money. 'R'
•Movie **Si "Leap of Faith"
(1992, Drama) Steve Marlin. Debra
Winger. A phony faith healer finds
the road to religion paved with

riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawnian. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
700w Movie *it% "The Bodyguard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romwhile
ance
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo)'R' q
too•Movie * "Swedish Playmates" 'Candi Anderson, Jean LaPorte. A French honeymoon introduces two Swedish newlyweds to
the seamier side of European romance. 'NR'
•Movie ** "Jennifer Eight"
(1992. Mystery) Andy Garcia, Urns
Thurman. A maverick cop's reassignment to Northern California
leads to an investigation of a brutal
series of killings. (In Stereo)'A* c)
9:30•Movie 111
/
2 "The Bodyguard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romance
while
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker. (in
Stereo)'R' c-j
10005 Hot Body Video 'Magazine
"Summer Special" Twin covergirls
Lynette and Michelle highlight this
profile of top international models_
10:30 s Movie **V2 "The Bodyguard" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romance
while
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo)'R' q
11:00 al La Toya Jackson International Exotic Club Tour La Toya

Jackson goes behind,the scenes of
international exotic nightclubs
1
2 "The Body12005 Move **/
guard" (1992. Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston, A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romance
while
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo) 'R' q
Movie ** "Hexed"(1993, Co-•
mach) Arye Gross, Claudia Christian. A desk clerk's romance with a
model turns out to be more than he
bargained for after he learns she's
a deranged killer. (In Stereo)'R' q
1:00 41. Movie *042"Leap of Faith"
(1992, Drama)Steve Martin, Debra
Winger. A phony faith hosier finds
the road to religion paved with
riches until his assistant falls in love
with a lawman.(In Stereo)'P0-13'
2:00 MICandid Candid Camera No.4
Allen Funt introduces uncensored
film clips of various people "caught
in the act of being themselves" in
zany situations.
2:30 e movie **V2 "The Bodyguard" (1992, Suspense) Kevin
Costner, Whitney Houston. A Secret
Service
agent-turnedbodyguard finds danger and romance
while
protecting
an
entertainer from a stalker. (In
Stereo)'R q
3005 Miss Topless 1992 From the
Sahara Hotel. Las Vegas.
Movie ** "Jennifer Eight"
(1992, Mystery) Andy Garcia, Uma
Thurman. A maverick cop's reassignment to Northern California
leads to an investigation of a brutal
series of killings. (In Stereo)'R' q
&005 Movie * "Honor and Glory"
(1993, Adventure)

TREAT YOURSELF TONIGHT...
Pay-Per-View From Murray Cablevision Ordering Is Easy As 000
Call Murray Cablevision
•
Push One On Your Phone For P.P.V.
•

Order Your Block Buster Movie, Enter Your 10
Digit Authorization Number, Sit Back & Enjoy!
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